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INTRODUCTION1
Malthus’ Essay on The Principle of Population
T.R. Malthus’ Essay on The Principle of Population, the first edition of
which was published in 1798, was one of the the first systematic studies of
the problem of population in relation to resources. Earlier discussions of the
problem had been published by Boterro in Italy, Robert Wallace in England,
and Benjamin Franklin in America. However Malthus’ Essay was the first to
stress the fact that, in general, powerful checks operate continuously to keep
human populations from increasing beyond their available food supply. In a
later edition, published in 1803, he buttressed this assertion with carefully
collected demographic and sociological data from many societies at various
periods of their histories.
The publication of Malthus’ Essay coincided with a wave of disillusionment which followed the optimism of the Enlightenment. The utopian societies predicted by the philosophers of the Enlightenment were compared
with reign of terror in Robespierre’s France and with the miseries of industrial workers in England; and the discrepancy required an explanation.
The optimism which preceded the French Revolution, and the disappointment which followed a few years later, closely paralleled the optimistic expectations of our own century, in the period after the Second World War, when
it was thought that the transfer of technology to the less developed parts of
the world would eliminate poverty, and the subsequent disappointment when
poverty persisted.
Science and technology developed rapidly in the second half of the twentieth century, but the benefits which they conferred were just as rapidly
consumed by a global population which today is increasing at the rate of one
billion people every fourteen years. Because of the close parallel between the
optimism and disappointments of Malthus’ time and those of our own, much
light can be thrown on our present situation by rereading the debate between
Malthus and his contemporaries.
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This book draws heavily on my previously published chapters in various books, but a
considerable amount of new material has been added

Famine, disease and war
Malthus classified the checks to population growth as preventative and positive. Among the preventative checks he mentioned late marriage, and what
he called “vice”. This included birth control, of which he disapproved. If he
had been living today, I think that Malthus would consider birth control to
be the most humane method for preventing excessive growth of population.
Among the positive checks to population growth, are the three terrible
Malthusian forces, famine, disease and war. Today, each of these has taken
on new and terrifying dimensions, and in this book, a chapter is devoted to
each.

The climate emergency
The threat of catastrophic climate change came to the attention of scientists
after the time of Malthus. However, this existential threat to the future of
human civilization is connected to Malthus’ work by the fact that one of the
driving forces behind climate change is population growth.

Our footprint on Nature’s face has grown too large
At present, the total human economy is demanding more from the environment than the environment can regenerate. If we go on with business as
usual, then within a decade it would take two Earths to regenerate the resources that we collectively demand. Most economists are focused on growth,
but endless growth of anything physical on a finite planet is a logical impossibility. We need a new economic system, a new social contract, and a new
and more considerate relationship with our environment.

Famine today
I have for decades been predicting that by 2050, population growth, climate
change, and the end of the fossil fuel era would combine to produce a severe
and widespread global famine, involving billions rather than millions of people. However, population has grown faster than predicted, reaching 8 billion
in November, 2022. Climate change has also developed more rapidly than
predicted. Already today drought is threatening agriculture in many parts

of the world, and heat is damaging crops. Food prices have risen dramatically during the last few years, and a considerable fraction of the world’s
population is already experiencing food insecurity. According to the United
Nations, in 2020, 40 percent of the world’s population could not afford a
healthy diet.

Disease today
The last two years have been dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic, but
other diseases, such as tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, malaria, water-borne diseases, and infection with worms continue to produce hundreds of millions of
deaths every year. The World Health Organization needs money to combat
these diseases, but instead the world continues to spend immense amounts
of money on war. Currently 2 trillion dollars are spent every year on armaments, and the total amount spent on war is much larger.

War today
Today the United States is waging a proxy war against Russia, with Ukraine
as the battle-ground. Simultaneously the US is threatening China. In both
cases, there is a great danger that nuclear weapons may be used.
War was always madness, always immoral, always the cause of unspeakable suffering, economic waste and widespread destruction, and always a
source of poverty, hate, barbarism and endless cycles of revenge and counterrevenge. It has always been a crime for soldiers to kill people, just as it is a
crime for murderers in civil society to kill people.
But today, the development of all-destroying thermonuclear weapons has
put war completely beyond the bounds of sanity and elementary humanity.
A thermonuclear war would destroy human civilization, together with most
of the plants and animals with which we share the gift of life. We must strive
to abolish not only nuclear weapons but also the institution of war itself.
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Chapter 1
MALTHUS
1.1

The education of Malthus

T.R. Malthus’ Essay on The Principle of Population, the first edition of which was published in 1798, was one of the the first systematic studies of the problem of population in
relation to resources. Earlier discussions of the problem had been published by Boterro in
Italy, Robert Wallace in England, and Benjamin Franklin in America. However Malthus’
Essay was the first to stress the fact that, in general, powerful checks operate continuously
to keep human populations from increasing beyond their available food supply. In a later
edition, published in 1803, he buttressed this assertion with carefully collected demographic
and sociological data from many societies at various periods of their histories.
The publication of Malthus’ Essay coincided with a wave of disillusionment which followed the optimism of the Enlightenment. The utopian societies predicted by the philosophers of the Enlightenment were compared with reign of terror in Robespierre’s France
and with the miseries of industrial workers in England; and the discrepancy required an
explanation. The optimism which preceded the French Revolution, and the disappointment which followed a few years later, closely paralleled the optimistic expectations of
our own century, in the period after the Second World War, when it was thought that the
transfer of technology to the less developed parts of the world would eliminate poverty, and
the subsequent disappointment when poverty persisted. Science and technology developed
rapidly in the second half of the twentieth century, but the benefits which they conferred
were just as rapidly consumed by a global population which today is increasing at the rate
of one billion people every decade. Because of the close parallel between the optimism and
disappointments of Malthus’ time and those of our own, much light can be thrown on our
present situation by rereading the debate between Malthus and his contemporaries.
Thomas Robert Malthus (1766-1834) came from an intellectual family: His father,
Daniel Malthus, was a moderately well-to-do English country gentleman, an enthusiastic
believer in the optimistic ideas of the Enlightenment, and a friend of the philosophers JeanJaques Rousseau, David Hume and William Godwin. The famous book on population by
the younger Malthus grew out of conversations with his father.
9
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Figure 1.1: The Rookery near Dorking in Surrey
Daniel Malthus attended Oxford, but left without obtaining a degree. He later built
a country home near Dorking, which he called “The Rookery”. The house had Gothic
battlements, and the land belonging to it contained a beech forest, an ice house, a corn
mill, a large lake, and serpentine walks leading to “several romantic buildings with appropriate dedications”. Daniel Malthus was an ardent admirer of Rousseau; and when the
French philosopher visited England with his mistress, Thérése le Vasseur, Danial Malthus
entertained him at the Rookery. Rousseau and Thérése undoubtedly saw Daniel’s baby
son (who was always called Robert or Bob) and they must have noticed with pity that he
had been born with a hare lip. This was later sutured, and apart from a slight scar which
marked the operation, he became very handsome.
Robert Malthus was at first tutored at home; but in 1782, when he was 16 years old, he
was sent to study at the famous Dissenting Academy at Warrington in Lancashire. Joseph
Priestly had taught at Warrington, and he had completed his famous History of Electricity
there, as well as his Essay on Government, which contains the phrase “the greatest good
for the greatest number”.
Robert’s tutor at Warrington Academy was Gilbert Wakefield (who was later imprisoned for his radical ideas). When Robert was 18, Wakefield arranged for him to be admitted to Jesus College, Cambridge University, as a student of mathematics. Robert Malthus
graduated from Cambridge in 1788 with a first-class degree in mathematics. He was Ninth
Wrangler, which meant that he was the ninth-best mathematician in his graduating class.
He also won prizes in declamation, both in English and in Latin, which is surprising in
view of the speech defect from which he suffered all his life.

1.2

Debate on the views of Godwin and Condorcet

In 1793, Robert Malthus was elected a fellow of Jesus College, and he also took orders
in the Anglican Church. He was assigned as Curate to Okewood Chapel in Surrey. This
small chapel stood in a woodland region, and Malthus’ illiterate parishioners were so poor
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that the women and children went without shoes. They lived in low thatched huts made
of woven branches plastered with mud. The floors of these huts were of dirt, and the
only light came from tiny window openings. Malthus’ parishioners diet consisted almost
entirely of bread. The children of these cottagers developed late, and were stunted in
growth. Nevertheless, in spite of the harsh conditions of his parishioners’ lives, Malthus
noticed that the number of births which he recorded in the parish register greatly exceeded
the number of deaths. It was probably this fact which first turned his attention to the
problem of population.
By this time, Daniel Malthus had sold the Rookery; and after a period of travel, he had
settled with his family at Albury, about nine miles from Okewood Chapel. Robert Malthus
lived with his parents at Albury, and it was here that the famous debates between father and
son took place. 1793, the year when Robert Malthus took up his position at Okewood, was
also the year in which Danial Malthus friend, William Godwin, published his enormously
optimistic book, Political Justice. In this book, Godwin predicted a future society where
scientific progress would liberate humans from material want. Godwin predicted that in the
future, with the institution of war abolished, with a more equal distribution of property, and
with the help of scientific improvements in agriculture and industry, much less labour would
be needed to support life. Luxuries are at present used to maintain artificial distinctions
between the classes of society, Godwin wrote, but in the future values will change; humans
will live more simply, and their efforts will be devoted to self-fulfillment and to intellectual
and moral improvement, rather than to material possessions. With the help of automated
agriculture, the citizens of a future society will need only a few hours a day to earn their
bread.
Godwin went on to say, “The spirit of oppression, the spirit of servility and the spirit
of fraud - these are the immediate growth of the established administration of property.
They are alike hostile to intellectual improvement. The other vices of envy , malice, and
revenge are their inseparable companions. In a state of society where men lived in the
midst of plenty, and where all shared alike the bounties of nature, these sentiments would
inevitably expire. The narrow principle of selfishness would vanish. No man being obliged
to guard his little store, or provide with anxiety and pain for his restless wants, each would
lose his own individual existence in the thought of the general good. No man would be
the enemy of his neighbor, for they would have nothing to contend; and of consequence
philanthropy would resume the empire which reason assigns her. Mind would be delivered
from her perpetual anxiety about corporal support, and free to expatiate in the field of
thought which is congenial to her. Each man would assist the inquiries of all.”
Godwin insisted that there is an indissoluble link between politics, ethics and knowledge. Political Justice is an enthusiastic vision of what humans could be like at some
future period when the trend towards moral and intellectual improvement has lifted men
and women above their their present state of ignorance and vice. Much of the savage
structure of the penal system would then be unnecessary, Godwin believed. (At the time
when he was writing, there were more than a hundred capital offenses in England, and this
number had soon increased to almost two hundred. The theft of any object of greater value
than ten shillings was punishable by hanging.) In its present state, Godwin wrote, society
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Figure 1.2: William Godwin (1756-1836).
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decrees that the majority of its citizens “should be kept in abject penury, rendered stupid
with ignorance and disgustful with vice, perpetuated in nakedness and hunger, goaded to
the commission of crimes, and made victims to the merciless laws which the rich have instituted to oppress them”. But human behavior is produced by environment and education,
Godwin pointed out. If the conditions of upbringing were improved, behavior would also
improve. In fact, Godwin believed that men and women are subject to natural laws no less
than the planets of Newton’s solar system. “In the life of every human”, Godwin wrote,
“there is a chain of causes, generated in that eternity which preceded his birth, and going
on in regular procession through the whole period of his existence, in consequence of which
it was impossible for him to act in any instance otherwise than he has acted.”
The chain of causality in human affairs implies that vice and crime should be regarded
with the same attitude with which we regard disease. The causes of poverty, ignorance,
vice and crime should be removed. Human failings should be cured rather than punished.
With this in mind, Godwin wrote, “our disapprobation of vice will be of the same nature
as our disapprobation of an infectious distemper.”
In France the Marquis de Condorcet had written an equally optimistic book, Esquisse
d’un Tableau Historique des Progrès de l’Esprit Humain. Condorcet’s optimism was unaffected even by the fact that at the time when he was writing he was in hiding, under
sentence of death by Robespierre’s government. Besides enthusiastically extolling Godwin’s
ideas to his son, Daniel Malthus also told him of the views of Condorcet.
Condorcet’s Esquisse, is an enthusiastic endorsement of the idea of infinite human perfectibility which was current among the philosophers of the 18th century, and in this book,
Condorcet anticipated many of the evolutionary ideas of Charles Darwin. He compared
humans with animals, and found many common traits. Condorcet believed that animals
are able to think, and even to think rationally, although their thoughts are extremely
simple compared with those of humans. He also asserted that humans historically began
their existence on the same level as animals and gradually developed to their present state.
Since this evolution took place historically, he reasoned, it is probable, or even inevitable,
that a similar evolution in the future will bring mankind to a level of physical, mental
and moral development which will be as superior to our own present state as we are now
superior to animals. In his Esquisse, Condorcet called attention to the unusually long
period of dependency which characterizes the growth and education of human offspring.
This prolonged childhood is unique among living beings. It is needed for the high level
of mental development of the human species; but it requires a stable family structure to
protect the young during their long upbringing.
Thus, according to Condorcet, biological evolution brought into existence a moral precept, the sanctity of the family.
Similarly, Condorcet maintained, larger associations of humans would have been impossible without some degree of altruism and sensitivity to the suffering of others incorporated
into human behavior, either as instincts or as moral precepts or both; and thus the evolution of organized society entailed the development of sensibility and morality.
Condorcet believed that ignorance and error are responsible for vice; and he listened
what he regarded as the main mistakes of civilization: hereditary transmission of power,
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Figure 1.3: Thomas Robert Malthus (1766-1834).
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Figure 1.4: The Marquis de Condorcet (1743-1794).
inequality between men and women, religious bigotry, disease, war, slavery, economic inequality, and the division of humanity into mutually exclusive linguistic groups.
Condorcet believed the hereditary transmission of power to be the source of much of
the tyranny under which humans suffer; and he looked forward to an era when republican
governments would be established throughout the world. Turning to the inequality between
men and women, Condorcet wrote that he could see no moral, physical or intellectual basis
for it. He called for complete social, legal, and educational equality between the sexes.
Condorcet predicted that the progress of medical science would free humans from the
worst ravages of disease. Furthermore, he maintained that since perfectibility (i.e. evolution) operates throughout the biological world, there is no reason why mankind’s physical
structure might not gradually improve, with the result that human life in the remote future
could be greatly prolonged. Condorcet believed that the intellectual and moral facilities of
man are capable of continuous and steady improvement; and he thought that one of the
most important results of this improvement will be the abolition of war.
As Daniel Malthus talked warmly about Godwin, Condorcet, and the idea of human
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progress, the mind of his son, Robert, turned to the unbalance between births and deaths
which he had noticed among his parishioners at Okewood Chapel. He pointed out to
his father that no matter what benefits science might be able to confer, they would soon
be eaten up by population growth. Regardless of technical progress, the condition of the
lowest social class would remain exactly the same: The poor would continue to live, as they
always had, on the exact borderline between survival and famine, clinging desperately to
the lower edge of existence. For them, change for the worse was impossible since it would
loosen their precarious hold on life; their children would die and their numbers would
diminish until they balanced the supply of food. But any change for the better was equally
impossible, because if more nourishment should become available, more of the children of
the poor would survive, and the share of food for each of them would again be reduced to
the precise minimum required for life.
Observation of his parishioners at Okewood had convinced Robert Malthus that this
sombre picture was a realistic description of the condition of the poor in England at the
end of the 18th century. Techniques of agriculture and industry were indeed improving
rapidly; but among the very poor, population was increasing equally fast, and the misery
of society’s lowest class remained unaltered.
Daniel Malthus was so impressed with his son’s arguments that he urged him to develop
them into a small book. Robert Malthus’ first essay on population, written in response to
his father’s urging, was only 50,000 words in length. It was was published anonymously in
1798, and its full title was An Essay on the Principle of Population, as it affects the future
improvement of society, with remarks on the speculations of Mr. Godwin, M. Condorcet,
and other writers. Robert Malthus’ Essay explored the consequences of his basic thesis:
that “the power of population is indefinitely greater than the power in the earth to produce
subsistence for man”.

1.3

Publication of the first essay in 1798

“That population cannot increase without the means of subsistence”, Robert Malthus
wrote, “is a proposition so evident that it needs no illustration. That population does
invariably increase, where there are means of subsistence, the history of every people who
have ever existed will abundantly prove. And that the superior power cannot be checked
without producing misery and vice, the ample portion of these two bitter ingredients in the
cup of human life, and the continuance of the physical causes that seem to have produced
them, bear too convincing a testimony.”
In order to illustrate the power of human populations to grow quickly to enormous
numbers if left completely unchecked, Malthus turned to statistics from the United States,
where the population had doubled every 25 years for a century and a half. Malthus called
this type of growth “geometrical” (today we would call it “exponential”); and, drawing on
his mathematical education, he illustrated it by the progression 1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256,..etc.
In order to show that, in the long run, no improvement in agriculture could possibly keep
pace with unchecked population growth, Malthus allowed that, in England, agricultural
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output might with great effort be doubled during the next quarter century; but during
a subsequent 25-year period it could not again be doubled. The growth of agricultural
output could at the very most follow an arithmetic (linear) progression, 1,2,3,4,5,6,...etc.
Because of the overpoweringly greater numbers which can potentially be generated by
exponential population growth, as contrasted to the slow linear progression of sustenance,
Malthus was convinced that at almost all stages of human history, population has not
expanded freely, but has instead pressed painfully against the limits of its food supply. He
maintained that human numbers are normally held in check either by “vice or misery”.
(Malthus classified both war and birth control as a forms of vice.) Occasionally the food
supply increases through some improvement in agriculture, or through the opening of new
lands; but population then grows very rapidly, and soon a new equilibrium is established,
with misery and vice once more holding the population in check.
Like Godwin’s Political Justice, Malthus’ Essay on the Principle of Population was
published at exactly the right moment to capture the prevailing mood of England. In
1793, the mood had been optimistic; but by 1798, hopes for reform had been replaced
by reaction and pessimism. Public opinion had been changed by Robespierre’s Reign of
Terror and by the threat of a French invasion. Malthus’ clear and powerfully written essay
caught the attention of readers not only because it appeared at the right moment, but also
because his two contrasting mathematical laws of growth were so striking.
One of Malthus’ readers was William Godwin, who recognized the essay as the strongest
challenge to his utopian ideas that had yet been published. Godwin several times invited
Malthus to breakfast at his home to discuss social and economic problems. (After some
years, however, the friendship between Godwin and Malthus cooled, the debate between
them having become more acrimonious.)
In 1801, Godwin published a reply to his critics, among them his former friends James
Mackintosh and Samuel Parr, by whom he recently had been attacked. His Reply to Parr
also contained a reply to Malthus: Godwin granted that the problem of overpopulation
raised by Malthus was an extremely serious one. However, Godwin wrote, all that is needed
to solve the problem is a change of the attitudes of society. For example we need to abandon
the belief “that it is the first duty of princes to watch for (i.e. encourage) the multiplication
of their subjects, and that a man or woman who passes the term of life in a condition of
celibacy is to be considered as having failed to discharge the principal obligations owed to
the community”. “On the contrary”, Godwin continued, “it now appears to be rather the
man who rears a numerous family that has to some degree transgressed the consideration
he owes to the public welfare”. Godwin suggested that each marriage should be allowed
only two or three children or whatever number might be needed to balance the current
rates of mortality and celibacy. This duty to society, Godwin wrote, would surely not be
too great a hardship to be endured, once the reasons for it were thoroughly understood.
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The second essay published in 1803

Malthus’ small essay had captured public attention in England, and he was anxious to
expand it with empirical data which would show his principle of population to be valid not
only in England in his own day, but in all societies and all periods. He therefore traveled
widely, collecting data. He also made use of the books of explorers, such as Cook and
Vancouver.
Malthus second edition - more than three times the length of his original essay on
population - was ready in 1803. Book I and Book II of the 1803 edition of Malthus’ Essay
are devoted to a study of the checks to population growth which have operated throughout
history in all the countries of the world for which he possessed facts.
In his first chapter, Malthus stressed the potentially enormous power of population
growth contrasted the slow growth of the food supply. He concluded that strong checks
to the increase of population must almost always be operating to keep human numbers
within the bounds of sustenance. He classified the checks as either preventive or positive,
the preventive checks being those which reduce fertility, while the positive checks are
those which increase mortality. Among the positive checks, Malthus listed “unwholesome
occupations, severe labour and exposure to the seasons, extreme poverty, bad nursing
of children, great towns, excesses of all kinds, the whole train of common diseases and
epidemics, wars, plague, and famine”.
In the following chapters of Books I, Malthus showed in detail the mechanisms by which
population is held at the level of sustenance in various cultures. He first discussed primitive
hunter-gatherer societies, such as the inhabitants of Tierra del Fuego, Van Diemens Land
and New Holland, and those tribes of North American Indians living predominantly by
hunting. In hunting societies, he pointed out, the population is inevitably very sparse:
“The great extent of territory required for the support of the hunter has been repeatedly
stated and acknowledged”, Malthus wrote, “...The tribes of hunters, like beasts of prey,
whom they resemble in their mode of subsistence, will consequently be thinly scattered
over the surface of the earth.”
“Like beasts of prey, they must either drive away or fly from every rival, and be engaged
in perpetual contests with each other...The neighboring nations live in a perpetual state
of hostility with each other. The very act of increasing in one tribe must be an act of
aggression against its neighbors, as a larger range of territory will be necessary to support
its increased numbers.
‘The contest will in this case continue, either till the equilibrium is restored by mutual
losses, or till the weaker party is exterminated or driven from its country... Their object in
battle is not conquest but destruction. The life of the victor depends on the death of the
enemy”. Malthus concluded that among the American Indians of his time, war was the
predominant check to population growth, although famine, disease and infanticide each
played a part.
In the next chapter, Malthus quoted Captain Cook’s description of the natives of the
region near Queen Charlotte’s Sound in New Zealand, whose way of life involved perpetual
war. “If I had followed the advice of all our pretended friends”, Cook wrote, “I might have
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extirpated the whole race; for the people of each hamlet or village, by turns, applied to me
to destroy the other”. According to Cook, the New Zealanders practiced both ceaseless
war and cannibalism; and population pressure provided a motive for both practices.
In later chapters on nomadic societies of the Near East and Asia, war again appears,
not only as a consequence of the growth of human numbers, but also as one of the major
mechanisms by which these numbers are reduced to the level of their food supply. The
studies quoted by Malthus make it seem likely that the nomadic Tartar tribes of central
Asia made no use of the preventive checks to population growth. In fact the Tartar tribes
may have regarded growth of their own populations as useful in their wars with neighboring
tribes.
Malthus also described the Germanic tribes of Northern Europe, whose population
growth led them to the attacks which destroyed the Roman Empire.
He quoted the following passage from Machiavelli’s History of Florence: “The people
who inhabit the northern parts that lie between the Rhine and the Danube, living in a
healthful and prolific climate, often increase to such a degree that vast numbers of them
are forced to leave their native country and go in search of new habitations. When any of
those provinces begins to grow too populous and wants to disburden itself, the following
method is observed. In the first place, it is divided into three parts, in each of which
there is an equal portion of the nobility and commonality, the rich and the poor. After
this they cast lots; and that division on which the lot falls quits the country and goes to
seek its fortune, leaving the other two more room and liberty to enjoy their possessions at
home. These emigrations proved the destruction of the Roman Empire”. Regarding the
Scandinavians in the early middle ages, Malthus wrote: “Mallet relates, what is probably
true, that it was their common custom to hold an assembly every spring for the purpose
of considering in what quarter they should make war”.
In many of the societies which Malthus described, a causal link can be seen, not only
between population pressure and poverty, but also between population pressure and war.
As one reads his Essay, it becomes clear why both these terrible sources of human anguish
saturate so much of history, and why efforts to eradicate them have so often met with
failure: The only possible way to eliminate poverty and war is to reduce the pressure of
population by preventive checks, since the increased food supply produced by occasional
cultural advances can give only very temporary relief.
In Book II, Malthus turned to the nations of Europe, as they appeared at the end of the
18th century, and here he presents us with a different picture. Although in these societies
poverty, unsanitary housing, child labour, malnutrition and disease all took a heavy toll,
war produced far less mortality than in hunting and pastoral societies, and the preventive
checks, which lower fertility, played a much larger roll.
Malthus had visited Scandinavia during the summer of 1799, and he had made particularly detailed notes on Norway. He was thus able to present a description of Norwegian
economics and demography based on his own studies. Norway was remarkable for having
the lowest reliably-recorded death rate of any nation at that time: Only 1 person in 48
died each year in Norway. (By comparison, 1 person in 20 died each year in London.) The
rate of marriage was also remarkably low, with only 1 marriage each year for every 130
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Figure 1.5: Captain James Cook, FRS (1728-1779). According to Cook, the
native New Zealanders practiced both ceaseless war and cannibalism; and population pressure provided a motive for both practices. Malthus based his description of hunter-gatherer societies on the writings of explorers such as Cook
and Vancouver.
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inhabitants; and thus in spite of the low death rate, Norway’s population had increased
only slightly from the 723,141 inhabitants recorded in 1769.
There were two reasons for late marriage in Norway: Firstly, every man born of a
farmer or a labourer was compelled by law to be a soldier in the reserve army for a period
of ten years; and during his military service, he could not marry without the permission of
both his commanding officer and the parish priest. These permissions were granted only to
those who were clearly in an economic position to support a family. Men could be inducted
into the army at any age between 20 and 30, and since commanding officers preferred older
recruits, Norwegian men were often in their 40’s before they were free to marry. At the
time when Malthus was writing, these rules had just been made less restrictive; but priests
still refused to unite couples whose economic foundations they judged to be insufficient.
The second reason for late marriages was the structure of the farming community. In
general, Norwegian farms were large; and the owner’s household employed many young
unmarried men and women as servants. These young people had no chance to marry
unless a smaller house on the property became vacant, with its attached small parcel of
land for the use of the “houseman”; but because of the low death rate, such vacancies were
infrequent.
Thus Norway’s remarkably low death rate was balanced by a low birth rate. Other
chapters in Book II are devoted to the checks to population growth in Sweden, Russia,
Central Europe, Switzerland, France, England, Scotland and Ireland.
Malthus painted a very dark panorama of population pressure and its consequences
in human societies throughout the world and throughout history: At the lowest stage of
cultural development are the hunter-gatherer societies, where the density of population is
extremely low. Nevertheless, the area required to support the hunters is so enormous that
even their sparse and thinly scattered numbers press hard against the limits of sustenance.
The resulting competition for territory produces merciless intertribal wars.
The domestication of animals makes higher population densities possible; and wherever
this new mode of food production is adopted, human numbers rapidly increase; but very
soon a new equilibrium is established, with the population of pastoral societies once more
pressing painfully against the limits of the food supply, growing a little in good years, and
being cut back in bad years by famine, disease and war.
Finally, agricultural societies can maintain extremely high densities of population; but
the time required to achieve a new equilibrium is very short. After a brief period of
unrestricted growth, human numbers are once more crushed against the barrier of limited
resources; and if excess lives are produced by overbreeding, they are soon extinguished by
deaths among the children of the poor.
Malthus was conscious that he had drawn an extremely dark picture of the human
condition. He excused himself by saying that he has not done it gratuitously, but because
he was convinced that the dark shades really are there, and that they form an important
part of the picture. He did allow one ray of light, however: By 1803, his own studies of
Norway, together with personal conversations with Godwin and the arguments in Godwin’s
Reply to Parr, had convinced Malthus that “moral restraint” should be included among
the possible checks to population growth. Thus he concluded Book II of his 1803 edition by
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saying that the checks which keep population down to the level of the means of subsistence
can all be classified under the headings of “moral restraint, vice and misery”. (In his first
edition he had maintained that vice and misery are the only possibilities).

1.5

Systems of equality

In the 1803 edition of Malthus’ Essay, Books III and IV form a second volume.
The ideas which he put forward in this second volume are much more open to dispute
than are the solidly empirical demographic studies of Books I and II. Malthus excused
himself at the beginning of the second volume, saying that he realized that the ideas which
he was about to put forward were less solidly based than those in his first volume. However,
he said that he wished to explore all the consequences of his principle of population: “..Even
the errors into which I may have fallen”, he wrote, “by according a handle to argument,
and an additional excitement to examination, may be subservient to the important end
of bringing a subject so nearly connected with the happiness of society into more general
notice”.
Malthus began Book III by discussing the systems of equality proposed by Condorcet
and Godwin; and he tried to show that such utopian societies would prove impossible in
practice, because they would rapidly drown in a flood of excess population. Condorcet
himself had recognized this difficulty. He realized that improved living conditions for
the poor would lead to a rapid growth of population. “Must not a period then arrive”,
Condorcet had written, “... when the increase of the number of men surpassing their means
of subsistence, the necessary result must be either a continual diminution of happiness and
population... or at least a kind of oscillation between good and evil?”
Condorcet believed the serious consequences of population pressure to be far in the
future, but Malthus disagreed with him on exactly that point: “M. Condorcet’s picture
of what may be expected to happen when the number of men shall surpass subsistence is
justly drawn... The only point in which I differ from M. Condorcet in this description is
with regard to the period when it may be applied to the human race... This constantly
subsisting cause of periodical misery has existed in most countries ever since we have had
any histories of mankind, and continues to exist at the present moment.”
“M. Condorcet, however, goes on to say”, Malthus continued, “that should the period,
which he conceives to be so distant, ever arrive, the human race, and the advocates of the
perfectibility of man, need not be alarmed at it. He then proceeds to remove the difficulty
in a manner which I profess not to understand. Having observed that the ridiculous
prejudices of superstition would by that time have ceased to throw over morals a corrupt
and degrading austerity, he alludes either to a promiscuous concubinage, which would
prevent breeding, or to something else as unnatural. To remove the difficulty in this way
will surely, in the opinion of most men, be to destroy that virtue and purity of manners
which the advocates of equality and of the perfectibility of man profess to be the end and
object of their views.”
When Malthus referred to “something else as unnatural”, he of course meant birth
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control, some forms of which existed at the time when he was writing; and in this passage
we see that he was opposed to the practice. He preferred late marriage or “moral restraint”
as a means of limiting excessive population growth.
After his arguments against Condorcet, Malthus discussed William Godwin’s egalitarian utopia, which, he said, would be extremely attractive if only it could be achieved: “The
system of equality which Mr. Godwin proposes”, Malthus wrote, “is, on the first view of
it, the most beautiful and engaging which has yet appeared. A melioration of society to be
produced merely by reason and conviction gives more promise of permanence than than
any change effected and maintained by force. The unlimited exercise of private judgement
is a doctrine grand and captivating, and has a vast superiority over those systems where
every individual is in a manner the slave of the public.”
“The substitution of benevolence, as a master-spring and moving principle of society,
instead of self-love, appears at first sight to be a consummation devoutly to be wished. In
short, it is impossible to contemplate the whole of this fair picture without emotions of
delight and admiration, accompanied with an ardent longing for the period of its accomplishment.”
“But alas!” Malthus continued, “That moment can never arrive.... The great error
under which Mr. Godwin labours throughout his whole work is the attributing of almost all
the vices and misery that prevail in civil society to human institutions. Political regulations
and the established administration of property are, with him, the fruitful sources of all evil,
the hotbeds of all the crimes that degrade mankind. Were this really a true state of the
case, it would not seem a completely hopeless task to remove evil completely from the
world; and reason seems to be the proper and adequate instrument for effecting so great a
purpose. But the truth is, that though human institutions appear to be, and indeed often
are, the obvious and obtrusive causes of much misery in society, they are, in reality, light
and superficial in comparison with those deeper-seated causes of evil which result from the
laws of nature and the passions of mankind.”
The passions of mankind drive humans to reproduce, while the laws of nature set limits
to the carrying capacity of the environment. Godwin’s utopia, if established, would be very
favorable to the growth of population; and very soon the shortage of food would lead to its
downfall: Because of the overpowering force of population growth, “Man cannot live in the
midst of plenty. All cannot share alike the bounties of nature. Were there no established
administration of property, every man would be obliged to guard with his force his little
store. Selfishness would be triumphant. The subjects of contention would be perpetual.
Every individual would be under constant anxiety about corporal support, and not a single
intellect would be left free to expatiate in the field of thought.”
Malthus believed that all systems of equality are doomed to failure, not only because
of the powerful pressure of population growth, but also because differences between the
upper, middle, and lower classes serve the useful purpose of providing humans with an
incentive for hard work. He thought that fear of falling to a lower social status, and hope
of rising to a higher one, provide a strong incentive for constructive activity. However,
he believed that happiness is most often found in the middle ranks of society, and that
therefore the highest and lowest classes ought not to be large. Malthus advocated universal
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education and security of property as means by which the lowest classes of society could
be induced to adopt more virtuous and prudent patterns of behavior.

1.6

The Poor Laws

Among the most controversial chapters of Malthus’ second volume are those dealing with
the Poor Laws. During the reign of Queen Elisabeth I, a law had been enacted according to
which justices were authorized to collect taxes in order to set to work “...the children of all
such, whose parents shall not by the said persons be thought able to keep and maintain their
children; and also such persons, married or unmarried, as, having no means to maintain
them, use no ordinary or daily trade to get their living by..”. Malthus commented:
“What is this but saying that the funds for the maintenance of labour in this country
may be increased without limit by a fiat of government...? Strictly speaking, this clause
is as arrogant and absurd as if it had enacted that two ears of wheat should in the future
grow where one had grown before. Canute, when he commanded the waves not to wet his
princely foot, did not assume a greater power over the laws of nature.” Malthus pointed
out that if we believe that every person has a right to have as many children as he or
she wishes, and if we enact a law, according to which every person born has a right to
sustenance, then we implicitly assume that the supply of food can be increased without
limit, which of course is impossible.
During the first few years of the nineteenth century there was a severe shortage of food
in England, partly because of war with France, and partly because of harvest failures. As a
result, the price of wheat tripled, causing great distress among the poor. By 1803, 3,000,000
pounds sterling were being distributed to make up the difference between the wages of poor
workers and the amount which they needed to pay for food. Malthus regarded the supply of
grain as constant, i.e. independent of the price; and he therefore believed that distribution
of money under the Poor Laws merely raised the price of grain still further in relation to
wages, forcing a larger number of independent workers to seek help. He thought that the
distributed money helped to relieve suffering in some cases, but that it spread the suffering
over a wider area.
In some parishes, the amount of money distributed under the Poor Laws was proportional to the number of children in a family, and Malthus believed that this encouraged the
growth of population, further aggravating the shortage of food. “A poor man may marry
with little or no prospect of being able to support a family in independence”, he wrote,
“...and the Poor Laws may be said therefore in some measure to create the poor which
they maintain; and as the provisions of the country must, in consequence of the increased
population, be distributed to every man in smaller proportions, it is evident that the labour
of those who are not supported by parish assistance, will purchase a smaller quantity of
provisions than before, and consequently more of them must be driven to ask for support.”
Malthus advocated a very gradual abolition of the Poor Laws, and he believed that while
this change was being brought about, the laws ought to be administered in such a way that
the position of least well-off independent workers should not be worse than the position of
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those supported by parish assistance.

1.7

Replies to Malthus

The second edition of Malthus’ Essay was published in 1803. It provoked a storm of
controversy, and a flood of rebuttals. In 1803 England’s political situation was sensitive.
Revolutions had recently occurred both in America and in France; and in England there
was much agitation for radical change, against which Malthus provided counter-arguments.
Pitt and his government had taken Malthus’ first edition seriously, and had abandoned their
plans for extending the Poor Laws. Also, as a consequence of Malthus’ ideas, England’s
first census was taken in 1801. This census, and subsequent ones, taken in 1811, 1821 and
1831, showed that England’s population was indeed increasing rapidly, just as Malthus had
feared. (The population of England and Wales more than doubled in 80 years, from an
estimated 6.6 million in 1750 to almost 14 million in 1831.) In 1803, the issues of poverty
and population were at the center of the political arena, and articles refuting Malthus
began to stream from the pens of England’s authors.
William Coleridge planned to write an article against Malthus, and he made extensive
notes in the margins of his copy of the Essay. In one place he wrote: “Are Lust and Hunger
both alike Passions of physical Necessity, and the one equally with the other independent
of the Reason and the Will? Shame upon our race that there lives an individual who
dares to ask the Question.” In another place Coleridge wrote: “Vice and Virtue subsist
in the agreement of the habits of a man with his Reason and Conscience, and these can
have but one moral guide, Utility, or the virtue and Happiness of Rational Beings”. Although Coleridge never wrote his planned article, his close friend Robert Southey did so,
using Coleridge’s notes almost verbatim. Some years later Coleridge remarked: “Is it not
lamentable - is it not even marvelous - that the monstrous practical sophism of Malthus
should now have gained complete possession of the leading men of the kingdom! Such an
essential lie in morals - such a practical lie in fact it is too! I solemnly declare that I do
not believe that all the heresies and sects and factions which ignorance and the weakness
and wickedness of man have ever given birth to, were altogether so disgraceful to man as
a Christian, a philosopher, a statesman or citizen, as this abominable tenet.”
In 1812, Percy Bysshe Shelley, who was later to become William Godwin’s son-in-law,
wrote: “Many well-meaning persons... would tell me not to make people happy for fear
of over-stocking the world... War, vice and misery are undoubtedly bad; they embrace
all that we can conceive of temporal and eternal evil. Are we to be told that these are
remedyless, because the earth would in case of their remedy, be overstocked?” A year later,
Shelley called Malthus a “priest, eunuch, and tyrant”, and accused him, in a pamphlet, of
proposing that “.. after the poor have been stript naked by the taxgatherer and reduced
to bread and tea and fourteen hours of hard labour by their masters.. the last tie by which
Nature holds them to benignant earth (whose plenty is garnered up in the strongholds
of their tyrants) is to be divided... They are required to abstain from marrying under
penalty of starvation... whilst the rich are permitted to add as many mouths to consume
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Figure 1.6: Coleridge’s notes on Malthus: “I do not believe that all the heresies
and sects and factions which ignorance and the weakness and wickedness of man
have ever given birth to, were altogether so disgraceful to man as a Christian,
a philosopher, a statesman or citizen, as this abominable tenet.”
the products of the poor as they please”.
Godwin himself wrote a long book (which was published in 1820) entitled Of Population,
An Enquiry Concerning the Power and Increase in the Number of Mankind, being an
answer to Mr. Malthus. One can also view many of the books of Charles Dickens as
protests against Malthus’ point of view. For example, Oliver Twist gives us a picture of
a workhouse “administered in such a way that the position of least well-off independent
workers should not be worse than the position of those supported by parish assistance.”
Among the authors defending Malthus was Harriet Martineau, who wrote: “The desire
of his heart and the aim of his work were that domestic virtue and happiness should be
placed within the reach of all... He found that a portion of the people were underfed,
and that one consequence of this was a fearful mortality among infants; and another
consequence the growth of a recklessness among the destitute which caused infanticide,
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Figure 1.7: Shelley: “‘.. after the poor have been stript naked by the taxgatherer
and reduced to bread and tea and fourteen hours of hard labour by their
masters.. the last tie by which Nature holds them to benignant earth (whose
plenty is garnered up in the strongholds of their tyrants) is to be divided...They
are required to abstain from marrying under penalty of starvation...”
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Figure 1.8: Tiny Tim, from Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol. When he is
informed that Tiny Tim will die unless he receives medical treatment, Scrooge
remarks, “Then he had better die and reduce the surplus population!”. Many
of the events in Dickens’ books can be viewed as protests against the ideas of
Malthus.
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Figure 1.9: Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist asks for a second portion of gruel,
provoking a storm of outrage. As a boy, Dickens himself spent some time in a
workhouse.
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Figure 1.10: A portrait of the British political economist, author and social theorist Harriet Martineau (1802-1876). She was a very close friend of Charles
Darwin’s older brother, Erasmus. Commenting on the ideas of Malthus, she
wrote: “Prudence as to time of marriage and making due provision for it
was, one would think, a harmless recommendation enough, under the circumstances.” Martineau’s books were highly successful, sometimes outselling those
of Charles Dickens.
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corruption of morals, and at best, marriage between pauper boys and girls; while multitudes
of respectable men and women, who paid rates instead of consuming them, were unmarried
at forty or never married at all. Prudence as to time of marriage and for making due
provision for it was, one would think, a harmless recommendation enough, under the
circumstances.”

1.8

Ricardo’s Iron Law of Wages; the Corn Laws

Malthus continued a life of quiet scholarship, unperturbed by the heated public debate
which he had caused. At the age of 38, he married a second cousin. The marriage produced
only three children, which at that time was considered to be a very small number. Thus
he practiced the pattern of late marriage which he advocated. Although he was appointed
rector of a church in Lincolnshire, he never preached there, hiring a curate to do this in his
place. Instead of preaching, Malthus accepted an appointment as Professor of History and
Political Economy at the East India Company’s College at Haileybury. This appointment
made him the first professor of economics in England, and probably also the first in the
world. Among the important books which he wrote while he held this post was Principles
of Political Economy, Considered with a View to their Practical Application. Malthus
also published numerous revised and expanded editions of his Essay on the Principle of
Population. The third edition was published in 1806, the fourth in 1807, the fifth in 1817,
and the sixth in 1826.
Malthus became a close friend of the wealthy financier and economic theorist, David
Ricardo (1772-1823). He and Ricardo met frequently to discuss economic problems, and
when circumstances prevented them from meeting, they exchanged endless letters. Ricardo
and Malthus differed on the subject of the Corn Laws, but they never allowed this difference
of opinion to affect their friendship.
Although shortages of food had produced drastic increases in the price of grain, the
import of cheap foreign grain was effectively prevented by the Corn Laws. These laws
had been introduced by the large landowners, who controlled Parliament, but they were
opposed by the manufacturers, who wished to make less expensive food available to their
workers. On this issue, Malthus sided with the landowners, arguing that if England became
dependent on imports of foreign grain, the country would be insecure: What if England’s
ability to export manufactured goods in exchange for the grain should later be undermined
by foreign competition? Malthus pointed out that the country would then face starvation.
Ricardo, on the other hand, sided with the rising class of manufacturers. In 1832 the
Reform Bill gave the manufacturers control of Parliament, the Corn Laws were repealed,
and England’s rapidly-growing population became dependent on imports of foreign grain.
Ricardo accepted Malthus’ principle of population, and from it he deduced what came to
be called his “Iron Law of Wages”. According to Ricardo, labor is a commodity, and wages
are determined by the law of supply and demand: When wages fall below the starvation
level, the workers’ children die. Labor then becomes a scarce commodity, and wages rise.
On the other hand, when wages rise above the starvation level, the working population
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Figure 1.11: The economist David Ricardo (1772-1823), a close friend of Malthus.
The joint pessimism of Ricardo and Malthus caused Carlyle to call economics
“the dismal science”.
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multiplies rapidly, labor becomes a plentiful commodity, and wages fall again.
Thus, according to Ricardo, there is an Iron Law which holds wages at the minimum
level at which life can be supported. The combined pessimism of Malthus and Ricardo
caused Carlyle to call economics “the dismal science”.

1.9

The Irish Potato Famine of 1845

Meanwhile, in Ireland, a dramatic series of events had occurred, confirming the ideas of
Malthus. Anti-Catholic laws prevented the Irish cottagers from improving their social
position; and instead they produced large families, fed almost exclusively on a diet of
milk and potatoes. The potato and milk diet allowed a higher density of population to
be supported in Ireland than would have been the case if the Irish diet had consisted
primarily of wheat. As a result, the population of Ireland grew rapidly: In 1695 it had
been approximately one million, but by 1821 it had reached 6,801,827. By 1845, the
population of Ireland was more than eight million; and in that year the potato harvest
failed because of blight. All who were able to do so fled from the country, many emigrating
to the United States; but two million people died of starvation. As the result of this shock,
Irish marriage habits changed, and late marriage became the norm, just as Malthus would
have wished. After the Potato Famine of 1845, Ireland maintained a stable population of
roughly four million.
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Figure 1.12: The Irish Potato Famine.
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Figure 1.13: The Irish Potato Famine.
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The impact of Malthus on biology

The impact of Malthus’ Essay was great, not only in demography and political economics,
but also in biology. In 1836, Charles Darwin returned from his voyage on the Beagle
with a mass of facts and ideas on species out of which he was struggling to construct a
coherent picture; and Malthus gave him the clue he needed. “In October, 1838”, Darwin
wrote later in his Autobiography, “that is, fifteen months after I had begun my systematic enquiry, I happened to read for amusement ‘Malthus on Population’, and being well
prepared to appreciate the struggle for existence which everywhere goes on from longcontinued observation of the habits of animals and plants, it at once struck me that under
these circumstances favorable variations would tend to be preserved, and unfavorable ones
to be destroyed. The result of this would be the formation of new species. Here then I had
at last got a theory by which to work...”
Darwin wrote a sketch of his theory of evolution through natural selection; but he did
not publish it, probably because he had a premonition of the furious opposition which
his heretical ideas would provoke. In 1854 he returned to his work on species, but he
was writing on a scale which would have developed into an enormous multi-volume work,
whose completion might have taken the remainder of his life. Meanwhile, a young English
biologist named Alfred Russell Wallace, working in the jungles of Malaysia, arrived at
exactly the same theory as Darwin’s, and in exactly the same way - by reading Malthus!
Wallace wrote a short paper describing his theory and sent it to Darwin, asking the older
scientist’s opinion. Darwin was at first inclined to burn all his own work on the subject
out of fairness to Wallace, but his friends persuaded him to instead write a short paper
describing his views, which could be presented together with Wallace’s article. The two
papers were read together to a meeting of the Linnean Society, which listened in stunned
silence. Posterity has given both Darwin and Wallace credit for their joint discovery of the
theory of evolution through natural selection.
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Figure 1.14: Both Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace arrived at their
theories of natural selection in evolution as a result of reading Malthus.
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Chapter 2
FAMINE TODAY
“Unless progress with agricultural yields remains very strong, the next century
will experience human misery that, on a sheer numerical scale, will exceed everything that has come before”
Nobel Laureate Norman Borlaug speaking of a global food crisis in the 21st century

2.1

Some recent developments

I have for decades been predicting that. by 2050, the combination of a growing global
population of humans, climate change, and the end of the fossil fuel era, would produce a
45
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famine of enormous proportions, involving billions rather than millions of people. Here is
an example of the sort of thing that I have written:
“As glaciers melt in the Himalayas, depriving India and China of summer
water supplies; as sea levels rise, drowning the fertile rice fields of Viet Nam and
Bangladesh; as drought threatens the productivity of grain-producing regions
of North America; and as the end of the fossil fuel era impacts modern highyield agriculture, there is a threat of wide-spread famine. There is a danger
that the 1.5 billion people who are undernourished today will not survive an
even more food-scarce future.
“People threatened with famine will become refugees, desperately seeking
entry into countries where food shortages are less acute. Wars, such as those
currently waged in the Middle East, will add to the problem.
“What can we do to avoid this crisis, or at least to reduce its severity?
We must urgently address the problem of climate change; and we must shift
money from military expenditure to the support of birth control programs and
agricultural research. We must also replace the institution of war by a system
of effective global governance and enforcible international laws.”
However. it now appears that the beginnings of a global famine can already be seen,
and it may become a tragic reality much sooner than 2050. According to United Nations
agencies, “Almost 3.1 billion people (40 percent) of the world’s population could
not afford a healthy diet in 2020, an increase of 112 million since 2019 because
of rising food prices stemming from the pandemic.”1

1

https://popularresistance.org/un-agencies-warn-of-looming-catastrophe-as-global-hunger-rises/
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Figure 2.1: Regions with the most hunger are shown in green (severe), red (more
severe) and brown (most severe).
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Figure 2.2: Population growth and fossil fuel use, seen on a time-scale of several
thousand years. The dots are population estimates in millions from the US
Census Bureau. Fossil fuel use appears as a spike-like curve, rising from almost
nothing to a high value, and then falling again to almost nothing in the space
of a few centuries. When the two curves are plotted together, the explosive
rise of global population is seen to be simultaneous with, and perhaps partially
driven by, the rise of fossil fuel use. This raises the question of whether the
world’s population is headed for a crash when the fossil fuel era has ended.
(Author’s own graph)
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2.2

Optimum population in the distant future

What is the optimum population of the world? It is certainly not the maximum number
that can be squeezed onto the globe by eradicating every species of plant and animal that
cannot be eaten. The optimum global population is one that can be supported in comfort,
equality and dignity - and with respect for the environment.
In 1848 (when there were just over one billion people in the world), John Stuart Mill
described the optimal global population in the following words:
“The density of population necessary to enable mankind to obtain, in the greatest
degree, all the advantages of cooperation and social intercourse, has, in the most populous
countries, been attained. A population may be too crowded, although all be amply supplied
with food and raiment.”
“... Nor is there much satisfaction in contemplating the world with nothing left to the
spontaneous activity of nature; with every rood of land brought into cultivation, which is
capable of growing food for human beings; every flowery waste or natural pasture plowed
up, all quadrupeds or birds which are not domesticated for man’s use exterminated as his
rivals for food, every hedgerow or superfluous tree rooted out, and scarcely a place left
where a wild shrub or flower could grow without being eradicated as a weed in the name
of improved agriculture. If the earth must lose that great portion of its pleasantness which
it owes to things that the unlimited increase of wealth and population would extirpate
from it, for the mere purpose of enabling it to support a larger, but not better or happier
population, I sincerely hope, for the sake of posterity, that they will be content to be
stationary, long before necessity compels them to it.”2
Has the number of humans in the world already exceeded the earth’s sustainable limits? Will the global population of humans crash catastrophically after having exceeded the
carrying capacity of the environment? There is certainly a danger that this will happen
- a danger that the 21st century will bring very large scale famines to vulnerable parts
of the world, because modern energy-intensive agriculture will be dealt a severe blow by
prohibitively high petroleum prices, and because climate change will reduce the world’s
agricultural output. When the major glaciers in the Himalayas have melted, they will no
longer be able to give India and China summer water supplies; rising oceans will drown
much agricultural land; and aridity will reduce the output of many regions that now produce much of the world’s grain. Falling water tables in overdrawn aquifers, and loss of
topsoil will add to the problem. We should be aware of the threat of a serious global food
crisis in the 21st century if we are to have a chance of avoiding it.
The term ecological footprint was introduced by William Rees and Mathis Wackernagel
in the early 1990’s to compare demands on the environment with the earth’s capacity to
regenerate. In 2005, humanity used environmental resources at such a rate that it would
take 1.3 earths to renew them. In other words, we have already exceeded the earth’s
carrying capacity. Since eliminating the poverty that characterizes much of the world
2

John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, With Some of Their Applications to Social Philosophy, (1848).
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today will require more resources per capita, rather than less. it seems likely that in the
era beyond fossil fuels, the optimum global population will be considerably less than the
present population of the world.

2.3

Population growth and the Green Revolution

Limitations on cropland
In 1944 the Norwegian-American plant geneticist Norman Borlaug was sent to Mexico
by the Rockefeller Foundation to try to produce new wheat varieties that might increase
Mexico’s agricultural output. Borlaug’s dedicated work on this project was spectacularly
successful. He remained with the project for 16 years, and his group made 6,000 individual
crossings of wheat varieties to produce high-yield disease-resistant strains.
In 1963, Borlaug visited India, bringing with him 100 kg. of seeds from each of his most
promising wheat strains. After testing these strains in Asia, he imported 450 tons of the
Lerma Rojo and Sonora 64 varieties - 250 tons for Pakistan and 200 for India. By 1968,
the success of these varieties was so great that school buildings had to be commandeered
to store the output. Borlaug’s work began to be called a “Green Revolution”. In India,
the research on high-yield crops was continued and expanded by Prof. M.S. Swaminathan
and his coworkers. The work of Green Revolution scientists, such Norman Borlaug and
M.S. Swaminathan, has been credited with saving the lives of as many as a billion people.
Despite these successes, Borlaug believes that the problem of population growth is still
a serious one. “Africa and the former Soviet republics”, Borlaug states, “and the Cerrado3 ,
are the last frontiers. After they are in use, the world will have no additional sizable blocks
of arable land left to put into production, unless you are willing to level whole forests,
which you should not do. So, future food-production increases will have to come from
higher yields. And though I have no doubt that yields will keep going up, whether they
can go up enough to feed the population monster is another matter. Unless progress with
agricultural yields remains very strong, the next century will experience human misery
that, on a sheer numerical scale, will exceed the worst of everything that has come before.”
With regard to the prospect of increasing the area of cropland, a report by the United
Nations Food and Agricultural Organization (Provisional Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, FAO, Rome, 1970) states that “In Southern Asia,... in some countries of Eastern Asia, in the Near East and North Africa... there is almost no scope for
expanding agricultural area... In the drier regions, it will even be necessary to return to
permanent pasture the land that is marginal and submarginal for cultivation. In most of
Latin America and Africa south of the Sahara, there are still considerable possibilities for
expanding cultivated areas; but the costs of development are high, and it will often be more
economical to intensify the utilization of areas already settled.” Thus there is a possibility
of increasing the area of cropland in Africa south of the Sahara and in Latin America, but
3

The Cerrado is a large savanna region of Brazil.
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Figure 2.3: Professor M.S. Swaminathan, father of the Green Revolution in
India. (Open and Shut7)

Figure 2.4: Norman Borlaug and agronomist George Harrer in 1943. (Human
Wrongs Watch)
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Figure 2.5: This graph shows the total world production of coarse grain between
1960 and 2004. Because of high-yield varieties, the yield of grain increased
greatly. Notice, however, that the land under cultivation remained almost
constant. High-yield agriculture depends on large inputs of fossil fuel energy
and irrigation, and may be difficult to maintain in the future. (FAO)
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only at the cost of heavy investment and at the additional cost of destruction of tropical
rain forests.
Rather than an increase in the global area of cropland, we may encounter a future
loss of cropland through soil erosion, salination, desertification, loss of topsoil, depletion
of minerals in topsoil, urbanization and failure of water supplies. In China and in the
southwestern part of the United States, water tables are falling at an alarming rate. The
Ogallala aquifer (which supplies water to many of the plains states in the central and
southern parts of the United States) has a yearly overdraft of 160%.
In the 1950’s, both the U.S.S.R and Turkey attempted to convert arid grasslands into
wheat farms. In both cases, the attempts were defeated by drought and wind erosion, just
as the wheat farms of Oklahoma were overcome by drought and dust in the 1930’s.
If irrigation of arid lands is not performed with care, salt may be deposited, so that
the land is ruined for agriculture. This type of desertification can be seen, for example, in
some parts of Pakistan. Another type of desertification can be seen in the Sahel region of
Africa, south of the Sahara. Rapid population growth in the Sahel has led to overgrazing,
destruction of trees, and wind erosion, so that the land has become unable to support even
its original population.
Especially worrying is a prediction of the International Panel on Climate Change concerning the effect of global warming on the availability of water: According to Model A1 of
the IPCC, global warming may, by the 2050’s, have reduced by as much as 30% the water
available in large areas of world that now a large producers of grain4 .
Added to the agricultural and environmental problems, are problems of finance and
distribution. Famines can occur even when grain is available somewhere in the world,
because those who are threatened with starvation may not be able to pay for the grain, or
for its transportation. The economic laws of supply and demand are not able to solve this
type of problem. One says that there is no “demand” for the food (meaning demand in
the economic sense), even though people are in fact starving.

2.4

Energy-dependence of modern agriculture

Food prices and energy prices
A very serious problem with Green Revolution plant varieties is that they require heavy
inputs of pesticides, fertilizers and irrigation. Because of this, the use of high-yield varieties
contributes to social inequality, since only rich farmers can afford the necessary inputs.
Monocultures, such as the Green Revolution varieties may also prove to be vulnerable
to future epidemics of plant diseases, such as the epidemic that caused the Irish Potato
Famine in 1845. Even more importantly, pesticides, fertilizers and irrigation all depend
on the use of fossil fuels. One must therefore ask whether high agricultural yields can be
maintained in the future, when fossil fuels are expected to become prohibitively scarce and
expensive.
4

See the discussion of the Stern Report in Chapter 7.
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Modern agriculture has become highly dependent on fossil fuels, especially on petroleum
and natural gas. This is especially true of production of the high-yield grain varieties
introduced in the Green Revolution, since these require especially large inputs of fertilizers,
pesticides and irrigation. Today, fertilizers are produced using oil and natural gas, while
pesticides are synthesized from petroleum feedstocks, and irrigation is driven by fossil fuel
energy. Thus agriculture in the developed countries has become a process where inputs
of fossil fuel energy are converted into food calories. If one focuses only on the farming
operations, the fossil fuel energy inputs are distributed as follows:
1. Manufacture of inorganic fertilizer, 31%
2. Operation of field machinery, 19%
3. Transportation, 16%
4. Irrigation, 13%
5. Raising livestock (not including livestock feed), 8%
6. Crop drying, 5%
7. Pesticide production, 5%
8. Miscellaneous, 8%
The ratio of the fossil fuel energy inputs to the food calorie outputs depends on how
many energy-using elements of food production are included in the accounting. David Pimental and Mario Giampietro of Cornell University estimated in 1994 that U.S. agriculture
required 0.7 kcal of fossil fuel energy inputs to produce 1.0 kcal of food energy. However,
this figure was based on U.N. statistics that did not include fertilizer feedstocks, pesticide
feedstocks, energy and machinery for drying crops, or electricity, construction and maintenance of farm buildings. A more accurate calculation, including these inputs, gives an
input/output ratio of approximately 1.0. Finally, if the energy expended on transportation, packaging and retailing of food is included, Pimental and Giampietro found that the
input/output ratio for the U.S. food system was approximately 10, and this figure did not
include energy used for cooking.
The Brundtland Report’s 5 estimate of the global potential for food production assumes
“that the area under food production can be around 1.5 billion hectares (3.7 billion acres
- close to the present level), and that the average yields could go up to 5 tons of grain
equivalent per hectare (as against the present average of 2 tons of grain equivalent).” In
other words, the Brundtland Report assumes an increase in yields by a factor of 2.5. This
would perhaps be possible if traditional agriculture could everywhere be replaced by energyintensive modern agriculture using Green Revolution plant varieties. However, Pimental
5

World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future, Oxford University Press,
(1987). This book is often called “The Brundtland Report” after Gro Harlem Brundtland, the head of
WCED, who was then Prime Minister of Norway.
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and Giampietro’s studies show that modern energy-intensive agricultural techniques cannot
be maintained after fossil fuels have been exhausted.
At the time when the Brundtland Report was written (1987), the global average of
2 tons of grain equivalent per hectare included much higher yields from the sector using
modern agricultural methods. Since energy-intensive petroleum-based agriculture cannot
be continued in the post-fossil-fuel era, future average crop yields will probably be much
less than 2 tons of grain equivalent per hectare.
The 1987 global population was approximately 5 billion. This population was supported
by 3 billion tons of grain equivalent per year. After fossil fuels have been exhausted, the
total world agricultural output is likely to be considerably less than that, and therefore
the population that it will be possible to support will probably be considerably less than 5
billion, assuming that our average daily per capita use of food calories remains the same,
and assuming that the amount of cropland and pasturage remains the same (1.5 billion
hectares cropland, 3.0 billion hectares pasturage).
The Brundtland Report points out that “The present (1987) global average consumption of plant energy for food, seed and animal feed amounts to 6,000 calories daily, with a
range among countries of 3,000-15,000 calories, depending on the level of meat consumption.” Thus there is a certain flexibility in the global population that can survive on a given
total agricultural output. If the rich countries were willing to eat less meat, more people
could be supported.

2.5

Effects of climate change on agriculture

Effects of temperature increase on crops
There is a danger that when climate change causes both temperature increases and increased aridity in regions like the US grain belt, yields will be very much lowered. Of the
three main grain types (corn, wheat and rice) corn is the most vulnerable to the direct
effect of increases in temperature. One reason for this is the mechanism of pollination
of corn: A pollen grain lands on one end of a corn-silk strand, and the germ cell must
travel the length of the strand in order to fertilize the kernel. At high temperatures, the
corn silk becomes dried out and withered, and is unable to fulfill its biological function.
Furthermore, heat can cause the pores on the underside of the corn leaf to close, so that
photosynthesis stops.
According to a study made by Mohan Wali and coworkers at Ohio State University, the
photosynthetic activity of corn increases until the temperature reaches 20 degrees Celsius.
It then remains constant until the temperature reaches 35 degrees, after which it declines.
At 40 degrees and above, photosynthesis stops altogether.
Scientists in the Philippines report that the pollination of rice fails entirely at 40 degrees
Celsius, leading to crop failures. Wheat yields are also markedly reduced by temperatures
in this range.
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Predicted effects on rainfall
According to the Stern Report, some of the major grain-producing areas of the world might
loose up to 30% of their rainfall by 2050. These regions include much of the United States,
Brazil, the Mediterranean region, Eastern Russia and Belarus, the Middle East, Southern
Africa and Australia. Of course possibilities for agriculture may simultaneously increase in
other regions, but the net effect of climate change on the world’s food supply is predicted
to be markedly negative.

Unsustainable use of groundwater
It may seem surprising that fresh water can be regarded as a non-renewable resource.
However, groundwater in deep aquifers is often renewed very slowly. Sometimes renewal
requires several thousand years. When the rate of withdrawal of groundwater exceeds the
rate of renewal, the carrying capacity of the resource has been exceeded, and withdrawal of
water becomes analogous to mining a mineral. However, it is more serious than ordinary
mining because water is such a necessary support for life.
In many regions of the world today, groundwater is being withdrawn faster than it
can be replenished, and important aquifers are being depleted. In China, for example,
groundwater levels are falling at an alarming rate. Considerations of water supply in
relation to population form the background for China’s stringent population policy.
At a recent lecture, Lester Brown of the Worldwatch Institute was asked by a member
of the audience to name the resource for which shortages would most quickly become acute.
Most of the audience expected him to name oil, but instead he replied “water”. Lester
Brown then cited China’s falling water table. He predicted that within decades, China
would be unable to feed itself. He said that this would not cause hunger in China itself:
Because of the strength of China’s economy, the country would be able to purchase grain
on the world market. However Chinese purchases of grain would raise the price, and put
world grain out of reach of poor countries in Africa. Thus water shortages in China will
produce famine in parts of Africa, Brown predicted.
Under many desert areas of the world are deeply buried water tables formed during
glacial periods when the climate of these regions was wetter. These regions include the
Middle East and large parts of Africa. Water can be withdrawn from such ancient reservoirs
by deep wells and pumping, but only for a limited amount of time.
In oil-rich Saudi Arabia, petroenergy is used to drill wells for ancient water and to bring
it to the surface. Much of this water is used to irrigate wheat fields, and this is done to such
an extent that Saudi Arabia exports wheat. The country is, in effect, exporting its ancient
heritage of water, a policy that it may, in time, regret. A similarly short-sighted project
is Muammar Qaddafi’s enormous pipeline, which will bring water from ancient sub-desert
reservoirs to coastal cities of Libya.
In the United States, the great Ogallala aquifer is being overdrawn. This aquifer is an
enormous stratum of water-saturated sand and gravel underlying parts of northern Texas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska, Wyoming and South Dakota. The
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Figure 2.6: Whitechuck Glacier in the North Cascades National Park in 1973.
(Nicholas College)

Figure 2.7: The same glacier in 2006 (Nicholas College)
average thickness of the aquifer is about 70 meters. The rate of water withdrawal from the
aquifer exceeds the rate of recharge by a factor of eight.
Thus we can see that in many regions, the earth’s present population is living on its
inheritance of water, rather than its income. This fact, coupled with rapidly increasing
populations and climate change, may contribute to a food crisis partway through the 21st
century.

Glacial melting and summer water supplies
The summer water supplies of both China and India are threatened by the melting of
glaciers. The Gangotri glacier, which is the principle glacier feeding India’s great Ganges
River, is reported to be melting at an accelerating rate, and it could disappear within a
few decades. If this happens,the Ganges could become seasonal, flowing only during the
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monsoon season.
Chinese agriculture is also threatened by disappearing Himalayan glaciers, in this case
those on the Tibet-Quinghai Plateau. The respected Chinese glaciologist Yao Tandong
estimates that the glaciers feeding the Yangtze and Yellow Rivers are disappearing at the
rate of 7% per year.
The Indus and Mekong Rivers will be similarly affected by the melting of glaciers. Lack
of water during the summer season could have a serious impact on the irrigation of rice
and wheat fields.

Forest loss and climate change
Mature forests contain vast amounts of sequestered carbon, not only in their trees, but
also in the carbon-rich soil of the forest floor. When a forest is logged or burned to make
way for agriculture, this carbon is released into the atmosphere. One fifth of the global
carbon emissions are at present due to destruction of forests. This amount is greater than
the CO2 emissions for the world’s transportation systems.
An intact forest pumps water back into the atmosphere, increasing inland rainfall and
benefiting agriculture. By contrast, deforestation, for example in the Amazonian rainforest,
accelerates the flow of water back into the ocean, thus reducing inland rainfall. There is
a danger that the Amazonian rainforest may be destroyed to such an extent that the
region will become much more dry. If this happens, the forest may become vulnerable
to fires produced by lightning strikes. This is one of the feedback loops against which
the Stern Report warns - the drying and burning of the Amazonian rainforest may become
irreversible, greatly accelerating climate change, if destruction of the forest proceeds beyond
a certain point.

Erosion of topsoil
Besides depending on an adequate supply of water, food production also depends on the
condition of the thin layer of topsoil that covers the world’s croplands. This topsoil is being
degraded and eroded at an alarming rate: According to the World Resources Institute and
the United Nations Environment Programme, “It is estimated that since World War II,
1.2 billion hectares... has suffered at least moderate degradation as a result of human
activity. This is a vast area, roughly the size of China and India combined.” This area is
27% of the total area currently devoted to agriculture 6 . The report goes on to say that
the degradation is greatest in Africa.
The risk of topsoil erosion is greatest when marginal land is brought into cultivation,
since marginal land is usually on steep hillsides which are vulnerable to water erosion when
wild vegetation is removed.
David Pimental and his associates at Cornell University pointed out in 1995 that “Because of erosion-associated loss of productivity and population growth, the per capita food
6

The total area devoted to agriculture throughout the world is 1.5 billion hectares of cropland and 3.0
billion hectares of pasturage.
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Figure 2.8: Desert regions of the Africa that are in danger of spreading. (FAO)
supply has been reduced over the past 10 years and continues to fall. The Food and Agricultural Organization reports that the per capita production of grains which make up 80%
of the world’s food supply, has been declining since 1984.”
Pimental et al. add that “Not only is the availability of cropland per capita decreasing
as the world population grows, but arable land is being lost due to excessive pressure on
the environment. For instance, during the past 40 years nearly one-third of the world’s
cropland (1.5 billion hectares) has been abandoned because of soil erosion and degradation.
Most of the replacement has come from marginal land made available by removing forests.
Agriculture accounts for 80% of the annual deforestation.”
Topsoil can also be degraded by the accumulation of salt when irrigation water evaporates. The worldwide area of irrigated land has increased from 8 million hectares in 1800
to more than 100 million hectares today. This land is especially important to the world
food supply because it is carefully tended and yields are large in proportion to the area.
To protect this land from salination, it should be irrigated in such a way that evaporation
is minimized.
Finally cropland with valuable topsoil is being be lost to urban growth and highway
development, a problem that is made more severe by growing populations and by economic
growth.

Laterization
Every year, more than 100,000 square kilometers of rain forest are cleared and burned,
an area which corresponds to that of Switzerland and the Netherlands combined. Almost
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half of the world’s tropical forests have already been destroyed. Ironically, the land thus
cleared often becomes unsuitable for agriculture within a few years.
Tropical soils may seem to be fertile when covered with luxuriant vegetation, but they
are usually very poor in nutrients because of leeching by heavy rains. The nutrients which
remain are contained in the vegetation itself; and when the forest cover is cut and burned,
the nutrients are rapidly lost.
Often the remaining soil is rich in aluminum oxide and iron oxide. When such soils
are exposed to oxygen and sun-baking, a rocklike substance called Laterite is formed. The
temples of Angkor Wat in Cambodia are built of Laterite; and it is thought that laterization
of the soil contributed to the disappearance of the Khmer civilization, which built these
temples.

2.6

Harmful effects of industrialized farming

A major global public health crisis may soon be produced by the wholesale use of antibiotics in the food of healthy farm animals. The resistance factors produced by shovelling
antibiotics into animal food produces resistance factors (plasmids) which can easily be
transferred to human pathogens. A related problem is the excessive use of pesticides and
artificial fossil-fuel-derived fertilizers in agriculture. Pharming is not a joke. It is a serious
threat.7

Plasmids
Bacteria belong to a class of organisms (prokaryotes) whose cells do not have a nucleus.
Instead, the DNA of the bacterial chromosome is arranged in a large loop. In the early
1950’s, Joshua Lederberg discovered that bacteria can exchange genetic information. He
found that a frequently-exchanged gene, the F-factor (which conferred fertility), was not
linked to other bacterial genes; and he deduced that the DNA of the F-factor was not
physically a part of the main bacterial chromosome. In 1952, Lederberg coined the word
“plasmid” to denote any extrachromosomal genetic system.
In 1959, it was discovered in Japan that genes for resistance to antibiotics can be
exchanged between bacteria; and the name “R-factors” was given to these genes. Like the
F-factors, the R-factors did not seem to be part of the main loop of bacterial DNA.
7

http://ecowatch.com/2014/03/06/misuse-antibiotics-fatal-superbug-crisis/
http://ecowatch.com/2013/12/06/8-scary-facts-about-antibiotic-resistance/
http://ecowatch.com/2015/03/27/obama-fight-superbug-crisis/
http://ecowatch.com/2014/03/12/fda-regulation-antibiotics-factory-farms/
http://www.bbc.com/news/health-35153795
http://www.bbc.com/news/health-21702647
http://www.bbc.com/news/health-34857015
http://sustainableagriculture.net/about-us/
https://pwccc.wordpress.com/programa/
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Because of the medical implications of this discovery, much attention was focused on
the R-factors. It was found that they were plasmids, small loops of DNA existing inside
the bacterial cell, but not attached to the bacterial chromosome. Further study showed
that, in general, between one percent and three percent of bacterial genetic information
is carried by plasmids, which can be exchanged freely even between different species of
bacteria.
In the words of the microbiologist, Richard Novick, “Appreciation of the role of plasmids
has produced a rather dramatic shift in biologists’ thinking about genetics. The traditional
view was that the genetic makeup of a species was about the same from one cell to another,
and was constant over long periods of time. Now a significant proportion of genetic traits
are known to be variable (present in some individual cells or strains, absent in others),
labile (subject to frequent loss or gain) and mobile, all because those traits are associated
with plasmids or other atypical genetic systems.”
Because of the ease with which plasmids conferring resistance to antibiotics can be
transferred from animal bacteria to the bacteria carrying human disease, the practice
of feeding antibiotics to healthy farm animals is becoming a major human health hazard.
The World Health Organization has warned that if we lose effective antibiotics through this
mechanism, “Many common infections will no longer have a cure, and could kill unabated”.
The US Center for Disease Control has pointed to the emergence of “nightmare bacteria”,
and the chief medical officer for England Prof Dame Sally Davies has evoked parallels with
the “apocalypse”.

Pesticides, artificial fertilizers and topsoil
A closely analogous danger results from the overuse of pesticides and petroleum-derived
fertilizers in agriculture. A very serious problem with Green Revolution plant varieties is
that they require heavy inputs of pesticides, fertilizers and irrigation. Because of this, the
use of high-yield varieties contributes to social inequality, since only rich farmers can afford
the necessary inputs. Monocultures, such as the Green Revolution varieties may also prove
to be vulnerable to future plant diseases, such as the epidemic that caused the Irish Potato
Famine in 1845. Even more importantly, pesticides, fertilizers and irrigation all depend
on the use of fossil fuels. One must ask, therefore, whether high-yield agriculture can be
maintained in the post-fossil-fuel era.
Topsoil is degraded by excessive use of pesticides and artificial fertilizers. Natural topsoil is rich in organic material, which contains sequestered carbon that would otherwise
be present in our atmosphere in the form of greenhouse gases. In addition, natural topsoil
contains an extraordinarily rich diversity of bacteria and worms that act to convert agricultural wastes from one year’s harvest into nutrients for the growth of next year’s crop.
Pesticides kill these vital organisms, and make the use of artificial fertilizers necessary.
Finally, many small individual farmers, whose methods are sustainable, are being eliminated by secret land-grabs or put out of business because they cannot compete with unsustainable high-yield agriculture. Traditional agriculture contains a wealth of knowledge
and biodiversity, which it would be wise for the world to preserve.
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Figure 2.9: Child suffering with the deficiency disease Marasmus in India. (Public
domain)

2.7

The demographic transition

The phrase “developing countries” is more than a euphemism; it expresses the hope that
with the help of a transfer of technology from the industrialized nations, all parts of the
world can achieve prosperity. Some of the forces that block this hope have just been mentioned. Another factor that prevents the achievement of worldwide prosperity is population
growth.
In the words of Dr. Halfdan Mahler, former Director General of the World Health
Organization, “Country after country has seen painfully achieved increases in total output,
food production, health and educational facilities and employment opportunities reduced
or nullified by excessive population growth.”
The growth of population is linked to excessive urbanization, infrastructure failures and
unemployment. In rural districts in the developing countries, family farms are often divided
among a growing number of heirs until they can no longer be subdivided. Those family
members who are no longer needed on the land have no alternative except migration to
overcrowded cities, where the infrastructure is unable to cope so many new arrivals. Often
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Figure 2.10: A schematic graph showing the demographic transition from an old
equilibrium with a high birth rate and high death rate to a new equilibrium
where both the birth rate and the death rate are low. (Wikimedia)
the new migrants are forced to live in excrement-filled makeshift slums, where dysentery,
hepatitis and typhoid are endemic, and where the conditions for human life sink to the
lowest imaginable level. In Brazil, such shanty towns are called “favelas”.
If modern farming methods are introduced in rural areas while population growth continues, the exodus to cities is aggravated, since modern techniques are less labor-intensive
and favor large farms. In cities, the development of adequate infrastructure requires time,
and it becomes a hopeless task if populations are growing rapidly. Thus, population stabilization is a necessary first step for development.
It can be observed that birth rates fall as countries develop. However, development
is sometimes blocked by the same high birth rates that economic progress might have
prevented. In this situation (known as the “demographic trap”), economic gains disappear
immediately because of the demands of an exploding population.
For countries caught in the demographic trap, government birth control programs are
especially important, because one cannot rely on improved social conditions to slow birth
rates. Since health and lowered birth rates should be linked, it is appropriate that familyplanning should be an important part of programs for public health and economic development.
A recent study conducted by Robert F. Lapham of Demographic Health Surveys and
W. Parker Maudlin of the Rockefeller Foundation has shown that the use of birth control
is correlated both with socio-economic setting and with the existence of strong familyplanning programs. The implication of this study is that even in the absence of increased
living standards, family-planning programs can be successful, provided they have strong
government support.
China, the world’s most populous nation, has adopted the somewhat draconian policy
of allowing only one child for families in living in towns and cities (35.9% of the popula-
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Figure 2.11: Education of women and higher status for women are vitally important measures, not only for their own sake, but also because these social
reforms have proved to be the key to lower birth rates. (Kundan Srivastava)
tion). Chinese leaders obtained popular support for their one-child policy by means of an
educational program which emphasized future projections of diminishing water resources
and diminishing cropland per person if population increased unchecked. Like other developing countries, China has a very young population, which will continue to grow even
when fertility has fallen below the replacement level because so many of its members are
contributing to the birth rate rather than to the death rate. China’s present population
is 1.3 billion. Its projected population for the year 2025 is 1.5 billion. China’s one-child
policy is supported by 75% of the country’s people, but the methods of enforcement are
sometimes criticized, and it has led to a M/F sex ratio of 1.17/1.00. The natural baseline
for the sex ratio ranges between 1.03/1.00 and 1.07/1.00.
Education of women and higher status for women are vitally important measures, not
only for their own sake, but also because in many countries these social reforms have proved
to be the key to lower birth rates. Religious leaders who oppose programs for the education
of women and for family planning on “ethical” grounds should think carefully about the
scope and consequences of the catastrophic global famine which will undoubtedly occur
within the next 50 years if population is allowed to increase unchecked. Do these leaders
really wish to be responsible for the suffering and death from starvation of hundreds of
millions of people?
At the United Nations Conference on Population and Development, held in Cairo in
September, 1994, a theme which emerged very clearly was that one of the most important
keys to controlling the global population explosion is giving women better education and
equal rights. These goals are desirable for the sake of increased human happiness, and
for the sake of the uniquely life-oriented point of view which women can give us; but in
addition, education and improved status for women have shown themselves to be closely
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connected with lowered birth rates. When women lack education and independent careers
outside the home, they can be forced into the role of baby-producing machines by men
who do not share in the drudgery of cooking, washing and cleaning; but when women have
educational, legal, economic, social and political equality with men, experience has shown
that they choose to limit their families to a moderate size.
Sir Partha Dasgupta of Cambridge University has pointed out that the changes needed
to break the cycle of overpopulation and poverty are all desirable in themselves. Besides
education and higher status for women, they include state-provided social security for old
people, provision of water supplies near to dwellings, provision of health services to all,
abolition of child labor and general economic development.

The UN Summit on Addressing Large Movements of Refugees
and Migrants
On September 19, 2016, the United Nations General Assembly held a 1-day summit meeting
to address the pressing problem of refugees. It is a problem that has been made acute by
armed conflicts in the Middle East and Africa, and by climate change.
One of the outcomes of the summit was the a Declaration for Refugees and Migrants.
Here is a statement of the severity of the problem from paragraph 3 of the Declaration:
“We are witnessing in today’s world an unprecedented level of human mobility. More
people than ever before live in a country other than the one in which they were born.
Migrants are present in all countries of the world. Most of them move without incident.
In 2015, their number surpassed 244 million, growing at a rate faster than the world’s
population. However, there are 65 million forcibly displaced persons, including over 21
million refugees, 3 million asylum seekers and over 40 million internally displaced persons.”
Sadly, the world’s response to the tragic plight of refugees fleeing from zones of armed
conflict has been less than generous. Men, women and many children, trying to escape
from almost certain death in the war-torn Middle East, have been met, not with sympathy
and kindness, but with barbed wire and tear gas.
Germany’s Chancellor, Angela Merkel, courageously made arrangements for her country
to accept a large number of refugees, but as a consequence her party has suffered political
setbacks. On the whole, European governments have moved to the right, as anti-refugee
parties gained strength. The United States, Canada Australia and Russia, countries that
could potentially save the lives of many refugees, have accepted almost none. In contrast,
tiny Lebanon, despite all its problems, has become the home of so many refugees that they
are a very large fraction of the country’s total population.
As the effects of climate change become more pronounced, we can expect the suffering
and hopelessness of refugees to become even more severe. This is a challenge which the
world must meet with humanity and solidarity.
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The World Cities Report, 2016
According to the World Cities Report8 , by 2030, two thirds of the world’s population will
be living in cities. As the urban population increases, the land area occupied by cities is
increasing at a higher rate. It is projected that by 2030, the urban population of developing
countries will double, while the area covered by cites could triple.
Commenting on this, the UN-Habitat Executive Director, Joan Clos, said: “In the
twenty years since the Habitat II conference, the world has seen a gathering of its population
in urban areas. This has been accompanied by socioeconomic growth in many instances.
But the urban landscape is changing and with it, the pressing need for a cohesive and
realistic approach to urbanization”.
“Such urban expansion is wasteful in terms of land and energy consumption and increases greenhouse gas emissions. The urban centre of gravity, at least for megacities, has
shifted to the developing regions.”
One can foresee that in the future, as fossil fuels become increasingly scarce, the problem
of feeding urban populations will become acute.
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Chapter 3
DISEASE TODAY
3.1

Malaria

Key facts from the World Health Organization
• Malaria is a life-threatening disease caused by parasites that are transmitted to people through the bites of infected female Anopheles mosquitoes.
It is preventable and curable.
• In 2020, there were an estimated 241 million cases of malaria worldwide.
• The estimated number of malaria deaths stood at 627 000 in 2020.
• The WHO African Region carries a disproportionately high share of the
global malaria burden. In 2020, the region was home to 95% of malaria
cases and 96% of malaria deaths. Children under 5 accounted for about
80% of all malaria deaths in the Region.
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Figure 3.1: Main symptoms of malaria.
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Figure 3.2: The life cycle of malaria parasites. Sporozoites are introduced by a
mosquito bite. They migrate to the liver, where they multiply into thousands
of merozoites. The merozoites infect red blood cells and replicate, infecting
more and more red blood cells. Some parasites form gametocytes, which are
taken up by a mosquito, continuing the life cycle.
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3.2

Tuberculosis

Key facts from WHO
• A total of 1.5 million people died from TB in 2020 (including 214 000
people with HIV). Worldwide, TB is the 13th leading cause of death and
the second leading infectious killer after COVID-19 (above HIV/AIDS).
• In 2020, an estimated 10 million people fell ill with tuberculosis (TB)
worldwide. 5.6 million men, 3.3 million women and 1.1 million children.
TB is present in all countries and age groups. But TB is curable and
preventable.
• In 2020, 1.1 million children fell ill with TB globally. Child and adolescent
TB is often overlooked by health providers and can be difficult to diagnose
and treat.
• In 2020, the 30 high TB burden countries accounted for 86% of new TB
cases. Eight countries account for two thirds of the total, with India
leading the count, followed by China, Indonesia, the Philippines, Pakistan,
Nigeria, Bangladesh and South Africa.
• Multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) remains a public health crisis and a
health security threat. Only about one in three people with drug resistant
TB accessed treatment in 2020.
• Globally, TB incidence is falling at about 2% per year and between 2015
and 2020 the cumulative reduction was 11%. This was over half way to
the End TB Strategy milestone of 20% reduction between 2015 and 2020.
• An estimated 66 million lives were saved through TB diagnosis and treatment between 2000 and 2020.
• Globally, close to one in two TB-affected households face costs higher than
20% of their household income, according to latest national TB patient
cost survey data. The world did not reach the milestone of 0% TB patients
and their households facing catastrophic costs as a result of TB disease
by 2020.
• By 2022, US$ 13 billion is needed annually for TB prevention, diagnosis,
treatment and care to achieve the global target agreed at the UN high
level-meeting on TB in 2018.
• Funding in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) that account for
98% of reported TB cases falls far short of what is needed. Spending in
2020 amounted to US$ 5.3 billion less than half (41%) of the global target.
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Figure 3.3: Depiction of a man with tuberculosis.
• There was an 8.7% decline in spending between 2019 and 2020 (from US$
5.8 billion to US$ 5.3 billion), with TB funding in 2020 back to the level
of 2016.
• Ending the TB epidemic by 2030 is among the health targets of the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
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Figure 3.4: The main symptoms of variants and stages of tuberculosis are
given,[17] with many symptoms overlapping with other variants, while others are more (but not entirely) specific for certain variants. Multiple variants
may be present simultaneously.
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Figure 3.5: Scanning electron micrograph of M. tuberculosis.
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3.3

Water-borne diseases

Key facts from the World Health Organization
• Over 2 billion people live in water-stressed countries, which is expected to
be exacerbated in some regions as result of climate change and population
growth.
• Globally, at least 2 billion people use a drinking water source contaminated
with faeces. Microbial contamination of drinking-water as a result of
contamination with faeces poses the greatest risk to drinking-water safety.
• While the most important chemical risks in drinking water arise from arsenic, fluoride or nitrate, emerging contaminants such as pharmaceuticals,
pesticides, per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) and microplastics
generate public concern.
• Safe and sufficient water facilitates the practice of hygiene, which is a
key measure to prevent not only diarrheal diseases, but acute respiratory
infections and numerous neglected tropical diseases.
• Microbiologically contaminated drinking water can transmit diseases such
as diarrhoea, cholera, dysentery, typhoid and polio and is estimated to
cause 485 000 diarrhoeal deaths each year.
• In 2020, 74% of the global population (5.8 billion people) used a safely
managed drinking-water service - that is, one located on premises, available when needed, and free from contamination.
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Figure 3.6: Adult cholera patient with “Washer Woman’s Hand” sign. Due to
severe dehydration, cholera manifests itself in decreased skin turgor, which
produces the so-called “Washer Woman’s Hand” sign.
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Figure 3.7: Preventive inoculation against cholera in 1966.
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Figure 3.8: Women at a village pond in Matlab, Bangladesh washing utensils
and vegetables. The woman on the right is putting a sari filter onto a watercollecting pot (or kalash) to filter water for drinking.
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3.4

HIV

Key facts from WHO
• HIV continues to be a major global public health issue, having claimed
40.1 million [33.6-48.6 million] lives so far.
• There is no cure for HIV infection. However, with increasing access to
effective HIV prevention, diagnosis, treatment and care, including for opportunistic infections, HIV infection has become a manageable chronic
health condition, enabling people living with HIV to lead long and healthy
lives.
• There were an estimated 38.4 million [33.9-43.8 million] people living with
HIV at the end of 2021, two thirds of whom (25.6 million) are in the WHO
African Region.
• In 2021, 650 000 [510 000-860 000] people died from HIV-related causes
and 1.5 million [1.1-2.0 million] people acquired HIV.
• To reach the new proposed global 95-95-95 targets set by UNAIDS, we
will need to redouble our efforts to avoid the worst-case scenario of 7.7
million HIV-related deaths over the next 10 years, increasing HIV infections due to HIV service disruptions during COVID-19, and the slowing
public health response to HIV.
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Figure 3.9: The HIV replication cycle.

Figure 3.10: Left to right: the African green monkey source of SIV, the sooty
mangabey source of HIV-2, and the chimpanzee source of HIV-1.
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3.5

Infection with worms

Key facts from WHO
• Soil-transmitted helminth infections are caused by different species of parasitic worms.
• They are transmitted by eggs present in human faeces, which contaminate
the soil in areas where sanitation is poor.
• Infected children are nutritionally and physically impaired.
• Approximately 1.5 billion people are infected with soil-transmitted helminths
worldwide.
• Control is based on periodical deworming to eliminate infecting worms,
health education to prevent re-infection, and improved sanitation to reduce soil contamination with infective eggs.
• Safe and effective medicines are available to control infection.
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Figure 3.11: Ascaris life cycle: Adult worms in the lumen of the small intestine
(1). The female produces eggs (approximately 200,000 per day) that are excreted with the feces (2). Unfertilized eggs are harmless, but fertilized ones
are infective after 18 days to several weeks (3). Infective eggs are ingested
(4), enter the gut (5), develop into larvae in the intestine, and penetrate the
blood vessel to enter lungs, where they develop further (6), after 10 to 14 days,
penetrate the alveolar walls, ascend the bronchial tree to the throat, and are
re-swallowed (7). Upon reaching the small intestine, they develop into adult
worms (8). It takes 2 to 3 months for one complete cycle. Adult worms can
live 1 to 2 years.
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Figure 3.12: Piece of intestine, blocked by worms, surgically removed from a
3-year-old boy in South Africa.
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Smallpox and biological warfare

In 1959, a World Health Organization team led by D.A. Henderson devised a strategy in
which cases of smallpox were isolated and all their contacts vaccinated, so that the disease
had no way of reaching new victims. Descriptions of the disease were circulated, and
rewards offered for reporting cases. The strategy proved to be successful, and finally, in
1977, the last natural case of smallpox was isolated in Somalia. After a two-year waiting
period, during which no new cases were reported, WHO announced in 1979 that smallpox,
one of the most frightful diseases of humankind, had been totally eliminated from the
world. This was the first instance of the complete eradication of a disease, and it was a
demonstration of what could be achieved by the enlightened use of science combined with
international cooperation. The eradication of smallpox was a milestone in human history.
But our species is not really completely wise and rational; we do not really deserve to
be called “Homo sapiens”. Stone-age emotions and stone- age politics are alas still with us.
Samples of smallpox virus were taken to “carefully controlled” laboratories in the United
States and the Soviet Union. Why? Probably because these two Cold War opponents did
not trust each other, although both had signed the Biological Weapons Convention. Each
feared that the other side might intend to use smallpox as a biological weapon. There
were also rumors that unofficial samples of the virus had been saved by a number of other
countries, including North Korea, Iraq, China, Cuba, India, Iran, Israel, Pakistan and
Yugoslavia.
In 1989 Vladimir Pasechnik, a senior Soviet scientist, defected to the UK. According to
Pasechnik, the civilian pharmaceutical firm Biopreparat was in fact a front for a massive
Soviet bio-weapons program. His testimony was echoed by Dr. Kanatjan Alibekov, who
had been Chief Scientist at Biopreparat between 1987 and 1992, but who defected to
the United States in 1992. Alibekov said that a particularly virulent strain of smallpox
virus was being cultivated at Biopreparat and that it was being developed as an offensive
weapon. In November, 2001, the United States announced that it will not destroy its stocks
of smallpox virus, and that it intends to keep them. To make the discouraging story of
smallpox complete, the financial section of a European newspaper (“Metroxpress”) recently
published a photograph of two very satisfied-looking businessmen. The accompanying
article explained the reason for their satisfaction: It was considered likely that smallpox
might be used by terrorists. Hence a massive vaccination program would undoubtedly soon
take place in Europe, and the company of these two businessmen would make large profits
by manufacturing the vaccine. One despairs for the human race!

3.7

COVID-19

History of the pandemic
Starting in December, 2019, and accelerating rapidly during the spring of 2020, our world
has been hit by a new and extremely serious pandemic. It is caused by a caronavirus
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Table 3.1: Confirmed cases and deaths as of 3 August, 2022
Country
United States
India
France
Brazil
Germany
United Kingdom
Italy
World

cases
93,319,702
44,050,009
33,921,343
33,890,428
31,044,554
23,304,479
21,124,644
584,402,152

deaths
1,055,975
526,430
152,280
679,063
144,360
183,953
172,397
6,424,032

closely related to bat coronaviruses, and the disease, designated COVID-19 has a high
death rate compared with seasonal influenza. As of April 1, 2020, more than 859,000
cases of COVID-19 have been reported in over 200 countries and territories, resulting in
approximately 42,000 deaths. Of course the death rate is actually lower that would be
calculated from the ratio 42/859=0.049, since the actual number of infected people is very
much larger than the number of confirmed cases. Older people, and people with previously
existing health problems are especially at risk.
The first cases of COVID-19 were noticed in the city of Wuhan, in the Hubei province
of China. A cluster of cases centered on the Hunan Seafood Wholesale Market, and the
outbreak is thought to have been a case where a virus has been transmitted from an animal
host to humans.
The World Health Organization recognized the outbreak as being a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern on January 30, 2020. Later, on March 11, 2020,
WHO declared it to be a pandemic.
Governments around the world have reacted to the pandemic by closing borders, closing schools, universities, restaurants, barber shops, bars, sports events, and nonessential
economic activities of all sorts, also requiring people to stay at home, and requesting them
to practice “social distancing”, i.e. staying at least 2 meters from all others, even family members. Different countries have reacted with different rates of speed and different
degrees of stringency. But the daily life of people around the world has been severely
disrupted by the pandemic, and the economic consequences, already severe, will probably
become worse.
A pandemic of this kind was not unexpected. Public health experts have been predicting
that our world would soon be hit by a severe pandemic because air travel can take infected
people almost instantly across vast distances, making local disease outbreaks global before
effective limiting action can be taken.
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Chapter 4
WAR TODAY
4.1

US-Russia proxy war in Ukraine

The Ukraine war and nuclear weapons
After his illegal and brutal invasion of Ukraine, Vladimir Putin put Russia’s nuclear forces
on high alert, thus threatening the world with an all-destroying nuclear war. The threat
brought back memories of the Cuban Missile Crisis, when the world was balanced on the
edge of a suicidal and genocidal nuclear war. We are once again reminded of the urgent
need for the world to rid itself of nuclear weapons.

The danger of nuclear war
War was always madness, always immoral, always the cause of unspeakable suffering, economic waste and widespread destruction, and always a source of poverty, hate, barbarism
and endless cycles of revenge and counter-revenge. It has always been a crime for soldiers
to kill people, just as it is a crime for murderers in civil society to kill people. No flag has
ever been wide enough to cover up the atrocities of war.
But today, the development of all-destroying thermonuclear weapons has put war completely beyond the bounds of sanity and elementary humanity.
Today, the existing nuclear weapons have half a million times the power of the bombs
that devastated Hiroshima and Nagasaki. A thermonuclear war would destroy human
civilization, together with most of the plants and animals with which we share the gift of
life.
Research has shown that fire-storms produced by a nuclear war would send vast quantities of smoke into the atmosphere, blocking sunlight, and blocking the hydrological cycle.
The climate would become very cold for a period of about ten years. Human agriculture
would fail. Plants and animals would also be killed by the nuclear winter.
Can we not rid ourselves of both nuclear weapons and the institution of war itself? We
must act quickly and resolutely before our beautiful world is reduced to radioactive ashes,
together with everything that we love.
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The invasion of Ukraine cannot be called unprovoked
To understand how Russians feel about having western weapons and troops poured into a
position on their nation’s borders, we should imagine how the United States would react
if large numbers of Russian weapons and troops were stationed in Mexico or Canada.
In 1991, after the breakup of the Soviet Union, George H.W. Bush and his Secretary
of State, James Baker, promised Mikhail Gorbachev that if he agreed to the unification of
Germany, NATO would not expand eastward, toward Russia, “not one inch”. The promise
was broken almost immediately by Bill Clinton, who helped to bring the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Poland into NATO. Russians saw this not only as a betrayal, but also as an
act of aggression.

The Monroe Doctrine
There is no document more fundamental to the foreign policy of the United States than
the Monroe Doctrine. It states that interference in the Western Hemisphere by European
powers would be interpreted as an attack on the United States, and would be opposed by
the United States. The Monroe Doctrine has been used to justify U.S. interventions in
Central America and in the Caribbean. Understandably, the United States wishes to have
its backyard secure. Why should Russia not have the same wish?

The U.S. should stop threatening Russia
Because Russia’s fears are legitimate, and based on historical suffering, the U.S, and its
allies should stop threatening Russia. Nuclear missiles should be removed from positions
near to the Russian border, and the eastward expansion of NATO should be halted.

A diplomatic solution to the conflict is the only way to end it
UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres has urged Russia and Ukraine to negotiate an
immediate cease-fire and a mutually agreeable settlement to end the conflict. However,
this rational solution is opposed by politicians in the United States and elsewhere, who are
influenced by money from giant arms corporations. Thus, more and more heavy weapons
are sent to Ukraine, pouring oil onto the flames, and enriching the merchants of death.
This must stop, and a diplomatic solution must be found under Secretary General Guterres’
wise leadership.

4.2. HOUSE SPEAKER PELOSI’S UNNECESSARILY PROVOCATIVE VISIT TO TAIWAN95

4.2

House Speaker Pelosi’s unnecessarily provocative
visit to Taiwan

The military-industrial complex needs enemies
The military-industrial complex, against which President Eisenhower warned in his famous
farewell address, needs enemies and frightening tensions to justify obscenely enormous
military budgets. Without enemies, they would wither. Friendship between the US and
China is bad news for the powerful and enormously wealthy US military-industrial complex,
whose wealth translates into the power to influence politicians and media. Thus, American
politicians like Nancy Pelosi do everything they can to make an enemy of China.

Some recent news reports of US threats to China
• “U.S. Navy deploys four warships east of Taiwan as Pelosi heads to Taipei,”
Reuters, August 2, 2022
• “Navy transits Taiwan Strait as Esper in Taipei calls for end to ‘One
China’ policy,” Stars and Stripes, July 20, 2022
• “US military considered using nuclear weapons against China in 1958
Taiwan Strait crisis, leaked documents show,” CNN, May 24, 2021
• “Would a nuclear-armed Taiwan deter China?,” Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI), December 24, 2020
• “Yes, Taiwan Needs Nuclear Weapons to Deter China,” American Enterprise Institute (AEI), November 5, 2021
• “To avoid Ukraine’s fate, Taiwan needs nuclear missiles - now,” Boston
Globe, March 2, 2022
• “Reestablish the U.S. Military Assistance Advisory Group-Taiwan,” War
on the Rocks, January 7, 2022
• “US Nearly Doubled Military Personnel Stationed in Taiwan This Year,”
Voice of America (VOA), December 2, 2021
• “War with China: Thinking Through the Unthinkable,” RAND Corporation, 2016
• “America must prepare for war with China over Taiwan,” The Hill, November 24, 2021
• “Timeline: U.S. arms sales to Taiwan in 2020 total $5 billion amid China
tensions,” Reuters, December 7, 2020
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• “U.S. Set to Sell Taiwan $7 Billion in Arms,” Wall Street Journal, September 16, 2020
• “US makes 3rd arms sale to Taiwan under Biden admin,” Anadolu Agency,
April 6, 2022

A statement by the Chinese foreign minister
“China and the United States are two major countries. The right way for
them to deal with each other lies only in mutual respect, peaceful coexistence,
no-confrontation, and win-win cooperation. The Taiwan question is purely an
internal affair of China, and no other country is entitled to act as a judge on
the Taiwan question.
“China strongly urges the United States to stop playing the ‘Taiwan card’
and using Taiwan to contain China. It should stop meddling on Taiwan and
interfering in China’s internal affairs. It should stop supporting and conniving
at ‘Taiwan independence’ separatist forces in any form. It should stop its
acts of saying one thing but doing the opposite on the Taiwan question. It
should stop distorting, obscuring, and hollowing out the One China principle.
It must take credible actions to observe strictly the One China principle and
the provisions of the three China-U.S. joint communiques, deliver on the ‘five
noes’ commitment made by the U.S. leadership (i.e. not seek a “new Cold
War”; not seek to change China’s system; the revitalization of its alliances is
not against China; not support ‘Taiwan independence’; not look for conflict
with China), and not go further down the wrong and dangerous path...
“In disregard of China’s grave concerns and firm opposition, Pelosi insisted
on visiting China’s Taiwan region. This constitutes a gross interference in
China’s internal affairs.
“Pelosi’s meddling gravely undermines China’s sovereignty and territorial
integrity, seriously tramples on the one-China principle, and severely threatens
peace and stability across the Taiwan Strait.”

China’s reaction to Pelosi’s provocative visit to Taiwan
According to the Associated Press,
“The measures, which come amid cratering relations between Beijing and
Washington, are the latest in a promised series of steps intended to punish
the U.S. for allowing the visit to the island it claims as its own territory, to
be annexed by force if necessary. China on Thursday launched threatening
military exercises in six zones just off Taiwan’s coasts that it says will run
through Sunday.
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“Missiles have also been fired over Taiwan, defense officials told state media.
China routinely opposes the self-governing island having its own contacts with
foreign governments, but its response to the Pelosi visit has been unusually
vociferous.

4.3

Militarism and money

Military-industrial complexes throughout the world involve a circular flow of money. The
vast profits from arms industries are used to buy the votes of politicians, who then vote for
obscenely bloated “defence” budgets. Military-industrial complexes need enemies. Without them they would wither. Thus, tensions are manufactured by corrupt politicians in
the pay of arms industries. As Arundhati Roy famously observed, “Once weapons were
manufactured to fight wars. Now wars are manufactured to sell weapons.” Donald Trump
has recently threatened to attack both Iran and North Korea with nuclear weapons. The
United States, under Trump, is also threatening both Russia and China. Any such conflict
could escalate uncontrollably into an all-destroying global thermonuclear war.

4.4

Eisenhower’s farewell address

In his famous farewell address, US President Dwight Eisenhower eloquently described the
terrible effects of an overgrown Military-industrial complex. Here are his words:
“We have been compelled to create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions.... This conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry
is new in the American experience. The total influence, economic, political, even spiritual,
is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the Federal government...[and] we
must not fail to comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are
all involved; so is the very structure of our society.
“In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted
influence, whether sought or unsought, by the Military-industrial complex. The potential
for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist.”
In another speech, he said: “Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every
rocket fired signifies, in the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, those
who are cold and are not clothed. This world in arms is not spending money alone. It is
spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children.”
Today the world spends more than 1.7 trillion dollars ( $ 1,700,000,000,000) every year
on armaments. This vast river of money, almost too large to be imagined, is the “devil’s
dynamo” driving the institution of war. Politicians notoriously can be bought with a tiny
fraction of this enormous amount; hence the decay of democracy. It is also plain that if
the almost unbelievable sums now wasted on armaments were used constructively, most of
the pressing problems now facing humanity could be solved.
Because the world spends two thousand billion dollars each year on armaments, it
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Figure 4.1: “In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the Militaryindustrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power
exists and will persist.”
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follows that very many people make their living from war. This is the reason why it is
correct to speak of war as an institution, and why it persists, although we know that it is
the cause of much of the suffering that inflicts humanity.

4.5

The nuclear arms race

Flaws in the concept of nuclear deterrence
Before discussing other defects in the concept of deterrence, it must be said very clearly that
the idea of “massive nuclear retaliation” is completely unacceptable from an ethical point
of view. The doctrine of retaliation, performed on a massive scale, violates not only the
principles of common human decency and common sense, but also the ethical principles
of every major religion. Retaliation is especially contrary to the central commandment
of Christianity which tells us to love our neighbor, even if he or she is far away from
us, belonging to a different ethnic or political group, and even if our distant neighbor
has seriously injured us. This principle has a fundamental place not only in Christianity
but also in all other major religions. “Massive retaliation” completely violates these very
central ethical principles, which are not only clearly stated and fundamental but also very
practical, since they prevent escalatory cycles of revenge and counter-revenge.
Contrast Christian ethics with estimates of the number of deaths that would follow a US
nuclear strike against Russia: Several hundred million deaths. These horrifying estimates
shock us not only because of the enormous magnitude of the expected mortality, but also
because the victims would include people of every kind: women, men, old people, children
and infants, completely irrespective of any degree of guilt that they might have. As a result
of such an attack, many millions of people in neutral countries would also die. This type
of killing has to be classified as genocide.
When a suspected criminal is tried for a wrongdoing, great efforts are devoted to clarifying the question of guilt or innocence. Punishment only follows if guilt can be proved
beyond any reasonable doubt. Contrast this with the totally indiscriminate mass slaughter
that results from a nuclear attack!
It might be objected that disregard for the guilt or innocence of victims is a universal
characteristic of modern war, since statistics show that, with time, a larger and larger
percentage of the victims have been civilians, and especially children. For example, the
air attacks on Coventry during World War II, or the fire bombings of Dresden and Tokyo,
produced massive casualties which involved all segments of the population with complete
disregard for the question of guilt or innocence. The answer, I think, is that modern war
has become generally unacceptable from an ethical point of view, and this unacceptability
is epitomized in nuclear weapons.
The enormous and indiscriminate destruction produced by nuclear weapons formed the
background for an historic 1996 decision by the International Court of Justice in the Hague.
In response to questions put to it by WHO and the UN General Assembly, the Court ruled
that “the threat and use of nuclear weapons would generally be contrary to the rules of
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international law applicable in armed conflict, and particularly the principles and rules of
Humanitarian law.”
The only possible exception to this general rule might be “an extreme circumstance
of self-defense, in which the very survival of a state would be at stake”. But the Court
refused to say that even in this extreme circumstance the threat or use of nuclear weapons
would be legal. It left the exceptional case undecided. In addition, the World Court
added unanimously that “there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to
a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under strict
international control.”
This landmark decision has been criticized by the nuclear weapon states as being decided “by a narrow margin”, but the structuring of the vote made the margin seem more
narrow than it actually was. Seven judges voted against Paragraph 2E of the decision
(the paragraph which states that the threat or use of nuclear weapons would be generally
illegal, but which mentions as a possible exception the case where a nation might be defending itself from an attack that threatened its very existence.) Seven judges voted for
the paragraph, with the President of the Court, Muhammad Bedjaoui of Algeria casting
the deciding vote. Thus the Court adopted it, seemingly by a narrow margin. But three of
the judges who voted against 2E did so because they believed that no possible exception
should be mentioned! Thus, if the vote had been slightly differently structured, the result
would have be ten to four.
Of the remaining four judges who cast dissenting votes, three represented nuclear
weapons states, while the fourth thought that the Court ought not to have accepted the
questions from WHO and the UN. However Judge Schwebel from the United States, who
voted against Paragraph 2E, nevertheless added, in a separate opinion, “It cannot be accepted that the use of nuclear weapons on a scale which would - or could - result in the
deaths of many millions in indiscriminate inferno and by far-reaching fallout, have per-
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nicious effects in space and time, and render uninhabitable much of the earth, could be
lawful.” Judge Higgins from the UK, the first woman judge in the history of the Court,
had problems with the word “generally” in Paragraph 2E and therefore voted against it,
but she thought that a more profound analysis might have led the Court to conclude in
favor of illegality in all circumstances. Judge Fleischhauer of Germany said in his separate
opinion, “The nuclear weapon is, in many ways, the negation of the humanitarian considerations underlying the law applicable in armed conflict and the principle of neutrality.
The nuclear weapon cannot distinguish between civilian and military targets. It causes
immeasurable suffering. The radiation released by it is unable to respect the territorial
integrity of neutral States.”
President Bedjaoui, summarizing the majority opinion, called nuclear weapons “the
ultimate evil”, and said “By its nature, the nuclear weapon, this blind weapon, destabilizes
Humanitarian law, the law of discrimination in the use of weapons... The ultimate aim of
every action in the field of nuclear arms will always be nuclear disarmament, an aim which
is no longer utopian and which all have a duty to pursue more actively than ever.”
Thus the concept of nuclear deterrence is not only unacceptable from the standpoint of
ethics; it is also contrary to international law. The World Court’s 1996 advisory Opinion
unquestionably also represents the opinion of the majority of the world’s peoples. Although
no formal plebiscite has been taken, the votes in numerous resolutions of the UN General
Assembly speak very clearly on this question. For example the New Agenda Resolution
(53/77Y) was adopted by the General Assembly on 4 December 1998 by a massively affirmative vote, in which only 18 out of the 170 member states voted against the resolution.1
The New Agenda Resolution proposes numerous practical steps towards complete nuclear
disarmament, and it calls on the Nuclear-Weapon States “to demonstrate an unequivocal
commitment to the speedy and total elimination of their nuclear weapons and without
delay to pursue in good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to the elimination of these weapons, thereby fulfilling their obligations under Article VI of the Treaty
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT)”. Thus, in addition to being ethically unacceptable and contrary to international law, nuclear weapons also contrary to the
principles of democracy.
Having said these important things, we can now turn to some of the other defects in
the concept of nuclear deterrence. One important defect is that nuclear war may occur
through accident or miscalculation - through technical defects or human failings. This
possibility is made greater by the fact that despite the end of the Cold War, thousands
of missiles carrying nuclear warheads are still kept on a “hair-trigger” state of alert with
a quasi-automatic reaction time measured in minutes. There is a constant danger that
a nuclear war will be triggered by error in evaluating the signal on a radar screen. For
example, the BBC reported recently that a group of scientists and military leaders are
worried that a small asteroid entering the earths atmosphere and exploding could trigger
1

Of the 18 countries that voted against the New Agenda resolution, 10 were Eastern European countries
hoping for acceptance into NATO, whose votes seem to have been traded for increased probability of
acceptance.
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a nuclear war if mistaken for a missile strike.
A number of prominent political and military figures (many of whom have ample knowledge of the system of deterrence, having been part of it) have expressed concern about the
danger of accidental nuclear war. Colin S. Grey2 expressed this concern as follows: “The
problem, indeed the enduring problem, is that we are resting our future upon a nuclear
deterrence system concerning which we cannot tolerate even a single malfunction.” General
Curtis E. LeMay3 has written, “In my opinion a general war will grow through a series
of political miscalculations and accidents rather than through any deliberate attack by
either side.” Bruce G. Blair4 has remarked that “It is obvious that the rushed nature of
the process, from warning to decision to action, risks causing a catastrophic mistake.”...
“This system is an accident waiting to happen.”
“But nobody can predict that the fatal accident or unauthorized act will never happen”,
Fred Ikle of the Rand Corporation has written, “Given the huge and far-flung missile forces,
ready to be launched from land and sea on on both sides, the scope for disaster by accident
is immense... In a matter of seconds - through technical accident or human failure - mutual
deterrence might thus collapse.”
Another serious failure of the concept of nuclear deterrence is that it does not take into
account the possibility that atomic bombs may be used by terrorists. Indeed, the threat of
nuclear terrorism has today become one of the most pressing dangers that the world faces,
a danger that is particularly acute in the United States.
Since 1945, more than 3,000 metric tons (3,000,000 kilograms) of highly enriched uranium and plutonium have been produced - enough for several hundred thousand nuclear
weapons. Of this, roughly a million kilograms are in Russia, inadequately guarded, in
establishments where the technicians are poorly paid and vulnerable to the temptations of
bribery. There is a continuing danger that these fissile materials will fall into the hands of
terrorists, or organized criminals, or irresponsible governments. Also, an extensive black
market for fissile materials, nuclear weapons components etc. has recently been revealed in
connection with the confessions of Pakistan’s bomb-maker, Dr. A.Q. Khan. Furthermore,
if Pakistan’s less-than-stable government should be overthrown, complete nuclear weapons
could fall into the hands of terrorists.
On November 3, 2003, Mohamed ElBaradei, Director General of the International
Atomic Energy Agency, made a speech to the United Nations in which he called for
“limiting the processing of weapons-usable material (separated plutonium and high enriched uranium) in civilian nuclear programmes - as well as the production of new material
through reprocessing and enrichment - by agreeing to restrict these operations to facilities
exclusively under international control.” It is almost incredible, considering the dangers of
nuclear proliferation and nuclear terrorism, that such restrictions were not imposed long
ago. Nuclear reactors used for “peaceful” purposes unfortunately also generate fissionable
isotopes of plutonium, neptunium and americium. Thus all nuclear reactors must be re2

Chairman, National Institute for Public Policy
Founder and former Commander in Chief of the United States Strategic Air Command
4
Brookings Institute
3
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Figure 4.2: Recent studies by atmospheric scientists have shown that the smoke
from burning cities produced by even a limited nuclear war would have a devastating effect on global agriculture. The studies show that the smoke would rise
to the stratosphere, where it would spread globally and remain for a decade,
blocking sunlight and destroying the ozone layer. Because of the devastating effect on global agriculture, darkness from even a small nuclear war (e.g. between
India and Pakistan) would result in an estimated billion deaths from famine.
Nuclear darkness resulting from a large-scale war involving all of the nuclear
weapons that are now on high alert status would destroy all agriculture on
earth for a period of ten years, and almost all humans would die of starvation.
(See O. Toon , A. Robock, and R. Turco, “The Environmental Consequences
of Nuclear War”, Physics Today, vol. 61, No. 12, 2008, p. 37-42).
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garded as ambiguous in function, and all must be put under strict international control.
One might ask, in fact, whether globally widespread use of nuclear energy is worth the
danger that it entails.
The Italian nuclear physicist Francesco Calogero, who has studied the matter closely,
believes that terrorists could easily construct a simple gun-type nuclear bomb if they were
in possession of a critical mass of highly enriched uranium. In such a simple atomic bomb,
two grapefruit-sized subcritical portions of HEU are placed at opposite ends of the barrel
of an artillery piece and are driven together by means of a conventional explosive. Prof.
Calogero estimates that the fatalities produced by the explosion of such a device in the
center of a large city could exceed 100,000.
We must remember the remark of U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan after the 9/11/2001
attacks on the World Trade Center. He said, “This time it was not a nuclear explosion”.
The meaning of his remark is clear: If the world does not take strong steps to eliminate
fissionable materials and nuclear weapons, it will only be a matter of time before they will
be used in terrorist attacks on major cities. Neither terrorists nor organized criminals can
be deterred by the threat of nuclear retaliation, since they have no territory against which
such retaliation could be directed. They blend invisibly into the general population. Nor
can a “missile defense system” prevent terrorists from using nuclear weapons, since the
weapons can be brought into a port in any one of the hundreds of thousands of containers
that enter on ships each year, a number far too large to be checked exhaustively.
Today we must give special weight to the danger that a catastrophic nuclear war may
occur through the mental instability of a political leader or an error of judgement, since we
now are living with Donald Trump and Kim Jong-un. In the words of ICAN’s Executive
Director Beatrice Finn, the end of human civilization and much of the biosphere is “only
a tantrum away”. Donald Trump has repeatedly expressed his desire for more “usable”
nuclear weapons. and if nuclear weapons are ever used, there is a strong danger of escalation
to a full-scale thermonuclear war.
Another problem with the concept of nuclear deterrence is that even if the danger that
a catastrophic nuclear war will occur in any given year is small, over a long period of time
the danger builds up into a certainty. If the dangers for any given year are 1%, 2% or
3%, the probabilities of are survival until 2100 are respectively 43%, 18% and 8%. If the
period for which we must survive is extended to the year 2200, the chances of survival in
the three cases are respectively .16%, .025%, and .0039%.
In this perilous situation, the only logical thing for the world to do is to get rid of both
fissile materials and nuclear weapons as rapidly as possible. We must acknowledge that the
idea of nuclear deterrence is a dangerous fallacy, and acknowledge that the development of
military systems based on nuclear weapons has been a terrible mistake, a false step that
needs to be reversed. If the most prestigious of the nuclear weapons states can sincerely
acknowledge their mistakes and begin to reverse them, nuclear weapons will seem less
glamorous to countries like India, Pakistan, North Korea and Iran, where they now are
symbols of national pride and modernism.
Civilians have for too long played the role of passive targets, hostages in the power
struggles of politicians. It is time for civil society to make its will felt. If our leaders
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continue to enthusiastically support the institution of war, if they will not abolish nuclear
weapons, then let us have new leaders.

4.6

Global famine produced by nuclear war

The danger of a catastrophic nuclear war casts a dark shadow over the future of our
species. It also casts a very black shadow over the future of the global environment. The
environmental consequences of a massive exchange of nuclear weapons have been treated in
a number of studies by meteorologists and other experts from both East and West. They
predict that a large-scale use of nuclear weapons would result in fire storms with very high
winds and high temperatures, which would burn a large proportion of the wild land fuels
in the affected nations. The resulting smoke and dust would block out sunlight for a period
of many months, at first only in the northern hemisphere but later also in the southern
hemisphere.
Temperatures in many places would fall far below freezing, and much of the earth’s
plant life would be killed. Animals and humans would then die of starvation. The nuclear
winter effect was first discovered as a result of the Mariner 9 spacecraft exploration of
Mars in 1971. The spacecraft arrived in the middle of an enormous dust-storm on Mars,
and measured a large temperature drop at the surface of the planet, accompanied by a
heating of the upper atmosphere. These measurements allowed scientists to check their
theoretical models for predicting the effect of dust and other pollutants distributed in
planetary atmospheres.
Using experience gained from the studies of Mars, R.P. Turco, O.B. Toon, T. Ackerman,
J.B. Pollack and C. Sagan made a computer study of the climatic effects of the smoke
and dust that would result from a large-scale nuclear war. This early research project is
sometimes called the TTAPS Study, after the initials of the authors.
In April 1983, a special meeting was held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where the
results of the TTAPS Study and other independent studies of the nuclear winter effect
were discussed by more than 100 experts. Their conclusions were presented at a forum
in Washington, D.C., the following December, under the chairmanship of U.S. Senators
Kennedy and Hatfield. The numerous independent studies of the nuclear winter effect all
agreed of the following main predictions:
High-yield nuclear weapons exploded near the earth’s surface would put large amounts
of dust into the upper atmosphere. Nuclear weapons exploded over cities, forests, oilfields
and refineries would produce fire storms of the type experienced in Dresden and Hamburg
after incendiary bombings during the Second World War. The combination of high-altitude
dust and lower altitude soot would prevent sunlight from reaching the earth’s surface, and
the degree of obscuration would be extremely high for a wide range of scenarios.
A baseline scenario used by the TTAPS study assumes a 5,000-megaton nuclear exchange, but the threshold for triggering the nuclear winter effect is believed to be much
lower than that. After such an exchange, the screening effect of pollutants in the atmosphere might be so great that, in the northern and middle latitudes, the sunlight reaching
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the earth would be only 1% of ordinary sunlight on a clear day, and this effect would
persist for many months. As a result, the upper layers in the atmosphere might rise in
temperature by as much as 100 ◦ C, while the surface temperatures would fall, perhaps by
as much a 50 ◦ C.
The temperature inversion produced in this way would lead to superstability, a condition in which the normal mixing of atmospheric layers is suppressed. The hydrological
cycle (which normally takes moist air from the oceans to a higher and cooler level, where
the moisture condenses as rain) would be strongly suppressed. Severe droughts would thus
take place over continental land masses. The normal cleansing action of rain would be
absent in the atmosphere, an effect which would prolong the nuclear winter.
In the northern hemisphere, forests would die because of lack of sunlight, extreme
cold, and drought. Although the temperature drop in the southern hemisphere would be
less severe, it might still be sufficient to kill a large portion of the tropical forests, which
normally help to renew the earth’s oxygen.
The oxygen content of the atmosphere would then fall dangerously, while the concentration of carbon dioxide and oxides of nitrogen produced by firestorms would remain high.
The oxides of nitrogen would ultimately diffuse to the upper atmosphere, where they would
destroy the ozone layer.
Thus, even when the sunlight returned after an absence of many months, it would be
sunlight containing a large proportion of the ultraviolet frequencies which are normally
absorbed by the ozone in the stratosphere, and therefore a type of light dangerous to life.
Finally, after being so severely disturbed, there is no guarantee that the global climate
would return to its normal equilibrium.
Even a nuclear war below the threshold of nuclear winter might have climatic effects
very damaging to human life. Professor Paul Ehrlich, of Stanford University, has expressed
this in the following words:
“...A smaller war, which set off fewer fires and put less dust into the atmosphere, could
easily depress temperatures enough to essentially cancel grain production in the northern
hemisphere. That in itself would be the greatest catastrophe ever delivered upon Homo
Sapiens, just that one thing, not worrying about prompt effects. Thus even below the
threshold, one cannot think of survival of a nuclear war as just being able to stand up after
the bomb has gone off.”5
5

http://www.voanews.com/content/pope-francis-calls-for-nuclear-weapons-ban/2909357.html
http://www.cadmusjournal.org/article/issue-4/flaws-concept-nuclear-deterrence
http://www.countercurrents.org/avery300713.htm
https://www.wagingpeace.org/author/john-avery/
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2015/08/06/70-years-after-bombing-hiroshima-calls-abolishnuclear-weapons
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article42488.htm
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article42492.htm
http://www.commondreams.org/views/2015/08/06/hiroshima-and-nagasaki-remembering-power
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/07/22/israel-iran-and-the-nuclear-non-proliferation-treaty/
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/06/25/militarisms-hostages/
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/05/24/the-path-to-zero-dialogues-on-nuclear-dangers-by-richard-
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A 2012 report published by International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
states that even a small local nuclear war between India and Pakistan would put two billion
people at risk of starvation.

4.7

Military-industrial complexes today

“We’re going to take out seven countries in five years”
In an interview with Amy Goodman6 , retired 4-star General Wesley Clark said: “About
ten days after 9/11, I went through the Pentagon and I saw Secretary Rumsfeld and Deputy
Secretary Wolfowitz. I went downstairs just to say hello to some of the people on the Joint
Staff who used to work for me, any one of the generals called me in. He said, “Sir, you’ve
got to come in and talk to me a second.” I said, “Well, you’re too busy.” He said, “No, no.”
He says, “We’ve made the decision we’re going to war with Iraq.” This was on or about
the 20th of September. I said, “We’re going to war with Iraq? Why?” He said, “I don’t
know.” He said, “I guess they don’t know what else to do.” So I said, “Well, did they find
some information connecting Saddam to al-Qaeda?” He said, “No, no.” He says, “There’s
nothing new that way. They just made the decision to go to war with Iraq.” He said, “I
guess it’s like we don’t know what to do about terrorists, but we’ve got a good military
and we can take down governments.” And he said, “I guess if the only tool you have is a
hammer, every problem has to look like a nail.
So I came back to see him a few weeks later, and by that time we were bombing in
Afghanistan. I said, “Are we still going to war with Iraq?” And he said, “Oh, it’s worse
than that.” He reached over on his desk. He picked up a piece of paper. And he said, “I
just got this down from upstairs” - meaning the Secretary of Defense’s office - “today.”
And he said, “This is a memo that describes how we’re going to take out seven countries
falk-and-david-krieger/
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/03/30/europe-must-not-be-forced-into-a-nuclear-war-with-russia/
http://www.truth-out.org/opinion/item/32073-the-us-should-eliminate-its-nuclear-arsenal-notmodernize-it
http://www.cadmusjournal.org/article/issue-4/flaws-concept-nuclear-deterrance
http://www.cadmusjournal.org/article/issue-6/arms-trade-treaty-opens-new-possibilities-u
http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-6/article/remember-your-humanity
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article42568.htm
https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2014/09/23/nobel-peace-prize-fact-day-syria-7th-country-bombedobama/
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article42577.htm
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article42580.htm
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/08/06/us-unleashing-of-atomic-weapons-against-civilianpopulations-was-a-criminal-act-of-the-first-order/
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/08/06/hiroshima-and-nagasaki-remembering-the-power-of-peace/
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/08/04/atomic-bombing-hear-the-story-setsuko-thurlow/
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/08/04/atomic-bombing-hear-the-story-yasuaki-yamashita/
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/08/03/why-nuclear-weapons/
6
https://genius.com/General-wesley-clark-seven-countries-in-five-years-annotated
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Figure 4.3: General Wesley Clark
in five years, starting with Iraq, and then Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and,
finishing off, Iran.” I said, “Is it classified?” He said, “Yes, sir.” I said, “Well, don’t show it
to me.” And I saw him a year or so ago, and I said, “You remember that?” He said, “Sir,
I didn’t show you that memo! I didn’t show it to you!”

The global trade in light arms
An important poverty-generating factor in the developing countries is war - often civil war.
The five permanent members of the U.N. Security Council are, ironically, the five largest
exporters of small arms. Small arms have a long life. The weapons poured into Africa by
both sides during the Cold War are still there, and they contribute to political chaos and
civil wars that block development and cause enormous human suffering.
The United Nations website on Peace and Security through Disarmament states that
“Small arms and light weapons destabilize regions; spark, fuel and prolong conflicts; obstruct relief programmes; undermine peace initiatives; exacerbate human rights abuses;
hamper development; and foster a ‘culture of violence’.”
An estimated 639 million small arms and light weapons are in circulation worldwide,
one for every ten people. Approximately 300,000 people are killed every year by these
weapons, many of them women and children.
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Figure 4.4: 40,000 children die each day from starvation or from poverty-related
diseases. Meanwhile, the world spends more than $1,700,000,000,000 each year
on armaments.
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Examples of endemic conflict
In several regions of Africa, long-lasting conflicts have prevented development and caused
enormous human misery. These regions include Ethiopia, Eritiria, Somalia (Darfur), Chad,
Zimbabwe and the Democratic Republic of Congo. In the Congo, the death toll reached
5.4 million in 2008, with most of the victims dying of disease and starvation, but with war
as the root cause. In view of these statistics, the international community can be seen to
have a strong responsibility to stop supplying small arms and ammunition to regions of
conflict. There is absolutely no excuse for the large-scale manufacture and international
sale of small arms that exists today.

The Wolfowitz Doctrine
The Wolfowitz Doctrine is the unofficial name given to the early version of the Defense
Strategy for the 1990s: The Regional Defense Strategy report for the 1994-99 fiscal years.
It was later released by then Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney in 1993. It brazenly
advocates that America do everything in its power to retain its global hegemony and
superpower status, including ensuring that Russia, China, Iran and other regional powers
- but especially Russia - be prevented from attaining enough power to seriously challenge
the US. In short, it’s another US blueprint for total global supremacy.
There are many quotable passages from the Wolfowitz Doctrine. Here’s one which sums
up its aims:
“Our first objective is to prevent the re-emergence of a new rival, either on the territory of the former Soviet Union or elsewhere that poses a threat on the order of that
posed formerly by the Soviet Union. This is a dominant consideration underlying the new
regional defense strategy and requires that we endeavor to prevent any hostile power from
dominating a region whose resources would, under consolidated control, be sufficient to
generate global power. These regions include Western Europe, East Asia, the territory of
the former Soviet Union, and Southwest Asia.”
Similar motives guide US policy today. In February, 2018, US Secretary of Defense
James Mattas said: “We will continue to prosecute the campaign against terrorists, but
great-power competition - not terrorism - is now the primary focus of US national security.”

Militarism in North Korea
The following states are now believed to currently possess nuclear weapons: The United
states, Russia, The United Kingdom, France, China, India, Pakistan, North Korea and Israel. The way in which North Korea obtained its nuclear weapons is described by Wikipedia
in the following paragraphs:
“The nuclear program can be traced back to about 1962, when North Korea committed
itself to what it called ‘all-fortressization’, which was the beginning of the hyper-militarized
North Korea of today. In 1963, North Korea asked the Soviet Union for help in developing
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Figure 4.5: Countries by estimated nuclear warhead stockpiles according to the
Federation of American scientists.
nuclear weapons, but was refused. The Soviet Union agreed to help North Korea develop a
peaceful nuclear energy program, including the training of nuclear scientists. Later, China,
after its nuclear tests, similarly rejected North Korean requests for help with developing
nuclear weapons.
“Soviet engineers took part in the construction of the Yongbyon Nuclear Scientific
Research Center and began construction of an IRT-2000 research reactor in 1963, which
became operational in 1965 and was upgraded to 8 MW in 1974. In 1979 North Korea
indigenously began to build in Yongbyon a second research reactor, an ore processing
plant and a fuel rod fabrication plant.Soviet engineers took part in the construction of
the Yongbyon Nuclear Scientific Research Center, and began construction of an IRT-2000
research reactor in 1963, which became operational in 1965 and was upgraded to 8 MW
in 1974. In 1979 North Korea indigenously began to build in Yongbyon a second research
reactor, an ore processing plant and a fuel rod fabrication plant. ”
Thus like other new nuclear weapons states, North Korea obtained nuclear weapons
by misuse of nuclear power generation facilities donated by other countries. In addition,
North Korea spend a large fraction of its GDP on conventional armaments. Under the
Songun policy, the Korean Peoples Army is the central institution of North Korean society.
As of 2016, the Korean Peoples Army had 5,889,000 paramilitary personelle (25% of the
population of North Korea) making it the largest paramilitary organization on earth.
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Table 4.1: SIPRI Military Expenditure Database, 2016
Annual
Spending % of GDP
$ Bn.

Rank

Country

1

United State

611.2

3.3

2

China

215.7

1.9

3

Russia

69.2

5.3

4

Saudi Arabia

63.7

10

5

India

55.9

2.5

6

France

55.7

2.3

7

United Kingdom

48.3

1.9

8

Japan

46.1

1.0

9

Germany

41.1

1.2

10

South Korea

36.8

2.7

11

Italy

27.9

1.5

12

Australia

24.3

2.0
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Table 4.2: SIPRI List of arms manufacturers, 2016

Rank

Company

Country

Annual
Arms Sales
$ Mn.

1

Lockheed Martin

United States

40,830

2

Boeing

United States

29,510

3

Raytheon

United States

22,910

4

BAE Systems

United Kingdom

22.700

5

Northrop Grumman

United States

21,400

6

General Dynamics

United States

19,230

7

Airbus

European Union

12,520

8

L-3 Communications

United States

8,890

9

Leonardo-Finmeccanica

Italy

8,500

10

Thales Group

France

8,170

11

United Technologies Corporation

United States

6,870

12

Huntington Ingalls Industries

United States

6,720
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Figure 4.6: North Korea’s dictator, Kim Jong-un. The doctrine of nuclear deterrence rests on the assumption that political leaders will always act rationally,
an assumption that seems very uncertain in the case of the U.S.-North Korean
conflict.

The SIPRI Yearbook, 2017
Dan Smith of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) wrote the
following Introduction to the organization’s yearbook for 2017:
“An overall perspective on 2016 finds a balance between negative developments and
the continued functioning of the international system. However, the year ended with clear
grounds for concern that the balance sheet seemed to be tipping towards the negative amid
growing unease about the durability of key parts of the international security architecture.
“Conflicts in the Middle East continued to generate humanitarian tragedies and largescale movement of refugees, and violent conflict continued in several other parts of the
world, most notably Africa, Asia and to a lesser extent Eastern Europe. Develop- ments in
North Korea’s nuclear programme contributed to international political instability with potentially serious knock-on effects. On the positive side, the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement
entered into force in November 2016, the 2015 Iran nuclear deal began implementation on
time in early 2016 and the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution to start
negotiations in 2017 on eliminating nuclear weapons. Progress was also made on work to
monitor the unfolding implementation of the UN’s Agenda 2030 for international social
and economic development. A major contribution to the positive side of the balance sheet
in 2016 was the peace agreement in Colombia.
“Nonetheless, virtually all the major global indicators for peace and security have moved
in a negative direction: more military spending, increased arms trading, more violent
conflicts and the continuing forward march of military technology.
“Existing multilateral and bilateral arms control agreements and processes are also under challenge-not least due to the deteriorating relationship between Russia and the United
States-raising questions of global concern and potentially epochal scope. Were the great
gains in peaceful relations since the end of the cold war now being reversed? Would the
return of strategic competition between the major powers have negative implications for
managing increased conflict risk? These uncertainties, combined with political developments in Europe and the USA- especially the vote by the United Kingdom to leave the
European Union and the election of Donald J. Trump as US President-seemed to reveal
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a much decreased commitment to international institutions and a renewed emphasis in
several key states on a narrowly defined national interest.
“The scale of the challenges facing humanity has been summed up in the proposal
to adopt the label of ‘the Anthropocene’ for the current era, thus designating it as one
in which human activity is the dominant influence on climate and the environment. It
is disconcerting to note that such cooperation risks becoming more elusive than it has
seemed for most of the time since the end of the cold war, at a time when it is more
needed than ever. Experience has shown that international cooperation can work. But is
the international cooperative urge as persistent as the problems it needs to address?”

4.8

A culture of violence

Links with the entertainment industry
Here are a few films that glorify war:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black Hawk Down
Top Gun
Behind Enemy Lines
Red Dawn (1984)
American Sniper
Iron Eagle
Pearl Harbor
Act of Valor
We Were Soldiers
The Green Berets

Making a game of killing
The mass media are an important part of our educational system. Perhaps it is time to
look more closely at the values that they are transmitting. In particular, we should perhaps
look at computer games designed for young boys. They often give the strongest imaginable
support to a culture of violence.
For example, a game entitled “Full Spectrum Warrior” was recently reviewed in a Danish newspaper. According to the reviewer, “...An almost perfect combination of graphics,
sound, band design, and gameplay makes it seem exactly like the film Black Hawk Down
- with the player as the main character. This is not just a coincidence, because the game
is based on an army training program... Full Spectrum Warrior is an extremely intense
experience, and despite the advanced possibilities, the controls are simple enough so that
young children can play it... The player is completely drawn into the screen, and remains
there until the end of the mission.” The reviewer gave the game six stars (the maximum).
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Figure 4.7: Tom Cruse in “Top Gun”.

Figure 4.8: A culture of violence supports the Devil’s Dynamo.
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Figure 4.9: A culture of violence: In the United States the National Rifle Association has proposed guns in schools as the answer to the epidemic of school
shootings.
Another genre of computer games has to do with building empires, ignoring the fact
that imperialism is morally indefensible. For example, “Forge of Empires” is a browserbased strategy game. It is described as follows: “The game offers a single-player campaign
for players to explore and conquer several provinces, gaining resources and new technology
as they progress.” Conquering countries for the sake of gaining their resources is an all-toofamiliar feature of the modern world. In the game “Forge of Empires”, our young people
are indoctrinated with the ethos of resource wars.
During his trial, the Norwegian mass-murderer Anders Behring Breivik described how
he trained for his attack on young people on the Island of UtÃ¸ya using the computer
game “Call of Duty: Modern Warfare”. The court also heard how he took what he called a
“sabatical” for a year between the summers of 2006 and 2007. During this year, he played
a game called “World of Warcraft” full-time, in the bedroom of his mother’s Oslo flat,
spending up to 16 hours a day using the game to distance himself from the human and
moral significance of killing.
Is this not similar to the frame of mind of drone operators, sitting in comfort in their
Nevada bunkers, distanced from the reality of killing? They are playing a computer game
that kills targeted individuals and their families, in remote countries, by remote control.
There is no need to look into the eyes of the victims. They are just abstract symbols in a
computer game.
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Figure 4.10: A culture of violence. Guns in schools?
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The threats and costs of war

In the long run, because of the enormously destructive weapons, which have been produced
through the misuse of science, the survival of civilization can only be insured if we are able
to abolish the institution of war.
Modern warfare has become prohibitively dangerous and destructive because of the
enormously powerful weapons that scientists and engineers have developed. The institution of war could not continue without their cooperation. Thus, scientists and engineers
throughout the world have a special responsibility.
Wars are driven by the collective paranoia of voters, who are willing to allow colossal
sums to be spent by ‘ ‘Defense Departments”. But are civilians really defended? Absolutely
not!
We can see this most clearly if we think of nuclear war. Nations threaten each other with
“Mutually Assured Destruction”, which has the very appropriate acronym MAD. What
does this mean? Does it mean that civilians are being protected? Not at all. Instead
they are threatened with complete destruction. Civilians here play the role of hostages in
the power games of their leaders. Those leaders’ goal is not protection of ordinary people,
but rather protection of the gargantuan profits of the military-industrial complex. As the
Indian writer Arundhati Roy put it, “Once weapons were manufactured to fight wars. Now
wars are manufactured to sell weapons.”
If a thermonuclear war occurs, it will be the end of human civilization and much of the
biosphere. This will definitely happen in the future unless the world rids itself of nuclear
weapons, since, in the long run, the finite chance of accidental nuclear war happening due
to a technical or human failure during a given year will gradually build up into a certainty
of disaster. Scientists and engineers must not sell their knowledge and talents to this march
towards the precipice.

The direct and indirect costs of war
The costs of war, both direct and indirect, are so enormous that they are almost beyond
comprehension. We face a direct threat because a thermonuclear war may destroy human
civilization and much of the biosphere, and an indirect threat because the institution of
war interferes seriously with the use of tax money for constructive and peaceful purposes.
Today, despite the end of the Cold War, the world spends roughly 2 trillion (i.e. 1.7
million million) US dollars each year on armaments. This colossal flood of money could
have been used instead for education, famine relief, development of infrastructure, or on
urgently needed public health measures.
The World Health Organization lacks funds to carry through an antimalarial program
on as large a scale as would be desirable, but the entire program could be financed for less
than our military establishments spend in a single day. Five hours of world arms spending
is equivalent to the total cost of the 20-year WHO campaign that resulted in the eradication
of smallpox. For every 100,000 people in the world, there are 556 soldiers, but only 85
doctors. Every soldier costs an average of $20,000 per year, while the average spent on
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Figure 4.11: Children born with birth defects due to the US use of Agent Orange
during the Vietnam War. Source: stopwarcoalition.org
education is only $380 per school-aged child. With a diversion of funds consumed by three
weeks of military spending, the world could create a sanitary water supply for all its people,
thus eliminating the cause of almost half of all human illness.
A new drug-resistant form of tuberculosis has recently become widespread in Asia and
in the former Soviet Union. In order to combat this new and highly dangerous form of
tuberculosis and to prevent its spread, WHO needs $500 million, an amount equivalent to
1.2 hours of world arms spending.
Today’s world is one in which roughly ten million children die every year from starvation
or from diseases related to poverty. Besides this enormous waste of young lives through
malnutrition and preventable disease, there is a huge waste of opportunities through inadequate education. The rate of illiteracy in the 25 least developed countries is 80%, and the
total number of illiterates in the world is estimated to be 800 million. Meanwhile every 60
seconds the world spends $6.5 million on armaments.
It is plain that if the almost unbelievable sums now wasted on the institution of war
were used constructively, most of the pressing problems of humanity could be solved, but
today the world spends more than 20 times as much on war as it does on development.

Medical and psychological consequences; loss of life
While in earlier epochs it may have been possible to confine the effects of war mainly
to combatants, in the 20th century the victims of war were increasingly civilians, and
especially children. For example, according to Quincy Wright’s statistics, the First and
Second World Wars cost the lives of 26 million soldiers, but the toll in civilian lives was
much larger: 64 million.
Since the Second World War, despite the best efforts of the UN, there have been over
150 armed conflicts; and, if civil wars are included, there are on any given day an average of
12 wars somewhere in the world. In the conflicts in Indo-China, the proportion of civilian
victims was between 80% and 90%, while in the Lebanese civil war some sources state that
the proportion of civilian casualties was as high as 97%.
Civilian casualties often occur through malnutrition and through diseases that would
be preventable in normal circumstances. Because of the social disruption caused by war,
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Figure 4.12: A little girl cries as medics attend to her injuries at al-Shifa hospital
in Gaza in 2014, during the conflict. Photo: UNICEF/Eyad El Baba
normal supplies of food, safe water and medicine are interrupted, so that populations
become vulnerable to famine and epidemics.7

Effects of war on children
According to UNICEF figures, 90% of the casualties of recent wars have been civilians, and
50% children. The organization estimates that in recent years, violent conflicts have driven
20 million children from their homes. They have become refugees or internally displaced
persons within their own countries.
During the last decade 2 million children have been killed and 6 million seriously injured
or permanently disabled as the result of armed conflicts, while 1 million children have been
orphaned or separated from their families. Of the ten countries with the highest rates of
death of children under five years of age, seven are affected by armed conflicts. UNICEF
estimates that 300,000 child soldiers are currently forced to fight in 30 armed conflicts
throughout the world. Many of these have been forcibly recruited or abducted.
Even when they are not killed or wounded by conflicts, children often experience painful
psychological traumas: the violent death of parents or close relatives, separation from their
families, seeing family members tortured, displacement from home, disruption of ordinary
life, exposure to shelling and other forms of combat, starvation and anxiety about the
future.8
7
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8
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Figure 4.13: Asylum-seekers in a holding centre on Greece’s Samos Island.

Refugees
Human Rights Watch estimates that in 2001 there were 15 million refugees in the world,
forced from their countries by war, civil and political conflict, or by gross violations of
human rights. In addition, there were an estimated 22 million internally displaced persons,
violently forced from their homes but still within the borders of their countries.
In 2001, 78% of all refugees came from ten areas: Afghanistan, Angola, Burma, Burundi, Congo-Kinshasa, Eritrea, Iraq, the Palestinian territories, Somalia and Sudan. A
quarter of all refugees are Palestinians, who make up the world’s oldest and largest refugee
population. 45% of the world’s refugees have found sanctuaries in Asia, 30% in Africa,
19% in Europe and 5% in North America.
Refugees who have crossed an international border are in principle protected by Article
14 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which affirms their right “to seek and to
enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution”. In 1950 the Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees was created to implement Article 14, and in 1951 the Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees was adopted by the UN. By 2002 this legally binding
treaty had been signed by 140 nations. However the industrialized countries have recently
adopted a very hostile and restrictive attitude towards refugees, subjecting them to arbitrary arrests, denial of social and economic rights, and even forcible return to countries in
which they face persecution.
The status of internally displaced persons is even worse than that of refugees who have
crossed international borders. In many cases the international community simply ignores
their suffering, reluctant to interfere in the internal affairs of sovereign states. In fact,
the United Nations Charter is self-contradictory in this respect, since on the one hand it
calls for non-interference in the internal affairs of sovereign states, but on the other hand,
people everywhere are guaranteed freedom from persecution by the Charter’s Universal
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Declaration of Human Rights.9

Damage to infrastructure
Most insurance policies have clauses written in fine print exempting companies from payment of damage caused by war. The reason for this is simple. The damage caused by war
is so enormous that insurance companies could never come near to paying for it without
going bankrupt.
We mentioned above that the world spends 1.7 trillion dollars each year on preparations
for war. A similarly colossal amount is needed to repair the damage to infrastructure caused
by war. Sometimes this damage is unintended, but sometimes it is intentional.
During World War II, one of the main aims of air attacks by both sides was to destroy
the industrial infrastructure of the opponent. This made some sense in a war expected to
last several years, because the aim was to prevent the enemy from producing more munitions. However, during the Gulf War of 1990, the infrastructure of Iraq was attacked, even
though the war was expected to be short. Electrical generating plants and water purification facilities were deliberately destroyed with the apparent aim of obtaining leverage over
Iraq after the war.
In general, because war has such a catastrophic effect on infrastructure, it can be
thought of as the opposite of development. War is the greatest generator of poverty.10

Ecological damage
Warfare during the 20th century has not only caused the loss of 175 million lives (primarily
civilians) - it has also caused the greatest ecological catastrophes in human history. The
damage takes place even in times of peace. Studies by Joni Seager, a geographer at the
University of Vermont, conclude that “a military presence anywhere in the world is the
single most reliable predictor of ecological damage”.
Modern warfare destroys environments to such a degree that it has been described as
an “environmental holocaust.” For example, herbicides use in the Vietnam War killed an
estimated 6.2 billion board-feet of hardwood trees in the forests north and west of Saigon,
according to the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Herbicides such as
Agent Orange also made enormous areas of previously fertile land unsuitable for agriculture
for many years to come. In Vietnam and elsewhere in the world, valuable agricultural land
has also been lost because land mines or the remains of cluster bombs make it too dangerous
for farming.
During the Gulf War of 1990, the oil spills amounted to 150 million barrels, 650 times
the amount released into the environment by the notorious Exxon Valdez disaster. During
9
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Figure 4.14: Image source: Greenpeace
the Gulf War an enormous number of shells made of depleted uranium were fired. When
the dust produced by exploded shells is inhaled it often produces cancer, and it will remain
in the environment of Iraq for decades.
Radioactive fallout from nuclear tests pollutes the global environment and causes many
thousands of cases of cancer, as well as birth abnormalities. Most nuclear tests have been
carried out on lands belonging to indigenous peoples. Agent Orange also produced cancer,
birth abnormalities and other serious forms of illness both in the Vietnamese population
and among the foreign soldiers fighting in Vietnam11

4.10

The threat of nuclear war

As bad as conventional arms and conventional weapons may be, it is the possibility of
a catastrophic nuclear war that poses the greatest threat to humanity. There are today
roughly 16,000 nuclear warheads in the world. The total explosive power of the warheads
that exist or that could be made on short notice is approximately equal to 500,000 Hiroshima bombs.
To multiply the tragedy of Hiroshima by a factor of half a million makes an enormous
difference, not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively. Those who have studied the
question believe that a nuclear catastrophe today would inflict irreversible damage on our
civilization, genetic pool and environment.
Thermonuclear weapons consist of an inner core where the fission of uranium-235 or
plutonium takes place. The fission reaction in the core is able to start a fusion reaction
in the next layer, which contains isotopes of hydrogen. It is possible to add a casing of
ordinary uranium outside the hydrogen layer, and under the extreme conditions produced
11
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Figure 4.15: The 15 megaton explosion detonated by the United States at Bikini
Atoll in 1954 produced lasting biological damage to humans and animals living
on the distant Marshall Islands. Today, half a century later, the islanders still
experience radiation sickness in the form of leukemia and birth defects. Source:
www.theguardian.com
by the fusion reaction, this ordinary uranium can undergo fission. In this way, a fissionfusion-fission bomb of almost limitless power can be produced.
For a victim of severe radiation exposure, the symptoms during the first week are
nausea, vomiting, fever, apathy, delirium, diarrhoea, oropharyngeal lesions and leukopenia.
Death occurs during the first or second week.
We can perhaps be helped to imagine what a nuclear catastrophe means in human
terms by reading the words of a young university professor, who was 2,500 meters from
the hypocenter at the time of the bombing of Hiroshima: “Everything I saw made a deep
impression: a park nearby covered with dead bodies... very badly injured people evacuated
in my direction... Perhaps most impressive were girls, very young girls, not only with their
clothes torn off, but their skin peeled off as well. ... My immediate thought was that this
was like the hell I had always read about. ... I had never seen anything which resembled
it before, but I thought that should there be a hell, this was it.”
One argument that has been used in favor of nuclear weapons is that no sane political
leader would employ them. However, the concept of deterrence ignores the possibility of
war by accident or miscalculation, a danger that has been increased by nuclear proliferation
and by the use of computers with very quick reaction times to control weapons systems.
Recent nuclear power plant accidents remind us that accidents frequently happen
through human and technical failure, even for systems which are considered to be very
“safe.” We must also remember the time scale of the problem. To assure the future of
humanity, nuclear catastrophe must be avoided year after year and decade after decade.
In the long run, the safety of civilization cannot be achieved except by the abolition of
nuclear weapons, and ultimately the abolition of the institution of war.
In 1985, International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War received the Nobel
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Figure 4.16: A nuclear war would be an ecological disaster, making large portions
of the world permanently uninhabitable because of long-lasting radioactivity.
Chernobyl radiation map 1996 30km zone by CIA Factbook. Licensed under
CC BY-SA 2.5 via Wikimedia Commons.

Figure 4.17: Sculpture depicting Saint George slaying the dragon. The dragon
is created from fragments of Soviet SS-20 and United States Pershing nuclear
missiles. UN Photo/Milton Grant
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Peace Prize. IPPNW had been founded in 1980 by six physicians, three from the Soviet
Union and three from the United States. Today, the organization has wide membership
among the world’s physicians. Professor Bernard Lowen of the Harvard School of Public
Health, one of the founders of IPPNW, said in a recent speech:
“...No public health hazard ever faced by humankind equals the threat of nuclear war.
Never before has man possessed the destructive resources to make this planet uninhabitable... Modern medicine has nothing to offer, not even a token benefit, in the event of
nuclear war...”
“We are but transient passengers on this planet Earth. It does not belong to us. We
are not free to doom generations yet unborn. We are not at liberty to erase humanity’s
past or dim its future. Social systems do not endure for eternity. Only life can lay claim
to uninterrupted continuity. This continuity is sacred.”
The danger of a catastrophic nuclear war casts a dark shadow over the future of our
species. It also casts a very black shadow over the future of the global environment. The
environmental consequences of a massive exchange of nuclear weapons have been treated in
a number of studies by meteorologists and other experts from both East and West. They
predict that a large-scale use of nuclear weapons would result in fire storms with very high
winds and high temperatures, which would burn a large proportion of the wild land fuels
in the affected nations. The resulting smoke and dust would block out sunlight for a period
of many months, at first only in the northern hemisphere but later also in the southern
hemisphere.
Temperatures in many places would fall far below freezing, and much of the earth’s
plant life would be killed. Animals and humans would then die of starvation. The nuclear
winter effect was first discovered as a result of the Mariner 9 spacecraft exploration of
Mars in 1971. The spacecraft arrived in the middle of an enormous dust-storm on Mars,
and measured a large temperature drop at the surface of the planet, accompanied by a
heating of the upper atmosphere. These measurements allowed scientists to check their
theoretical models for predicting the effect of dust and other pollutants distributed in
planetary atmospheres.
Using experience gained from the studies of Mars, R.P. Turco, O.B. Toon, T. Ackerman,
J.B. Pollack and C. Sagan made a computer study of the climatic effects of the smoke
and dust that would result from a large-scale nuclear war. This early research project is
sometimes called the TTAPS Study, after the initials of the authors.
In April 1983, a special meeting was held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where the
results of the TTAPS Study and other independent studies of the nuclear winter effect
were discussed by more than 100 experts. Their conclusions were presented at a forum
in Washington, D.C., the following December, under the chairmanship of U.S. Senators
Kennedy and Hatfield. The numerous independent studies of the nuclear winter effect all
agreed of the following main predictions:
High-yield nuclear weapons exploded near the earth’s surface would put large amounts
of dust into the upper atmosphere. Nuclear weapons exploded over cities, forests, oilfields
and refineries would produce fire storms of the type experienced in Dresden and Hamburg
after incendiary bombings during the Second World War. The combination of high-altitude
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dust and lower altitude soot would prevent sunlight from reaching the earth’s surface, and
the degree of obscuration would be extremely high for a wide range of scenarios.
A baseline scenario used by the TTAPS study assumes a 5,000-megaton nuclear exchange, but the threshold for triggering the nuclear winter effect is believed to be much
lower than that. After such an exchange, the screening effect of pollutants in the atmosphere might be so great that, in the northern and middle latitudes, the sunlight reaching
the earth would be only 1% of ordinary sunlight on a clear day, and this effect would
persist for many months. As a result, the upper layers in the atmosphere might rise in
temperature by as much as 100 ◦ C, while the surface temperatures would fall, perhaps by
as much a 50 ◦ C.
The temperature inversion produced in this way would lead to superstability, a condition in which the normal mixing of atmospheric layers is suppressed. The hydrological
cycle (which normally takes moist air from the oceans to a higher and cooler level, where
the moisture condenses as rain) would be strongly suppressed. Severe droughts would thus
take place over continental land masses. The normal cleansing action of rain would be
absent in the atmosphere, an effect which would prolong the nuclear winter.
In the northern hemisphere, forests would die because of lack of sunlight, extreme
cold, and drought. Although the temperature drop in the southern hemisphere would be
less severe, it might still be sufficient to kill a large portion of the tropical forests, which
normally help to renew the earth’s oxygen.
The oxygen content of the atmosphere would then fall dangerously, while the concentration of carbon dioxide and oxides of nitrogen produced by firestorms would remain high.
The oxides of nitrogen would ultimately diffuse to the upper atmosphere, where they would
destroy the ozone layer.
Thus, even when the sunlight returned after an absence of many months, it would be
sunlight containing a large proportion of the ultraviolet frequencies which are normally
absorbed by the ozone in the stratosphere, and therefore a type of light dangerous to life.
Finally, after being so severely disturbed, there is no guarantee that the global climate
would return to its normal equilibrium.
Even a nuclear war below the threshold of nuclear winter might have climatic effects
very damaging to human life. Professor Paul Ehrlich, of Stanford University, has expressed
this in the following words:
“...A smaller war, which set off fewer fires and put less dust into the atmosphere, could
easily depress temperatures enough to essentially cancel grain production in the northern
hemisphere. That in itself would be the greatest catastrophe ever delivered upon Homo
Sapiens, just that one thing, not worrying about prompt effects. Thus even below the
threshold, one cannot think of survival of a nuclear war as just being able to stand up after
the bomb has gone off.”12
12
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Flaws in the concept of nuclear deterrence

Before discussing other defects in the concept of deterrence, it must be said very clearly
that the idea of “massive nuclear retaliation” is completely unacceptable from an ethical
point of view. The doctrine of retaliation, performed on a massive scale, violates not only
the principles of common human decency and common sense, but also the ethical principles
of every major religion. Retaliation is especially contrary to the central commandment of
Christianity which tells us to love our neighbor, even if he or she is far away from us,
belonging to a different ethnic or political group, and even if our distant neighbor has
seriously injured us. This principle has a fundamental place not only in in Christianity
but also in Buddhism. “Massive retaliation” completely violates these very central ethical
principles, which are not only clearly stated and fundamental but also very practical, since
they prevent escalatory cycles of revenge and counter-revenge.
Contrast Christian ethics with estimates of the number of deaths that would follow a US
nuclear strike against Russia: Several hundred million deaths. These horrifying estimates
shock us not only because of the enormous magnitude of the expected mortality, but also
because the victims would include people of every kind: women, men, old people, children
and infants, completely irrespective of any degree of guilt that they might have. As a result
of such an attack, many millions of people in neutral countries would also die. This type
of killing has to be classified as genocide.
When a suspected criminal is tried for a wrongdoing, great efforts are devoted to clarnuclear-weapons
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ifying the question of guilt or innocence. Punishment only follows if guilt can be proved
beyond any reasonable doubt. Contrast this with the totally indiscriminate mass slaughter
that results from a nuclear attack!
It might be objected that disregard for the guilt or innocence of victims is a universal
characteristic of modern war, since statistics show that, with time, a larger and larger
percentage of the victims have been civilians, and especially children. For example, the
air attacks on Coventry during World War II, or the fire bombings of Dresden and Tokyo,
produced massive casualties which involved all segments of the population with complete
disregard for the question of guilt or innocence. The answer, I think, is that modern war
has become generally unacceptable from an ethical point of view, and this unacceptability
is epitomized in nuclear weapons.
The enormous and indiscriminate destruction produced by nuclear weapons formed the
background for an historic 1996 decision by the International Court of Justice in the Hague.
In response to questions put to it by WHO and the UN General Assembly, the Court ruled
that “the threat and use of nuclear weapons would generally be contrary to the rules of
international law applicable in armed conflict, and particularly the principles and rules of
humanitarian law.” The only possible exception to this general rule might be “an extreme
circumstance of self-defense, in which the very survival of a state would be at stake”. But
the Court refused to say that even in this extreme circumstance the threat or use of nuclear
weapons would be legal. It left the exceptional case undecided. In addition, the World
Court added unanimously that “there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and
bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under
strict international control.”
This landmark decision has been criticized by the nuclear weapon states as being decided “by a narrow margin”, but the structuring of the vote made the margin seem more
narrow than it actually was. Seven judges voted against Paragraph 2E of the decision
(the paragraph which states that the threat or use of nuclear weapons would be generally
illegal, but which mentions as a possible exception the case where a nation might be defending itself from an attack that threatened its very existence.) Seven judges voted for
the paragraph, with the President of the Court, Muhammad Bedjaoui of Algeria casting
the deciding vote. Thus the Court adopted it, seemingly by a narrow margin. But three of
the judges who voted against 2E did so because they believed that no possible exception
should be mentioned! Thus, if the vote had been slightly differently structured, the result
would have be ten to four.
Of the remaining four judges who cast dissenting votes, three represented nuclear
weapons states, while the fourth thought that the Court ought not to have accepted the
questions from WHO and the UN. However Judge Schwebel from the United States, who
voted against Paragraph 2E, nevertheless added, in a separate opinion, “It cannot be accepted that the use of nuclear weapons on a scale which would - or could - result in the
deaths of many millions in indiscriminate inferno and by far-reaching fallout, have pernicious effects in space and time, and render uninhabitable much of the earth, could be
lawful.” Judge Higgins from the UK, the first woman judge in the history of the Court,
had problems with the word “generally” in Paragraph 2E and therefore voted against it,
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but she thought that a more profound analysis might have led the Court to conclude in
favor of illegality in all circumstances. Judge Fleischhauer of Germany said in his separate
opinion, “The nuclear weapon is, in many ways, the negation of the humanitarian considerations underlying the law applicable in armed conflict and the principle of neutrality.
The nuclear weapon cannot distinguish between civilian and military targets. It causes
immeasurable suffering. The radiation released by it is unable to respect the territorial
integrity of neutral States.”
President Bedjaoui, summarizing the majority opinion, called nuclear weapons “the
ultimate evil”, and said “By its nature, the nuclear weapon, this blind weapon, destabilizes
humanitarian law, the law of discrimination in the use of weapons... The ultimate aim of
every action in the field of nuclear arms will always be nuclear disarmament, an aim which
is no longer utopian and which all have a duty to pursue more actively than ever.”
Thus the concept of nuclear deterrence is not only unacceptable from the standpoint of
ethics; it is also contrary to international law. The World Courts 1996 advisory Opinion
unquestionably also represents the opinion of the majority of the worlds peoples. Although
no formal plebiscite has been taken, the votes in numerous resolutions of the UN General
Assembly speak very clearly on this question. For example the New Agenda Resolution
(53/77Y) was adopted by the General Assembly on 4 December 1998 by a massively affirmative vote, in which only 18 out of the 170 member states voted against the resolution.13
The New Agenda Resolution proposes numerous practical steps towards complete nuclear
disarmament, and it calls on the Nuclear-Weapon States “to demonstrate an unequivocal
commitment to the speedy and total elimination of their nuclear weapons and without
delay to pursue in good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to the elimination of these weapons, thereby fulfilling their obligations under Article VI of the Treaty
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT)”. Thus, in addition to being ethically unacceptable and contrary to international law, nuclear weapons also contrary to the
principles of democracy.
More recently, on 7 July, 2017, the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
was passed by a massive majority in the Gernaral Assembly of the United Nations, It
was opposed only by the nuclear weapons states and a few of their allies. The Nuclear
Ban Treaty makes it very clear that nuclear weapons are illegal under international law.
Although the nuclear weapons states still cling to their world-destroying weapons, it is to
be hoped that the force of global public opinion will eventually force them to comply with
the law.
Having said these important things, we can now turn to some of the other defects in
the concept of nuclear deterrence. One important defect is that nuclear war may occur
through accident or miscalculation - through technical defects or human failings. This
possibility is made greater by the fact that despite the end of the Cold War, thousands
of missiles carrying nuclear warheads are still kept on a “hair-trigger” state of alert with
13
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a quasi-automatic reaction time measured in minutes. There is a constant danger that
a nuclear war will be triggered by error in evaluating the signal on a radar screen. For
example, the BBC reported recently that a group of scientists and military leaders are
worried that a small asteroid entering the earths atmosphere and exploding could trigger
a nuclear war if mistaken for a missile strike.
A number of prominent political and military figures (many of whom have ample knowledge of the system of deterrence, having been part of it) have expressed concern about the
danger of accidental nuclear war. Colin S. Grey14 expressed this concern as follows: “The
problem, indeed the enduring problem, is that we are resting our future upon a nuclear
deterrence system concerning which we cannot tolerate even a single malfunction.” General
Curtis E. LeMay15 has written, “In my opinion a general war will grow through a series of
political miscalculations and accidents rather than through any deliberate attack by either
side.” Bruce G. Blair16 has remarked that “It is obvious that the rushed nature of the
process, from warning to decision to action, risks causing a catastrophic mistake.”... “This
system is an accident waiting to happen.”
Today, the system that is supposed to give us security is called Mutually Assured
Destruction, appropriately abbreviated as MAD. It is based on the idea of deterrence,
which maintains that because of the threat of massive retaliation, no sane leader would
start a nuclear war.
One important defect in the concept of deterrence is the fact that nuclear war may
occur through accident or miscalculation, through technical defects or human failings, or
by terrorism. This possibility is made greater by the fact that despite the end of the Cold
War, thousands of missiles carrying nuclear warheads are still kept on “hair-trigger alert”
with a quasi-automatic reaction time measured in minutes. There is a constant danger
that a nuclear war will be triggered by error in evaluating the signal on a radar screen.
Incidents in which global disaster is avoided by a hair’s breadth are constantly occurring.
For example, on the night of 26 September, 1983, Lt. Col. Stanislav Petrov, a young
software engineer, was on duty at a surveillance center near Moscow. Suddenly the screen
in front of him turned bright red.
An alarm went off. It’s enormous piercing sound filled the room. A second alarm
followed, and then a third, fourth and fifth. “The computer showed that the Americans
had launched a strike against us”, Petrov remembered later. His orders were to pass the
information up the chain of command to Secretary General Yuri Andropov. Within minutes, a nuclear counterattack would be launched. However, because of certain inconsistent
features of the alarm, Petrov disobeyed orders and reported it as a computer error, which
indeed it was.
Most of us probably owe our lives to his coolheaded decision and knowledge of software
systems. The narrowness of this escape is compounded by the fact that Petrov was on duty
only because of the illness of another officer with less knowledge of software, who would
14
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have accepted the alarm as real.
Narrow escapes such as this show us clearly that in the long run, the combination of
space-age science and stone-age politics will destroy us. We urgently need new political
structures and new ethics to match our advanced technology.

4.12

Dangers of nuclear power generation

The Chernobyl disaster
The dangers of nuclear power generation are exemplified by the Chernobyl disaster: On
the 26th of April, 1986, during the small hours of the morning, the staff of the Chernobyl
nuclear reactor in Ukraine turned off several safety systems in order to perform a test.
The result was a core meltdown in Reactor 4, causing a chemical explosion that blew off
the reactor’s 1,000-ton steel and concrete lid. 190 tons of highly radioactive uranium and
graphite were hurled into the atmosphere. The resulting radioactive fallout was 200 times
greater than that caused by the nuclear bombs that destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The radioactive cloud spread over Belarus, Ukraine, Russia, Finland, Sweden and Eastern
Europe, exposing the populations of these regions to levels of radiation 100 times the
normal background. Ultimately, the radioactive cloud reached as far as Greenland and
parts of Asia.
The exact number of casualties resulting from the Chernobyl meltdown is a matter of
controversy, but according to a United Nations report, as many as 9 million people have
been adversely affected by the disaster. Since 1986, the rate of thyroid cancer in affected
areas has increased ten-fold. An area of 155,000 square kilometers (almost half the size of
Italy) in Belarus, Ukraine and Russia is still severely contaminated. Even as far away as
Wales, hundreds of farms are still under restrictions because of sheep eating radioactive
grass.
Public opinion turned against nuclear power generation as a result of the Chernobyl
disaster. Had the disaster taken place in Western Europe or North America, its effect on
public opinion would have been still greater. Nevertheless, because of the current energy
crisis, and because of worries about global warming, a number of people are arguing that
nuclear energy should be given a second chance. The counter-argument is that a large
increase in the share of nuclear power in the total spectrum of energy production would
have little effect on climate change but it would involve unacceptable dangers, not only
dangers of accidents and dangers associated with radioactive waste disposal, but above all,
dangers of proliferation of nuclear weapons.
Of the two bombs that destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki, one made use of the rare
isotope of uranium, U-235, while the other used plutonium. Both of these materials can
be made by a nation with a nuclear power generation program.
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Reactors and nuclear weapons
Uranium has atomic number 92, i.e., a neutral uranium atom has a nucleus containing
92 positively-charged protons, around which 92 negatively-charged electrons circle. All of
the isotopes of uranium have the same number of protons and electrons, and hence the
same chemical properties, but they differ in the number of neutrons in their nuclei. For
example, the nucleus of U-235 has 143 neutrons, while that of U-238 has 146. Notice that
92+143=235, while 92+146=238. The number written after the name of an element to
specify a particular isotope is the number of neutrons plus the number of protons. This
is called the ”nucleon number”, and the weight of an isotope is roughly proportional to
it. This means that U-238 is slightly heavier than U-235. If the two isotopes are to be
separated, difficult physical methods dependent on mass must be used, since their chemical
properties are identical. In natural uranium, the amount of the rare isotope U-235 is only
0.7 percent.
A paper published in 1939 by Niels Bohr and John A. Wheeler indicated that it was
the rare isotope of uranium, U-235, that undergoes fission. A bomb could be constructed,
they pointed out, if enough highly enriched U-235 could be isolated from the more common
isotope, U-238 Calculations later performed in England by Otto Frisch and Rudolf Peierls
showed that the “critical mass” of highly enriched uranium needed is quite small: only a
few kilograms.
The Bohr-Wheeler theory also predicted that an isotope of plutonium, Pu-239, should
be just as fissionable as U-23517 . Instead of trying to separate the rare isotope, U-235,
from the common isotope, U-238, physicists could just operate a nuclear reactor until a
sufficient amount of Pu-239 accumulated, and then separate it out by ordinary chemical
means.
Thus in 1942, when Enrico Fermi and his coworkers at the University of Chicago produced the world’s first controlled chain reaction within a pile of cans containing ordinary (nonenriched) uranium powder, separated by blocks of very pure graphite, the chainreacting pile had a double significance: It represented a new source of energy for mankind,
but it also had a sinister meaning. It represented an easy path to nuclear weapons, since
one of the by-products of the reaction was a fissionable isotope of plutonium, Pu-239. The
bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 1945 used U-235, while the Nagasaki bomb used Pu-239.
By reprocessing spent nuclear fuel rods, using ordinary chemical means, a nation with
a power reactor can obtain weapons-usable Pu-239. Even when such reprocessing is performed under international control, the uncertainty as to the amount of Pu-239 obtained
is large enough so that the operation might superficially seem to conform to regulations
while still supplying enough Pu-239 to make many bombs.
17

Both U-235 and Pu-239 have odd nucleon numbers. When U-235 absorbs a neutron, it becomes U-236,
while when Pu-239 absorbs a neutron it becomes Pu-240. In other words, absorption of a neutron converts
both these species to nuclei with even nucleon numbers. According to the Bohr-Wheeler theory, nuclei
with even nucleon numbers are especially tightly-bound. Thus absorption of a neutron converts U-235 to
a highly-excited state of U-236, while Pu-239 is similarly converted to a highly excited state of Pu-240.
The excitation energy distorts the nuclei to such an extent that fission becomes possible.
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The enrichment of uranium18 is also linked to reactor use. Many reactors of modern
design make use of low enriched uranium (LEU) as a fuel. Nations operating such a reactor
may claim that they need a program for uranium enrichment in order to produce LEU for
fuel rods. However, by operating their ultracentrifuges a little longer, they can easily
produce highly enriched uranium (HEU), i.e., uranium containing a high percentage of the
rare isotope U-235, and therefore usable in weapons.
Known reserves of uranium are only sufficient for the generation of 8×1020 joules of
electrical energy 19 , i.e., about 25 TWy. It is sometimes argued that a larger amount of
electricity could be obtained from the same amount of uranium through the use of fast
breeder reactors, but this would involve totally unacceptable proliferation risks. In fast
breeder reactors, the fuel rods consist of highly enriched uranium. Around the core, is an
envelope of natural uranium. The flux of fast neutrons from the core is sufficient to convert
a part of the U-238 in the envelope into Pu-239, a fissionable isotope of plutonium.
Fast breeder reactors are prohibitively dangerous from the standpoint of nuclear proliferation because both the highly enriched uranium from the fuel rods and the Pu-239 from
the envelope are directly weapons-usable. It would be impossible, from the standpoint of
equity, to maintain that some nations have the right to use fast breeder reactors, while
others do not. If all nations used fast breeder reactors, the number of nuclear weapons
states would increase drastically.
It is interesting to review the way in which Israel, South Africa, Pakistan, India and
North Korea20 obtained their nuclear weapons, since in all these cases the weapons were
constructed under the guise of “atoms for peace”, a phrase that future generations may
someday regard as being tragically self-contradictory.
Israel began producing nuclear weapons in the late 1960’s (with the help of a “peaceful”
nuclear reactor provided by France, and with the tacit approval of the United States) and
the country is now believed to possess 100-150 of them, including neutron bombs. Israel’s
policy is one of visibly possessing nuclear weapons while denying their existence.
South Africa, with the help of Israel and France, also weaponized its civil nuclear
program, and it tested nuclear weapons in the Indian Ocean in 1979. In 1991 however,
South Africa destroyed its nuclear weapons and signed the NPT.
India produced what it described as a “peaceful nuclear explosion” in 1974. By 1989
Indian scientists were making efforts to purify the lithium-6 isotope, a key component of
the much more powerful thermonuclear bombs. In 1998, India conducted underground
tests of nuclear weapons, and is now believed to have roughly 60 warheads, constructed
from Pu-239 produced in “peaceful” reactors.
Pakistan’s efforts to obtain nuclear weapons were spurred by India’s 1974 “peaceful
nuclear explosion”. As early as 1970, the laboratory of Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan, (a metallurgist who was to become Pakistan’s leading nuclear bomb maker) had been able to obtain
18

i.e. production of uranium with a higher percentage of U-235 than is found in natural uranium
Craig, J.R., Vaugn, D.J. and Skinner, B.J., Resources of the Earth: Origin, Use and Environmental
Impact, Third Edition, page 210.
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Israel, India and Pakistan have refused to sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, and North Korea,
after signing the NPT, withdrew from it in 2003.
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from a Dutch firm the high-speed ultracentrifuges needed for uranium enrichment. With
unlimited financial support and freedom from auditing requirements, Dr. Khan purchased
restricted items needed for nuclear weapon construction from companies in Europe and
the United States. In the process, Dr. Khan became an extremely wealthy man. With
additional help from China, Pakistan was ready to test five nuclear weapons in 1998. The
Indian and Pakistani nuclear bomb tests, conducted in rapid succession, presented the
world with the danger that these devastating weapons would be used in the conflict over
Kashmir. Indeed, Pakistan announced that if a war broke out using conventional weapons,
Pakistan’s nuclear weapons would be used “at an early stage”.
In Pakistan, Dr. A.Q. Khan became a great national hero. He was presented as the
person who had saved Pakistan from attack by India by creating Pakistan’s own nuclear
weapons. In a Washington Post article21 Pervez Hoodbhoy wrote: “Nuclear nationalism
was the order of the day as governments vigorously promoted the bomb as the symbol of
Pakistan’s high scientific achievement and self-respect...” Similar manifestations of nuclear
nationalism could also be seen in India after India’s 1998 bomb tests.
Early in 2004, it was revealed that Dr. Khan had for years been selling nuclear secrets
and equipment to Libya, Iran and North Korea, and that he had contacts with Al-Qaeda.
However, observers considered that it was unlikely that Khan would be tried, since a trial
might implicate Pakistan’s army as well as two of its former prime ministers.
Recent assassination attempts directed at Pakistan’s President, Pervez Musharraf, emphasize the precariousness of Pakistan’s government. There a danger that it may be overthrown, and that the revolutionists would give Pakistan’s nuclear weapons to a subnational
organization. This type of danger is a general one associated with nuclear proliferation.
As more and more countries obtain nuclear weapons, it becomes increasingly likely that
one of them will undergo a revolution, during the course of which nuclear weapons will fall
into the hands of criminals or terrorists.
If nuclear reactors become the standard means for electricity generation as the result of
a future energy crisis, the number of nations possessing nuclear weapons might ultimately
be as high as 40. If this should happen, then over a long period of time the chance that one
or another of these nations would undergo a revolution during which the weapons would
fall into the hands of a subnational group would gradually grow into a certainty.
There is also a possibility that poorly-guarded fissionable material could fall into the
hands of subnational groups, who would then succeed in constructing their own nuclear
weapons. Given a critical mass of highly-enriched uranium, a terrorist group, or an organized criminal (Mafia) group, could easily construct a crude gun-type nuclear explosive
device. Pu-239 is more difficult to use since it is highly radioactive, but the physicist Frank
Barnaby believes that a subnational group could nevertheless construct a crude nuclear
bomb (of the Nagasaki type) from this material.
We must remember the remark of U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan after the 9/11/2001
attacks on the World Trade Center. He said, “This time it was not a nuclear explosion”.
The meaning of his remark is clear: If the world does not take strong steps to eliminate
21
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fissionable materials and nuclear weapons, it will only be a matter of time before they
will be used in terrorist attacks on major cities, or by organized criminals for the purpose
of extortion. Neither terrorists nor organized criminals can be deterred by the threat of
nuclear retaliation, since they have no territory against which such retaliation could be
directed. They blend invisibly into the general population. Nor can a “missile defense
system” prevent criminals or terrorists from using nuclear weapons, since the weapons can
be brought into a port in any one of the hundreds of thousands of containers that enter on
ships each year, a number far too large to be checked exhaustively.
Finally we must remember that if the number of nations possessing nuclear weapons
becomes very large, there will be a greatly increased chance that these weapons will be used
in conflicts between nations, either by accident or through irresponsible political decisions.
On November 3, 2003, Mohamed ElBaradei, Director General of the International
Atomic Energy Agency, made a speech to the United Nations in which he called for
“limiting the processing of weapons-usable material (separated plutonium and high enriched uranium) in civilian nuclear programs - as well as the production of new material
through reprocessing and enrichment - by agreeing to restrict these operations to facilities
exclusively under international control.” It is almost incredible, considering the dangers of
nuclear proliferation and nuclear terrorism, that such restrictions were not imposed long
ago.
From the facts that we have been reviewing, we can conclude that if nuclear power
generation becomes widespread during a future energy crisis, and if equally widespread
proliferation of nuclear weapons is to be avoided, the powers and budget of the IAEA
will have to be greatly increased. All enrichment of uranium and Reprocessing fuel rods
throughout the world will have to be placed be under direct international control, as has
been emphasized by Mohamed ElBaradei. Because this will need to be done with fairness,
such regulations will have to hold both in countries that at present have nuclear weapons
and in countries that do not. It has been proposed that there should be an international
fuel rod bank, to supply new fuel rods and reprocess spent ones. In addition to this
excellent proposal, one might also consider a system where all power generation reactors
and all research reactors would be staffed by the IAEA.
Nuclear reactors used for “peaceful” purposes unfortunately also generate fissionable
isotopes of not only of plutonium, but also of neptunium and americium. Thus all nuclear
reactors must be regarded as ambiguous in function, and all must be put under strict
international control. One must ask whether globally widespread use of nuclear energy is
worth the danger that it entails.
Let us now examine the question of whether nuclear power generation would appreciably help to prevent global warming. The fraction of nuclear power in the present energy
generation spectrum is at present approximately 1/16. Nuclear energy is used primarily
for electricity generation. Thus increasing the nuclear fraction would not affect the consumption of fossil fuels used directly in industry, transportation, in commerce, and in the
residential sector. Coal is still a very inexpensive fuel, and an increase in nuclear power generation would do little to prevent it from being burned. Thus besides being prohibitively
dangerous, and besides being unsustainable in the long run (because of finite stocks of
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uranium and thorium), the large-scale use of nuclear power cannot be considered to be a
solution to the problem of anthropogenic climate change.
Optimists point to the possibility of using fusion of light elements, such as hydrogen,
to generate power. However, although this can be done on a very small scale (and at
great expense) in laboratory experiments, the practical generation of energy by means
of thermonuclear reactions remains a mirage rather than a realistic prospect on which
planners can rely. The reason for this is the enormous temperature required to produce
thermonuclear reactions. This temperature is comparable to that existing in the interior of
the sun, and it is sufficient to melt any ordinary container. Elaborate “magnetic bottles”
have been constructed to contain thermonuclear reactions, and these have been used in
successful very small scale experiments. However, despite 50 years of heavily-financed
research, there has been absolutely no success in producing thermonuclear energy on a
large scale, or at anything remotely approaching commercially competitive prices.

Nuclear weapons are criminal! Every war is a crime!
War was always madness, always immoral, always the cause of unspeakable suffering, economic waste and widespread destruction, and always a source of poverty, hate, barbarism
and endless cycles of revenge and counter-revenge. It has always been a crime for soldiers
to kill people, just as it is a crime for murderers in civil society to kill people. No flag has
ever been wide enough to cover up atrocities.
But today, the development of all-destroying modern weapons has put war completely
beyond the bounds of sanity and elementary humanity.
Can we not rid ourselves of both nuclear weapons and the institution of war itself? We
must act quickly and resolutely before everything that we love in our beautiful world is
reduced to radioactive ashes.

4.13

Militarism is the US national religion

Here are some quotations from an article by William Astore entitled Military Might Is Our
National Religion22 . He lists the following facts to support his thesis:
• We believe in wars. We may no longer believe in formal declarations of
war (not since December 1941 has Congress made one in our name), but
that sure hasn’t stopped us from waging them. From Korea to Vietnam,
Afghanistan to Iraq, the Cold War to the War on Terror, and so many
military interventions in between, including Grenada, Panama, and Somalia, Americans are always fighting somewhere as if we saw great utility
in thumbing our noses at the Prince of Peace. (That’s Jesus Christ, if I
remember my Catholic catechism correctly.)
22
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• We believe in weaponry, the more expensive the better. The underperforming F-35 stealth fighter may cost $1.45 trillion over its lifetime.
An updated nuclear triad (land-based missiles, nuclear submarines, and
strategic bombers) may cost that already mentioned $1.7 trillion. New
(and malfunctioning) aircraft carriers cost us more than $10 billion each.
And all such weaponry requests get funded, with few questions asked,
despite a history of their redundancy, ridiculously high price, regular cost
overruns, and mediocre performance. Meanwhile, Americans squabble
bitterly over a few hundred million dollars for the arts and humanities.
• We believe in weapons of mass destruction. We believe in them so strongly
that we’re jealous of anyone nibbling at our near monopoly. As a result, we
work overtime to ensure that “infidels” and atheists (that is, the Iranians
and North Koreans, among others) don’t get them. In historical terms, no
country has devoted more research or money to deadly nuclear, biological,
and chemical weaponry than the United States. In that sense, we’ve truly
put our money where our mouths are (and where a devastating future
might be).
• We believe with missionary zeal in our military and seek to establish our
“faith” everywhere. Hence, our global network of perhaps 800 overseas
military bases. We don’t hesitate to deploy our elite missionaries, our
equivalent to the Jesuits, the Special Operations forces to more than 130
countries annually. Similarly, the foundation for what we like to call foreign assistance is often military training and foreign military sales. Our
present supreme leader, Pope Trump I, boasts of military sales across the
globe, most notably to the “infidel” Saudis. Even when Congress makes
what, until recently, was the rarest of attempts to rein in this deadly trade
in arms, Pope Trump vetoes it. His rationale: weapons and profits should
rule all.
• We believe in our college of cardinals, otherwise known as America’s generals and admirals. We sometimes appoint them (or anoint them?) to the
highest positions in the land. While Trump’s generals - Michael Flynn,
James Mattis, H.R. McMaster, and John Kelly - have fallen from grace
at the White House, America’s generals and admirals continue to rule
globally. They inhabit proconsul-like positions in sweeping geographical commands that (at least theoretically) cover the planet and similarly
lead commands aimed at dominating the digital-computer realm and special operations. One of them will head a new force meant to dominate
space through time eternal. A “strategic” command (the successor to
the Strategic Air Command, or SAC, so memorably satirized in Stanley Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove) continues to ensure that, at some future
moment, the U.S. will be able to commit mass genocide by quite literally
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destroying the world with nuclear weapons. Indeed, Pope Trump recently
boasted that he could end America’s Afghan War in a week, apparently
through the mass nuclear genocide of (his figure) 10 million Afghans.
Even as he then blandly dismissed the idea of wiping that country “off
the face of the earth,” he openly reflected the more private megalomania
of those military professionals funded by the rest of us to think about “the
unthinkable”. In sum, everything is - theoretically at least - under the
thumbs of our unelected college of cardinals. Their overblown term for
it is “full-spectrum dominance,” which, in translation, means they grant
themselves god-like powers over our lives and that of our planet (though
the largely undefeated enemies in their various wars don’t seem to have
acknowledged this reality).

• We believe that freedom comes through obedience. Those who break
ranks from our militarized church and protest, like Chelsea Manning, are
treated as heretics and literally tortured.
• We believe military spending brings wealth and jobs galore, even when it
measurably doesn’t. Military production is both increasingly automated
and increasingly outsourced, leading to far fewer good-paying American
jobs compared to spending on education, infrastructure repairs of and improvements in roads, bridges, levees, and the like, or just about anything
else for that matter.
• We believe, and our most senior leaders profess to believe, that our military represents the very best of us, that we have the “finest” one in human
history.
• We believe in planning for a future marked by endless wars, whether
against terrorism or “godless” states like China and Russia, which means
our military church must be forever strengthened in the cause of winning
ultimate victory.
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Figure 4.18: The peoples of the world must revolt against the endless wars of
their governments. All-destroying modern weapons have made the institution
of war prohibitively dangerous.
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Chapter 5
THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY
5.1

Contrasting responses to the pandemic and the
climate crisis

There is a remarkable contrast in the way that governments around the world have responded to the COVID-19 pandemic and the way that they have responded to the climate
emergency. The pandemic, which indeed represents an extremely grave danger to humanity, has produced a massive global response. Borders have been closed, airlines have
become virtually inoperative, industries, restaurants and entertainments have been closed,
sporting events have been cancelled or postponed, people have been asked to stay at home
and practice social distancing, and the everyday life of citizens around the world has been
drastically changed.
By contrast, let us consider the threat that if immediate action is not taken to halt the
extraction and use of fossil fuels, irreversible feedback loops will be initiated which will
make catastrophic climate change inevitable despite human any human efforts to prevent
it.
This threat is even more serious than the COVID-19 pandemic. Climate change could
make much of the earth too hot for human life. It could produce a famine involving billions
of people, rather than millions.
My own belief is that catastrophic climate change would not lead do the extinction of the
human species; but I think that because much of the world would become uninhabitable,
the global population of humans would be very much reduced.
How have governments responded to the climate emergency? A minority, for example
the Scandinavian countries, have taken appropriate action. Most governments pay lip
service to the emergency, but do not take effective action; and a few countries, such as
the United States under Donald Trump, Bolsonaro’s Brazil, and Saudi Arabia, deny that
there is a climate emergency and actively sabotage action.
The world’s net response has been totally inadequate. The Keeling Curve, which measures CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere, continues to rise, and the rate of rising is
even increasing.
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What is the reason for this remarkable contrast in our response to two serious emergencies? We see clearly and respond to what is close to us, and are relatively indifferent to
what is far away. We hear of people dying every day from the COVID-19 pandemic, and
there is a danger that as many as 100 million people could die before it is over.
By contrast, although immediate climate action is needed today to avoid disaster, the
worst consequences of climate change lie in the long-term future. Old people, like me, will
not live to see massive deaths from starvation and overheating.
However, we have a responsibility to our children and grandchildren, and to all future
generations. A large-scale global famine could occur by the middle of the present century,
and children who are alive today could experience it.

5.2

Recovery from the pandemic offers climate action
opportunities

When the COVID-19 pandemic is over, governments will be faced by the task of repairing
the enormous economic damage that it has caused. The situation will be similar to the
crisis that faced US President Franklin D. Roosevelt when he took office during the Great
Depression of the 1930s. Roosevelt, encouraged by John Maynard Keynes, used federal
funds to build much-needed infrastructure around the United States. His programs, the
New Deal, ended the Great Depression in his country.
Today, the concept of a similar Green New Deal is being put forward globally. This
concept visualizes government-sponsored programs aimed at simultaneously creating both
jobs and urgently-needed renewable energy infrastructure. The Green New Deal programs
could be administered in such a way as to correct social injustices.

5.3

Quick action is needed to save the long-term future

The worst effects of catastrophic climate change lie in the distant future, a century or even
many centuries from the present; but disaster can only be avoided if quick action is taken.
The nations of the world must act immediately to reduce and eventually stop the use of
fossil fuels and the destruction of forests. If decisive action is not taken within the next
few decades, feedback loops will make human intervention useless. These feedback loops
include the albedo effect, the methane hydrate feedback loop, and the fact as tropical
forests become drier, they become vulnerable to fires ignited by lightning. These fires
accelerate the drying, and thus a feed-back loop is formed.
As time passes, and as the disastrous consequences of climate change become more
apparent, the political will required for action will increase; but by that time it may be
too late. We are rapidly approaching several crucial tipping points.
At present, the average global rate of use of primary energy is roughly 2 kWt per person.

5.4. IS THE TRANSITION TO 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY POSSIBLE?
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Figure 5.1: The Carbon Bubble according to data by the Carbon Tracker Initiative 2013. In order to avoid tipping points that will make human attempts
to avoid catastrophic climate change useless, we must leave most of the known
fossil fuel reserves in the ground!

In North America, the rate is 12 kWt per capita, while in Europe, the figure is 6 kWt .
In Bangladesh, it is only 0.2 kWt . This wide variation implies that considerable energy
savings are possible, through changes in lifestyle, and through energy efficiency.

5.4

Is the transition to 100% renewable energy possible?

If we ask whether the transition to 100% renewable energy is possible, the answer is very
simple: It is not only possible; it is inevitable! This is because the supply of fossil fuels is
finite, and at the present rate of use they will be exhausted in less than a century. While
the transition to 100% renewables is inevitable, the vitally important point to remember
is that if we are to avoid disaster, the transition must come quickly.
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Reserves

2005 rate of use Years remaining

Coal

780 TWy

3.5 TW

217 years

Oil

250 TWy

6.0 TW

42 years

Natural gas

250 TWy

3.7 TW

68 years

Total

1260 TWy

13.2 TW

(95 years)

5.4. IS THE TRANSITION TO 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY POSSIBLE?

Year

Demand

1980

9.48 TW

4.45 bil.

2.13 kW

1985

10.3 TW

4.84 bil.

2.11 kW

1990

11.6 TW

5.99 bil.

2.20 kW

1995

12.3 TW

5.68 bil.

2.16 kW

2003

14.1 TW

6.30 bil.

2.23 kW

2010

17.1 TW

6.84 bil.

2.50 kW

2015

18.9 TW

7.23 bil.

2.58 kW

2020

20.5 TW

7.61 bil.

2.70 kW

2025

22.3 TW

7.91 bil.

2.82 kW

2030

24.2 TW

8.30 bil.

2.93 kW
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Population Per Capita

In this book, we will use kilowatts (kW), megawatts (MW) and terawatts (TW) as the
units in which we discuss the rate of use of energy. A megawatt is equal to a thousand
kilowatts or a million watts. A terawatt is equal to a thousand megawatts, or a million
kilowatts or a billion (1,000,000,000) watts. A citizen of the European Union uses energy
at the rate of about 6 kilowatts, while in North America, the rate of energy use is double
that amount. The global average rate of energy use is a little over 2 kilowatts. Since
there are now 7.5 billion people in the world, our present rate of energy use is roughly 15
terawatts,
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Figure 5.2: A map of the world showing per capita rates of energy use.
The total available energy from fossil fuels can be measured in terawatt.years (TWy).
Rough estimates of global coal reserves of coal, oil and natural gas are given by the table
shown above.
The present rate of use of fossil fuels is greater than the 2005 rate shown in the table,
and the remaining reserves are smaller than those shown. It is assumed that as oil becomes
exhausted, coal will be converted into liquid fuels, as was done in Germany during World
War II.
A second table, shown below, illustrates the historical and projected total global energy
demand as a function of time between 1980 and 2030. In this slightly out-of-date table,
the last year using historical data is 2003, later years being estimates based on projections.
Notice that the per capita energy use is almost constant. Our rapidly growing demand
for energy is primarily the result of the world’s rapidly growing population of humans.
It would be wise to stabilize human populations because of the threat of human-caused
ecological catastrophes and the danger of an extremely large-scale famine, involving billions
of people rather than millions. Such a famine is threatened because growing populations
require a growing food supply, climate changes threaten agriculture through droughts,
melting glaciers and loss of agricultural land. The end of the fossil fuel era will also mean
the end of high-yield petroleum.based agriculture.

The rate of growth of renewable energy
There is reason for hope that even the high energy demands show in the second table can
be met by renewables. The basis of this hope can be found in the extremely high present
rate of growth of renewable energy, and in the remarkable properties of exponential growth.
According to figures recently released by the Earth Policy Institute, the global installed
photovoltaic capacity is currently able to deliver 242,000 megawatts, and it is increasing
at the rate of 27.8% per year. Wind energy can now deliver 370,000 megawatts, and it is
increasing at the rate of roughly 20% per year.

5.5. RENEWABLES ARE NOW MUCH CHEAPER THAN FOSSIL FUELS!
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Figure 5.3: Energy use per capita by country (World Bank data)
Because of the astonishing properties of exponential growth, we can calculate that if
these growth rates are maintained, renewable energy can give us 24.8 terawatts within only
15 years! This is far more than the world’s present use of all forms of energy.

5.5

Renewables are now much cheaper than fossil fuels!

According to an article written by Megan Darby and published in The Guardian on 26
January, 2016, “Solar power costs are tumbling so fast the technology is likely to fast
outstrip mainstream energy forecasts.
“That is the conclusion of Oxford University researchers, based on a new forecasting
model published in Research Policy1 .
“Commercial prices have fallen by 58% since 2012 and by 16
“Since the 1980s, panels to generate electricity from sunshine have got 10% cheaper
each year. That is likely to continue, the study said, putting solar on course to meet 20%
of global energy needs by 2027.’ ’

Solar energy
Unlike the burning of fossil fuels, renewables like solar energy do not release pollutants
into the atmosphere. In China. public opinion has shifted in favor of renewables because
of air pollution in cities.
1

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048733315001699
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Figure 5.4: The cost of photovoltaic cell panels is falling rapidly

5.5. RENEWABLES ARE NOW MUCH CHEAPER THAN FOSSIL FUELS!
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Figure 5.5: Driven by falling prices, new solar installations in the United States
are increasing rapidly. The acronym ITC stands for Solar Investment Tax
Credit. Commercial prices have fallen by 58% since 2012 and by 16% in the
last year

Figure 5.6: Air pollution from the burning of coal has become a serious problem
in China. This problem has helped to shift Chinese public opinion away from
the burning of coal and towards renewables. China has now become a major
manufacturer of photovoltaic cells.
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Photovoltaic cells
The price of solar photovoltaic panels has declined 99 percent over the last four decades,
from $74 a watt in 1972 to less than 70 cents a watt in 2014.
Between 2009 and 2014, solar panel prices dropped by three fourths, helping global PV
installations grow 50 percent per year.
Deutsche Bank notes that as of early 2014, solar PV was already competitive with average residential, commercial or industrial electricity rates in 14 countries, and in California
- even without subsidies. By late 2014 there were nearly 600,000 individual PV systems in
the United States, almost twice as many as in 2012. This number may well pass 1 million
in 2016.
In 2013, just 12 percent of U.S homebuilders offered solar panels as an option for new
single-family homes. More than half of them anticipate doing so by 2016. Four of the top
five U.S. home construction firms - DR Horton, Lennar Corp, PulteGroup and KB Home
- now automatically include solar panels on every new house in certain markets.
In 2007 there were only 8,000 rooftop solar installations in coal-heavy Australia; now
there are over a million.
Saudi Arabia has 41,000 megawatts of solar PV operating, under construction and
planned - enough to generate up to two thirds of the country’s electricity.
For the roughly 1.3 billion people without access to electricity, it is now often cheaper
and more efficient simply to install solar panels rooftop-by-rooftop than to build a central
power plant and transmission infrastructure.

Wind energy
Over the past decade, world wind power capacity grew more than 20 percent a year, its
increase driven by its many attractive features, by public policies supporting its expansion,
and by falling costs.
By the end of 2014, global wind generating capacity totaled 369,000 megawatts, enough
to power more than 90 million U.S. homes. Wind currently has a big lead on solar PV,
which has enough worldwide capacity to power roughly 30 million U.S. homes.
China is now generating more electricity from wind farms than from nuclear plants, and
should have little trouble meeting its official 2020 wind power goal of 200,000 megawatts.
For perspective, that would be enough to satisfy the annual electricity needs of Brazil.
In nine U.S. states, wind provides at least 12 percent of electricity. Iowa and South
Dakota are each generating more than one quarter of their electricity from wind.
In the Midwestern United States, contracts for wind power are being signed at a price
of 2.5 cents per kilowatt-hour (kWh), which compares with the nationwide average grid
price of 10-12 cents per kWh.
Although a wind farm can cover many square miles, turbines occupy little land. Coupled
with access roads and other permanent features, a wind farm’s footprint typically comes
to just over 1 percent of the total land area covered by the project.

5.6. AN ECONOMIC TIPPING POINT
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Wind energy yield per acre is off the charts. For example, a farmer in northern Iowa
could plant an acre in corn that would yield enough grain to produce roughly $1,000 worth
of fuel-grade ethanol per year, or the farmer could put on that same acre a turbine that
generates $300,000 worth of electricity per year. Farmers typically receive $3,000 to $10,000
per turbine each year in royalties. As wind farms spread across the U.S. Great Plains, wind
royalties for many ranchers will exceed their earnings from cattle sales.

The problem of intermittency
Many forms of renewable energy encounter the problem of intermittency. For example, on
windy days, Denmark’s windmills generate more than enough electricity to meet the needs
of the country, but on days when the wind is less strong, the electrical energy generated is
insufficient. Denmark solves this problem by selling surplus electrical power to Germany
on windy days, and buying power from hydroelectric-rich Norway on less windy days.
The problem of intermittency can alternatively be solved by pumping water to uphill
reservoirs when the wind is strong, and letting the stored water drive turbines when the
wind is weak. The problem of intermittency can also be solved with lithium ion storage
batteries, by splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen, or by using other types of fuel cells.

Developing countries: No need for grids
When cell phones came into general use, developing countries with no telephone networks
were able to use the new technology through satellites, thus jumping over the need for
country-wide telephone lines. Similarly, village solar or wind installations in the developing
countries can supply power locally, bypassing the need for a grid.

5.6

An economic tipping point

Renewables are now cheaper than fossil fuels
Solar energy and wind energy have recently become cheaper than fossil fuels. Thus a
tipping point has been passed. From now on, despite frantic efforts of giant fossil fuel
corporations to prevent it from happening, the transition to 100% renewable energy will
be driven by economic forces alone.

Subsidies to the fossil fuel industry
http://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2015/09/28/04/53/sonew070215a
http://priceofoil.org/fossil-fuel-subsidies/
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An unprecedented investment opportunity

Investment in electric vehicles
On July 5, 2017, the Volvo Car Group made the following announcement: 2
“Volvo Cars, the premium car maker, has announced that every Volvo it launches from
2019 will have an electric motor, marking the historic end of cars that only have an internal
combustion engine (ICE) and placing electrification at the core of its future business.
“The announcement represents one of the most significant moves by any car maker to
embrace electrification and highlights how over a century after the invention of the internal
combustion engine electrification is paving the way for a new chapter in automotive history.
“’This is about the customer,’ said Håkan Samuelsson, president and chief executive.
’People increasingly demand electrified cars and we want to respond to our customers’
current and future needs. You can now pick and choose whichever electrified Volvo you
wish.’
“Volvo Cars will introduce a portfolio of electrified cars across its model range, embracing fully electric cars, plug in hybrid cars and mild hybrid cars.
“It will launch five fully electric cars between 2019 and 2021, three of which will be
Volvo models and two of which will be high performance electrified cars from Polestar,
Volvo Cars’ performance car arm. Full details of these models will be announced at a later
date.”
The electric vehicle investment opportunity was also illustrated by the 2017 vote of
Germany’s Bundesrat to ban the manufacture of internal combustion engines after 2030 3 .
The article announcing the vote adds that “It’s a strong statement in a nation where
the auto industry is one of the largest sectors of the economy; Germany produces more
automobiles than any other country in Europe and is the third largest in the world. The
resolution passed by the Bundesrat calls on the European Commission (the executive arm
of the European Union) to ’evaluate the recent tax and contribution practices of Member
States on their effectiveness in promoting zero-emission mobility,’ which many are taking
to mean an end to the lower levels of tax currently levied on diesel fuel across Europe.”
France plans to end the sale of vehicles powered by gasoline and diesel by 2040, environment minister Nicolas Hulot announced recently.
Hulot made the announcement on Thursday, June 13, 2017, in Paris as he launched
the country’s new Climate Plan to accelerate the transition to clean energy and to meet
its targets under the Paris climate agreement.
To ease the transition, Hulot said the French government will offer tax incentives to
replace fossil-fuel burning cars with clean alternatives.
Furthermore, the government of India has recently announced its intention to only
2

https://www.media.volvocars.com/global/en-gb/media/pressreleases/210058/volvo-cars-to-go-allelectric
3
https://arstechnica.com/cars/2016/10/germanys-bundesrat-votes-to-ban-the-internal-combustionengine-by-2030/
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nave electric vehicles by 20304 . This hugely ambitious plan was announced during the
2017 Confederation of Indian Industry Annual Session. Besides the avoidance of climate
change, which might make many regions of India uninhabitable, the motive for replacing
28 million combustion engine vehicles by electric ones was the severe air pollution from
which India suffers. Severe air pollution also motivates efforts by the government of China
to promote the transition to electric vehicles.
The governments of Norway and the Netherlands have taken steps towards banning
the internal combustion engine5 . Both the upper and lower houses of the Netherlands’
government voted to ban cars driven by internal combustion engines by 2025, the same
year in which Norway plans to sell nothing but zero-emission vehicles.
In a report commissioned by the investment bankers Cowan & Co, managing director
and senior research analyst Jeffrey Osborne, predicted that electric vehicles will cost less
than gasoline-powered cars by the early- to mid-2020s due to falling battery prices as well
as the costs that traditional carmakers will incur as they comply to new fuel-efficiency
standards. Osbourne pointed out that a number of major car brands are hopping onto the
electric bandwagon to compete in a space carved out by industry disrupter, Tesla.
“We see the competitive tides shifting in 2019 and beyond as European [car makers]
roiled by the diesel scandal and loss of share to Tesla in the high margin luxury segment
step on the gas and accelerate the pace of EV introductions”, he wrote.
Bloomberg New Energy Finance reported similar predictions: “Falling battery costs
will mean electric vehicles will also be cheaper to buy in the U.S. and Europe as soon as
2025,” the report said. “Batteries currently account for about half the cost of EVs, and
their prices will fall by about 77 percent between 2016 and 2030.”
In October, 2017, General Motors unveiled plans to roll out 20 new entirely electric car
models by 2023, with two of the new EVs coming out in the next 18 months. Meanwhile,
Ford announced the creation of ”Team Edison,” intended to accelerate the company’s EV
development and partnership work. The name, is “seemingly in direct response to Elon
Musk’s Tesla, which recently surpassed Ford’s market capitalization.”
Tesla’s Chairman, highly successful inventor and entrepreneur Elon Musk, has made
massive investments in factories manufacturing electric vehicles, improved lithium ion storage cells, and photovoltaic panels, as will be discussed in Chapter 2.

Investment in wind turbine energy
In Denmark, the wind turbine industry contributes substantially to the country’s positive
balance of payments. According to Wikipedia, “The Danish wind turbine industry is the
world’s largest. Around 90% of the national output is exported, and Danish companies
accounted for 38% of the world turbine market in 2003, when the industry employed some
20,000 people and had a turnover of around 3 billion euro.”
4

https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/what-country-will-become-the-first-to-ban-internalcombustion-cars
5
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/the-dutch-revolution-in-smart-charging-of-electricvehicles-597268791.html
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Denmark’s two largest wind turbine manufacturers are Vestas and Simiens Wind Power.
Vestas employs more that 21000 people globally. In February 2016, Vestas got its largest
order of 1,000 MW (278 x 3.6 MW) for the Fosen project near Trondheim in Norway. It
costs DKK 11 billion, and should deliver 3.4 TWh per year.
In 2015 Siemens Wind had a combined market share of 63% of European offshore wind
turbines (nearly 75% in 2009 by capacity and number). In 2011, Siemens Wind Power had
6.3% share of the world wind turbine market, and was the second largest in 2014.
In many countries, including Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, India, The Netherlands, United Kingdom, and United States, wind turbine cooperatives have sprung up. In
these cooperatives, communities share the costs and profits of wind turbine projects. For
example, the Hepburn Wind Project in Victoria, Australia, owns two 2MW wind turbines
which produce enough power for 2,300 households.

Investment in solar energy
Global retinues from solar photovoltaic installations are expected to reach $1.2 trillion
between the present and 2024 according to a recent article6
Another article7 states that “The global electric power industry is evolving into a model
that offers more diversity, both in terms of generation and in the ownership of generation
assets, and solar PV is one technology at the head of this change. Following years of
unsustainable pricing and oversupply, demand for solar PV systems has finally caught up,
with 2015 expected to be the year when the global solar PV market shifts and starts to
compete with other technologies. According to a recent report from Navigant Research,
global revenue from solar PV installations is expected to total more than $1.2 trillion from
2015 to 2024.”

5.8

For creating jobs, renewables beat fossil fuels

Here are some excerpts from a 2016 report issued by the Solar Foundation:
• One out of every 50 new jobs added in the United States in 2016 was created by the
solar industry, representing 2 percent of all new jobs.
• Solar jobs in the United States have increased at least 20 percent per year for the
past four years, and jobs have nearly tripled since the first Solar Jobs Census was
released in 2010.
• Over the next 12 months, employers surveyed expect one out of every 50 new jobs
added in the United States in 2016 was created by the solar industry, representing 2
percent of all new jobs.
6

https://cleantechnica.com/2016/01/25/global-revenue-solar-pv-installations-expected-reach-1-2trillion/
7
http://www.navigantresearch.com/newsroom/global-revenue-from-solar-pv-installations-is-expectedto-total-more-than-1-2-trillion-from-2015-to-2024
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• In 2016, the five states with the most solar jobs were California, Massachusetts,
Texas, Nevada, and Florida.
• The solar industry added $84 billion to the US GDP in 201t to see total solar industry
employment increase by 10 percent to 286,335 solar workers.
• The solar industry added $84 billion to the US GDP in 2016.

5.9

The Stern Review

Background of the Stern Review
The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change is a 700 page document commissioned by the government of the United Kingdom and released on 30 October, 2006.
The research behind this report was conducted by a team led by Nicolas Stern (Baron
Stern of Brentford), chair of the Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the
Environment.
The Stern Review discusses the catastrophic climate change which will result if prompt
action is not taken, and it proposes that 1% of global GDP be used annually to prevent
such disasters. In 2014, the global GDP was estimated to be 77.9 trillion dollars, so that
the 1% investment in renewable energy recommended by Lord Stern and his research team
would have amounted to nearly a trillion dollars.

The Middle East
According to current estimates, 81.5% of the world’s proven crude oil reserves are located
in OPEC Member Countries, with the bulk of OPEC oil reserves in the Middle East,
amounting to 65.5% of the OPEC total.

China
China’s large reserves of coal lie near to the surface, and are thus very easily accessible.
Mining of coal has driven the country’s rapid industrial growth, but it has also produced
a severe public health problem because of air pollution.
In April, 2017, China’s rate of economic growth was 6.9%8 . This rate of growth, if
continued, would mean that China’s economy would double every ten years. and increase
by a factor of 1024 every century. Obviously this is impossible. Never-ending economic
growth on a finite planet is a logical absurdity. China’s high economic growth rate, is
driven by its use of coal, and this must quickly stop if ecological disaster is to be avoided.
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Figure 5.7: Protesters at the 2017 G20 meeting in Hamburg Germany.

Figure 5.8: India’s installed and future energy mix, as visualized by the World
Coal Association
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India
The MIT Technology Review recently published an important article entitled India’s Energy Crisis9 .
The article makes alarming reading in view of the world’s urgent need to make a very
rapid transition from fossil fuels to 100% renewable energy. We must make this change
quickly in order to avoid a tipping point beyond which catastrophic climate change will be
unavoidable.
The MIT article states that “Since he took power in May, 2014, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has made universal access to electricity a key part of his administration’s ambitions. At the same time, he has pledged to help lead international efforts to limit climate
change. Among other plans, he has promised to increase India’s total power generating
capacity to 175 gigawatts, including 100 gigawatts of solar, by 2022. (That’s about the
total power generation of Germany.)”
However India plans to expand its industrial economy, and to do this, it is planning to
very much increase its domestic production and use of coal. The MIT article continues,
pointing out that
However India plans to expand its industrial economy, and to do this, it is planning to
very much increase its domestic production and use of coal. The MIT article continues,
pointing out that “Such growth would easily swamp efforts elsewhere in the world to curtail
carbon emissions, dooming any chance to head off the dire effects of global climate change.
(Overall, the world will need to reduce its current annual emissions of 40 billion tons by 40
to 70 percent between now and 2050.) By 2050, India will have roughly 20 percent of the
world’s population. If those people rely heavily on fossil fuels such as coal to expand the
economy and raise their living standards to the level people in the rich world have enjoyed
for the last 50 years, the result will be a climate catastrophe regardless of anything the
United States or even China does to decrease its emissions. Reversing these trends will
require radical transformations in two main areas: how India produces electricity, and how
it distributes it.”
The Indian Minister of Power, Piyush Goyal, is an enthusiastic supporter of renewable
energy expansion, but he also supports, with equal enthusiasm, the large-scale expansion
of domestic coal production in India.
Meanwhile, the consequences of global warming are being felt by the people of India.
For example, last May, a heat wave killed over 1,400 people and melted asphalt streets.10
Have India’s economic planners really thought about the long-term future? Have they
considered the fact that drastic climate change could make India completely uninhabitable?
8

https://tradingeconomics.com/china/gdp-growth-annual
http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/542091/indias-energy-crisis/
10
https://www.rt.com/news/262641-india-heat-wave-killed/
9
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Figure 5.9: Oil production on the shelf in the Russian Arctic.

Russia
According to Wikipedia, “The petroleum industry in Russia is one of the largest in the
world. Russia has the largest reserves, and is the largest exporter, of natural gas. It has
the second largest coal reserves, the eighth largest oil reserves, and is one of the largest
producer of oil. It is the third largest energy user.”
One of the difficulties of reducing Russia’s fossil fuel production is that the Russian
economy depends so heavily on its oil and gas industries. Many European countries also
depend on natural gas from Russia for winter heating of homes and workplaces.

North America
Canadian oil sands
Canada’s oil-sands deposits contain an amount of carbon comparable to the world’s total
reserves of conventional oil. Oil is currently being extracted by methods that release four
times as much carbon into the atmosphere as is contained in the refined oil from the
deposits. Nevertheless, the government of Canada wholeheartedly supports extraction of
oil from the tar sands.
The position of the Canadian government has been strongly criticized by leading climate scientist Professor James Hansen. A recent article in The Guardian11 , reported him
as saying; “To leave our children with a manageable situation, we need to leave the unconventional fuel in the ground. Canada’s ministers are acting as salesmen for those people
11

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/may/19/tar-sands-exploitation-climate-scientist
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Figure 5.10: Get rich quick at the oil sands.
who will gain from the profits of that industry. But I don’t think they are looking after
the rights and wellbeing of the population as a whole.
“The thing we are facing overall is that the fossil fuel industry has so much money
that they are buying off governments. Our democracies are seriously handicapped by the
money that is driving decisions in Washington and other capitals.”

Fracking in the United States
According to the US Department of Energy (DOE), in 2013 at least two million oil and
gas wells in the US have been hydraulically fractured, and that of new wells being drilled,
up to 95% are hydraulically fractured. The output from these wells makes up 43% of the
oil production and 67% of the natural gas production in the United States.
Because of earthquakes and poisoning of water supplies caused by fracking, this practice has been banned by several states in the US, and nine countries or regions in Europe:
France, Bulgaria, Roumania, Germany, The Czech Republic, Luxembourg, Northern Ireland, Spain and Switzerland,

Latin America
Venezuela’s Belt of Tar
The Orinoco River Basin in Venezuela contains the world’s largest deposit of extra-heavy
oil and tar. The amount of carbon contained in this deposit is comparable to the carbon
content of all the world’s known reserves of conventional oil, and also larger than the carbon
contained in Canada’s oil sands.
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Figure 5.11: The sharply increased number of earthquakes in the United States
has been linked to fracking. The use of fracking has also caused poisoning of
water supplies.

Figure 5.12: Venezuela’s Belt of Tar under the Orinoco River Basin is the world’s
largest deposit of extra-heavy oil and tar. Desire for control of Venezuela’s huge
oil reserves lies behind US interference in the internal politics of the country.
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The Belt of Tar follows the line of the Orinoco river. It is approximately 600 kilometers
(370 mi) from east to west, and 70 kilometers (43 mi) from north to south, with an area
about 55,314 square kilometers (21,357 sq mi). The Orinoco deposit is estimated to contain
1.2 trillion barrels of extra-heavy oil.
The government of Venezuela has no plans for halting extraction from the Belt of Tar.
On the contrary, detailed plans have been made for expanded exploitation of the deposit12 .

Extraction of oil in Brazil
According to a recent article in The Guardian13 “The discovery of tens of billions of barrels
of oil in fields far off the coast of Rio de Janeiro was billed as one of the biggest finds of
this century when it was announced in 2006.
“Many hoped it would deliver a bonanza for education and health and make Brazil one
of world’s major economies.
“But with the country’s biggest energy company, Petrobras, mired in debt and scandal,
the low price of oil and the dangers of a second Deepwater Horizon, the viability of this
massive undertaking has never been under more scrutiny.”
The Brazilian offshore deposits are called “presalt oil”, since they lie under a thick layer
of salt deposits.
According to the article in The Guardian, “Suggestions by climate campaigners that
this reservoir of fossil fuel is a ’carbon bomb’ that should be left in the ground, are dismissed
as hypocrisy.”
The article quotes the geologist who discovered the off-shore fields as saying “The big
countries of the world today developed without any concern for the environment. The
base of US development was the oil in the Gulf of Mexico. The base of the UK’s industrial
revolution was coal. How can they now say we can’t use our own pre-salt?”

The European Union
Coal in Germany and Poland
In 2016, Germany produced 176,100,000 tonnes of coal while Poland produced 131,100,000
tonnes. In the past, Poland experienced severe ecological effects from acid rain due to the
burning of coal. Polish forests were destroyed by the effects of acid rain, and the facades
of statues and buildings in Krakow and elsewhere were dissolved by the acid. Today the
situation is improving, but the two countries are still heavily dependant on coal.
12

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDVSA
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/ng-interactive/2015/jun/25/brazils-gamble-on-deepwater-oil-guanabara-bay
13
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North Sea oil
According to Wikipedia, “The British and Norwegian sections hold most of the remainder
of the large oil reserves. It is estimated that the Norwegian section alone contains 54% of
the sea’s oil reserves and 45% of its gas reserves- More than half of the North Sea oil reserves
have been extracted, according to official sources in both Norway and the UK. For Norway,
the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate [28] gives a figure of 4,601 million cubic meters of oil
(corresponding to 29 billion barrels) for the Norwegian North Sea alone (excluding smaller
reserves in Norwegian Sea and Barents Sea) of which 2,778 million cubic meters (60%)
has already been produced prior to January 2007. UK sources give a range of estimates
of reserves, but even using the most optimistic ’maximum’ estimate of ultimate recovery,
76% had been recovered at end 2010.[citation needed] Note the UK figure includes fields
which are not in the North Sea (onshore, West of Shetland).

5.10

Major producers of fossil fuels

The top 20 oil-producing nations in 2016
Wikipedia’s article entitles List of countries by oil production gives information shown in
the table below. In the table. which is based on data from the International Energy
Agency, production is measured in barrels of oil per day
1 Russia
10,551,497
2 Saudi Arabia
10,460,710
3 United States
8,875,817
4 Iraq
4,451,516
5 Iran
3,990,956
6 China
3,980,650
7 Canada
3,662,694
8 United Arab Emirates 3,106,077
9 Kuwait
2,923,825
10 Brazil
2,515,459
11 Venezuela
2,276,967
12 Mexico
2,186,877
13 Nigeria
1,999,885
14 Angola
1,769,615
15 Norway
1,647,975
16 Kazakhstan
1,595,199
17 Qatar
1,522,902
18 Algeria
1,348,361
19 Oman
1,006,841
20 United Kingdom
939,760
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The top 10 coal producing nations in 2016
Wikipedia gives a similar list of coal producing nations. Only the top 10 are shown here,
since these countries completely dominate global coal production. In the table, production
is measured in millions of tonnes per year.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

China
3411.0
India
692.4
United States
660.6
Australia
492.8
Indonesia
434.0
Russia
385.4
South Africa
251.3
Germany
176.1
Poland
131.1
Kazakhstan
102.4
World
7,460.4

The world production of coal is falling. In 2014 it was 8,164.9 tonnes, in 2015, 7,861.1
tonnes, and in 2016 7,460.4 tonnes. Nevertheless, global production of coal remains worryingly high. If catastrophic climate change is to be avoided, it must stop altogether within
one or two decades. At the moment the world is still producing roughly 1 tonne of coal
per capita each year.

List of countries by natural gas production
Here is a similar table for natural gas. Production is measured in m3 per year. The final
column indicates the date of the data.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

United States
728,200,000,000
Russia
578,700,000,000
Iran
438,000,000,000
Canada
143,100,000,000
Qatar
133,200,000,000
Norway
114,700,000,000
China
107,200,000,000
Saudi Arabia
103,200,000,000
Algeria
82,760,000,000
Netherlands
80,780,000,000
World
4,359,000,000,000

2014
2014
2017
2012
2011
2012
2012
2012
2011
2012
2010
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Blood for oil

There is a close relationship between petroleum and war. James A. Paul, Executive Director of the Global Policy Forum, has described this relationship very clearly in the following
words:
“Modern warfare particularly depends on oil, because virtually all weapons systems rely
on oil-based fuel - tanks, trucks, armored vehicles, self-propelled artillery pieces, airplanes,
and naval ships. For this reason, the governments and general staffs of powerful nations
seek to ensure a steady supply of oil during wartime, to fuel oil-hungry military forces in
far-flung operational theaters.”
“Just as governments like the US and UK need oil companies to secure fuel for their
global war-making capacity, so the oil companies need their governments to secure control
over global oilfields and transportation routes. It is no accident, then, that the world ’s
largest oil companies are located in the world ’s most powerful countries.”
“Almost all of the world ’s oil-producing countries have suffered abusive, corrupt and
undemocratic governments and an absence of durable development. Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Iraq, Iran, Angola, Colombia, Venezuela, Kuwait, Mexico, Algeria - these and
many other oil producers have a sad record, which includes dictatorships installed from
abroad, bloody coups engineered by foreign intelligence services, militarization of government and intolerant right-wing nationalism.”

The resource curse
The way in which the industrialized countries maintain their control over less developed
nations can be illustrated by the “resource curse”, i.e. the fact that resource-rich developing
countries are no better off economically than those that lack resources, but are cursed with
corrupt and undemocratic governments. This is because foreign corporations extracting
local resources under unfair agreements exist in a symbiotic relationship with corrupt local
officials.
One might think that taxation of foreign resource-extracting firms would provide developing countries with large incomes. However, there is at present no international law
governing multinational tax arrangements. These are usually agreed to on a bilateral basis,
and the industrialized countries have stronger bargaining powers in arranging the bilateral
agreements.

5.12

Fossil fuel extraction must stop!

“Leave the oil in the soil! Leave the coal in the hole! Leave the gas under the grass!”
That was message of protesters at the 2017 G20 meeting. But from the facts shown in
this chapter, we can see that on the whole, fossil fuels are not being left in the ground,
where they have to remain if an ecological disaster is to be avoided. On the contrary,
the extraction of coal, oil and gas continues almost as though the climate emergency did
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not exist. Most politicians, with their eyes focused on the present, seem blind to future
dangers. They think primarily about the jobs and living standards of their constituents,
and about the next election. Meanwhile, the future of human civilization is neglected and
remains in peril.14
The fact that historically, the highly industrialized nations were primarily responsible
for atmospheric CO2 increases does not excuse the developing countries from their responsibility for saving the future. Today China’s coal, India’s coal, Venezuela’s tar sands and
Brazil’s pre-salt oil are among the greatest threats, and in these countries as elsewhere,
extraction must stop.
We have to wake up! Business as usual cannot continue!

5.13

Extinction events and feedback loops

Scientists warn that if the transition to renewable energy does not happen within very
few decades, there is a danger that we will reach a tipping point beyond which feedback
loops, such as the albedo effect and the methane hydrate feedback loop, will take over and
produce an out-of-control and fatal increase in global temperature.
In 2012, the World Bank issued a report warning that without quick action to curb
CO2 emissions, global warming is likely to reach 4 ◦ C during the 21st century. This
is dangerously close to the temperature which initiated the Permian-Triassic extinction
event: 6 ◦ C above normal. During the Permian-Triassic extinction event, which occurred
252 million years ago, 96% of all marine species were wiped out, as well as 70% of all
terrestrial vertebrates.15

14

See https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/sep/18/enough-tiptoeing-around-lets-makethis-clear-coal-kills-people
15
http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/prehistoric-world/permian-extinction/
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2012/11/18/Climate-change-report-warns-dramaticallywarmer-world-this-century
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Figure 5.13: Monthly September ice extent for 1979 to 2012 shows a decline of
13.0% per decade. One can also see that the straight line does not really fit the
data, which more nearly resemble a downward curve will that reach zero in the
period 2016-2019. Source: National Snow and Ice Data Center. Wikimedia
Commons
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Figure 5.14: Loss of species caused by the Permian-Triassic extinction event.
Unless quick steps are taken to lower our greenhouse gas emissions, we may
cause a similar extinction event, which will threaten the survival of our own
species. Source: Australian Frontiers of Science, www.sciencearchive.org.au
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A warning from the World Bank

In 2012, the World Bank issued a report warning that without quick action to curb CO2
emissions, global warming is likely to reach 4 ◦ C during the 21st century. This is dangerously close to the temperature which initiated the Permian-Triassic extinction event:
6 ◦ C above normal. During the Permian-Triassic extinction event, which occurred 252
million years ago, 96% of all marine species were wiped out, as well as 70% of all terrestrial
vertebrates.16
The 4o C scenarios are devastating: the inundation of coastal cities; increasing risks for
food production potentially leading to higher malnutrition rates; many dry regions becoming dryer, wet regions wetter; unprecedented heat waves in many regions, especially in the
tropics; substantially exacerbated water scarcity in many regions; increased frequency of
high-intensity tropical cyclones; and irreversible loss of biodiversity, including coral reef
systems.
And most importantly, a 4o C world is so different from the current one that it comes
with high uncertainty and new risks that threaten our ability to anticipate and plan for
future adaptation needs. The lack of action on climate change not only risks putting
prosperity out of reach of millions of people in the developing world, it threatens to roll
back decades of sustainable development. It is clear that we already know a great deal
about the threat before us. The science is unequivocal that humans are the cause of
global warming, and major changes are already being observed: global mean warming is
0.8o C above pre industrial levels; oceans have warmed by 0.09o C since the 1950s and are
acidifying; sea levels rose by about 20 cm since pre-industrial times and are now rising
at 3.2 cm per decade; an exceptional number of extreme heat waves occurred in the last
decade; major food crop growing areas are increasingly affected by drought.
Despite the global community’s best intentions to keep global warming below a 2o C
increase above pre-industrial climate, higher levels of warming are increasingly likely. Scientists agree that countries’ cur- rent United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change emission pledges and commitments would most likely result in 3.5 to 4o C warming.
And the longer those pledges remain unmet, the more likely a 4o C world becomes.
Data and evidence drive the work of the World Bank Group. Science reports, including
those produced by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, informed our decision
to ramp up work on these issues, leading to, a World Development Report on climate
change designed to improve our understanding of the implications of a warming planet;
a Strategic Framework on Development and Climate Change, and a report on Inclusive
Green Growth. The World Bank is a leading advocate for ambitious action on climate
change, not only because it is a moral imperative, but because it makes good economic
sense.
But what if we fail to ramp up efforts on mitigation? What are the implications of a
o
4 C world? We commissioned this report from the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact
16

http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/prehistoric-world/permian-extinction/
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2012/11/18/Climate-change-report-warns-dramaticallywarmer-world-this-century
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Research and Climate Analytics to help us understand the state of the science and the
potential impact on development in such a world.
It would be so dramatically different from today’s world that it is hard to describe
accurately; much relies on complex projections and interpretations. We are well aware of
the uncertainty that surrounds these scenarios and we know that different scholars and
studies sometimes disagree on the degree of risk. But the fact that such scenarios cannot
be discarded is sufficient to justify strengthening current climate change policies. Finding
ways to avoid that scenario is vital for the health and welfare of communities around the
world. While every region of the world will be affected, the poor and most vulnerable
would be hit hardest. A 4o C world can, and must, be avoided.
The World Bank Group will continue to be a strong advocate for international and
regional agreements and increasing climate financing. We will redouble our efforts to
support fast growing national initiatives to mitigate carbon emissions and build adaptive
capacity as well as support inclusive green growth and climate smart development. Our
work on inclusive green growth has shown that, through more efficiency and smarter use
of energy and natural resources, many opportunities exist to drastically reduce the climate
impact of development, without slowing down poverty alleviation and economic growth.
This report is a stark reminder that climate change affects everything. The solutions
don’t lie only in climate finance or climate projects. The solutions lie in effective risk
management and ensuring all our work, all our thinking, is designed with the threat of a
4o C degree world in mind. The World Bank Group will step up to the challenge.

5.15

Permian-Triassic extinction event

The geological record shows five major extinction events.
• Ordovician-Silurian Extinction. around 439 million years ago.
• Late Devonian Extinction. 375-360 million years ago.
• Permian-Triassic extinction. 352 million years ago.
• Triassic-Jurassic extinction, 201 million years ago.
• Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction, 66 million years ago.
The most devastating of these was the Permian-Triassic extinction, which occurred 252
million years ago.17 In the Permian-Triassic extinction, 96% of all marine specias and
76% of all terrestrial vertebrates disappeared forever. The cause of this extremely severe
17

https://www.thomhartmann.com/bigpicture/last-hours-climate-change
The Last Hours of Humanity: Warming the World To Extinction (book), by Thom Hartmann
https://www.amazon.com/Last-Hours-Humanity-Warming-Extinction/dp/1629213640
http://www.mediaite.com/online/leonardo-dicaprio-boosts-thom-hartmann-apocalyptic-global-warmingfilm-last-hours/
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event is disputed, but according to one of the most plausible theories it was triggered by
a massive volcanic eruption in Siberia, which released enormous amounts of CO2 into the
earth’s atmosphere.
The region where massive volcanic eruptions are known to have occurred 252 million
years ago called the “Siberian Traps”. (The “Traps” part of the name comes from the fact
that many of the volcanic rock formations in the region resemble staircases. The Swedish
word for staircase is “trapped”.) The eruptions continued for about a million years.
Today the area covered is about 2 million square kilometers, roughly equal to western
Europe in land area. Estimates of the original coverage are as high as 7 million square
kilometers. The original volume of lava is estimated to range from 1 to 4 million cubic
kilometers.
The CO2 released by the Siberian Traps eruption is believed to have caused a global
temperature increase of 6o C, and this was enough to trigger the methane-hydrate feedback
loop, which will be discussed below, The earth’s temperature is thought to have continued
to rise for 85,000 years, finally reaching 15o above normal.

5.16

The Holocene (Anthropocene) extinction

We are now living in the midst of a sixth, human-caused, mass extinction. How severe it
becomes is up to us.
Recently a group of scientists stated that the scope of human impact on planet Earth
is so great that the Anthropocene warrants a formal place in the Geological Time Scale.
In a statement issued by University of Leicester Press Office on 2 October 2017, professor
Jan Zalasiewicz from the University of Leicester’s School of Geography, Geology, and the
Environment said: “Our findings suggest that the Anthropocene should follow on from the
Holocene Epoch that has seen 11.7 thousand years of relative environmental stability, since
the retreat of the last Ice Age, as we enter a more unstable and rapidly evolving phase of
our planet’s history,”18
“We conclude that human impact has now grown to the point that it has changed the
course of Earth history by at least many millennia, in terms of the anticipated long-term
climate effects (e.g. postponement of the next glacial maximum: see Ganopolski et al.,
2016; Clark et al., 2016), and in terms of the extensive and ongoing transformation of the
biota, including a geologically unprecedented phase of human-mediated species invasions,
and by species extinctions which are accelerating (Williams et al., 2015, 2016).”
The report stated that defining characteristics of the period include “marked acceleration of rates of erosion and sedimentation; large-scale chemical perturbations to the cycles
of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and other elements; the inception of significant change in
global climate and sea level; and biotic changes including unprecedented levels of species
invasions across the Earth. Many of these changes are geologically long-lasting, and some
are effectively irreversible.”
18

http://www2.le.ac.uk/offices/press/press-releases/2017/october/significant-scale-of-human-impacton-planet-has-changed-course-of-earth2019s-history-scientists-suggest
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Loss of biodiversity
Tropical rain forests are the most biologically diverse places in the world. This is because
they have not been affected by the periods of glaciation that have periodically destroyed
the forests of temperate and boreal regions. The destruction of species-rich tropical rain
forests is one of the mechanisms driving the present high rate of species loss.
According to a recent article published in The Guardian19 “Conservation experts have
already signalled that the world is in the grip of the ”sixth great extinction” of species,
driven by the destruction of natural habitats, hunting, the spread of alien predators and
disease, and climate change.
“The IUCN20 created shock waves with its major assessment of the world’s biodiversity
in 2004, which calculated that the rate of extinction had reached 100-1,000 times that
suggested by the fossil records before humans.
“No formal calculations have been published since, but conservationists agree the rate of
loss has increased since then, and Stuart said it was possible that the dramatic predictions
of experts like the renowned Harvard biologist E O Wilson, that the rate of loss could reach
10,000 times the background rate in two decades, could be correct.”
A recent article by Profs. Gerardo Ceballos, Paul R. Ehrlich and Rodolfo Dirzo in
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences was entitles “Biological Annihilation
via the Ongoing Sixth Mass Extinction Signaled by Vertebrate Population Losses and
Declines”.
The Abstract of the paper reads as follows: “The population extinction pulse we describe here shows, from a quantitative viewpoint, that Earth’s sixth mass extinction is more
severe than perceived when looking exclusively at species extinctions. Therefore, humanity
needs to address anthropogenic population extirpation and decimation immediately. That
conclusion is based on analyses of the numbers and degrees of range contraction (indicative of population shrinkage and/or population extinctions according to the International
Union for Conservation of Nature) using a sample of 27,600 vertebrate species, and on a
more detailed analysis documenting the population extinctions between 1900 and 2015 in
177 mammal species. We find that the rate of population loss in terrestrial vertebrates is
extremely high, even in ’species of low concern.’ In our sample, comprising nearly half of
known vertebrate species, 32% (8,851/27,600) are decreasing; that is, they have decreased
in population size and range. In the 177 mammals for which we have detailed data, all have
lost 30% or more of their geographic ranges and more than 40% of the species have experienced severe population declines (¿80% range shrinkage). Our data indicate that beyond
global species extinctions Earth is experiencing a huge episode of population declines and
extirpations, which will have negative cascading consequences on ecosystem functioning
and services vital to sustaining civilization. We describe this as a ’biological annihilation’
to highlight the current magnitude of Earth’s ongoing sixth major extinction event.“
19
20

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/mar/07/extinction-species-evolve
International Union for the Conservation of Nature
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Global warming and atmospheric water vapor

A feedback loop is a self-re-enforcing trend. One of the main positive feedback loops in
global warming is the tendency of warming to increase the atmospheric saturation pressure
for water vapor, and hence amount of water vapor in the atmosphere, which in turn leads
to further warming, since water vapor is a greenhouse gas.
Wikipedia’s article on greenhouse gases states that, “Water vapor accounts for the
largest percentage of the greenhouse effect, between 36% and 66% for clear sky conditions
and between 66% and 85% when including clouds.”

5.18

The albedo effect

Albedo is defined to be the fraction of solar energy (shortwave radiation) reflected from
the Earth back into space. It is a measure of the reflectivity of the earth’s surface. Ice,
especially with snow on top of it, has a high albedo: most sunlight hitting the surface
bounces back towards space.

Loss of sea ice
Especially in the Arctic and Antarctic regions, there exists a dangerous feedback loop
involving the albedo of ice and snow. As is shown in Figure 4.1, Arctic sea ice is rapidly
disappearing. It is predicted that during the summers, the ice covering arctic seas may
disappear entirely during the summers. As a consequence, incoming sunlight will encounter
dark light-absorbing water surfaces rather than light-reflecting ice and snow.
This effect is self-re-enforcing. In other words, it is a feedback loop. The rising temperatures caused by the absorption of more solar radiation cause the melting of more ice, and
hence even more absorption of radiation rather than reflection, still higher temperatures,
more melting, and so on.
The feedback loop is further strengthened by the fact that water vapor acts like a
greenhouse gas. As polar oceans become exposed, more water vapor enters the atmosphere,
where it contributes to the greenhouse effect and rising temperatures.

Darkened snow on Greenland’s icecap
Greenland’s icecap is melting, and as it melts, the surface becomes darker and less reflective because particles of soot previously trapped in the snow and ice become exposed.
This darkened surface absorbs an increased amount of solar radiation, and the result is
accelerated melting.
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Figure 5.15: The worrying thing about the methane/hydrate feedback loop is the
enormous amount of carbon in the form of hydrate crystals, 10,000 gigatons
most of it on the continental shelves of oceans. This greater than the amount of
carbon in all other forms that might potentially enter the earth’s atmosphere.
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Figure 5.16: When ocean temperatures rise, methane hydrate crystals become
unstable, and methane gas bubbles up to ocean surfaces.

Figure 5.17: This diagram shows two important feedback loops, one involving
the albedo effect, and the other involving methane hydrates.
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Figure 5.18: A “hockey stick” graph showing atmospheric concentrations of three
important greenhouse gasses during the last 2,000 years. The most dramatically increasing of these is methane.

5.19

The methane hydrate feedback loop

If we look at the distant future, by far the most dangerous feedback loop involves methane
hydrates or methane clathrates. When organic matter is carried into the oceans by rivers, it
decays to form methane. The methane then combines with water to form hydrate crystals,
which are stable at the temperatures and pressures which currently exist on ocean floors.
However, if the temperature rises, the crystals become unstable, and methane gas bubbles
up to the surface. Methane is a greenhouse gas which is 70 times as potent as CO2 .
The worrying thing about the methane hydrate deposits on ocean floors is the enormous amount of carbon involved: roughly 10,000 gigatons. To put this huge amount into
perspective, we can remember that the total amount of carbon in world CO2 emissions
since 1751 has only been 337 gigatons.
A runaway, exponentially increasing, feedback loop involving methane hydrates could
lead to one of the great geological extinction events that have periodically wiped out most
of the animals and plants then living. This must be avoided at all costs.

5.20

A feedback loop from warming of soils

On October 6, 2017, the journal Science published an article entitled Long-term pattern
and magnitude of soil carbon feedback to the climate system in a warming world21 . The
21

J.M. Melillo et al., Long-term pattern and magnitude of soil carbon feedback to the climate system in
a warming world, Science, Vol. 358, pp. 101-105, (2017).
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lead author, Jerry Melillo, is an ecologist working at the Marine Biological Laboratory,
Woods Hole Massachusetts. In an interview with Newsweek, he said: “This self-reinforcing
feedback is potentially a global phenomenon with soils, and once it starts it may be very
difficult to turn off. It’s that part of the problem that I think is sobering... We think
that one of the things that may be happening is both a reorganization of the microbial
community structure and its functional capacity,”
The study reported on three decades of observations of heated sections of a forest owned
by Harvard University. The heated sections were 5o C warmer than control sections.

5.21

Drying of forests and forest fires

According to a recent article in Nature22 ,“Across the American west, the area burned
each year has increased significantly over the past several decades, a trend that scientists
attribute both to warming and drying and to a century of wildfire suppression and other
human activities. Allen suggests that the intertwined forces of fire and climate change
will take ecosystems into new territory, not only in the American west but also elsewhere
around the world. In the Jemez, for example, it could transform much of the ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa) forest into shrub land. ’We’re losing forests as we’ve known them
for a very long time,’ says Allen. ’We’re on a different trajectory, and we’re not yet sure
where we’re going.’
“All around the American west, scientists are seeing signs that fire and climate change
are combining to create a ’new normal’. Ten years after Colorado’s largest recorded fire
burned 56,000 hectares southwest of Denver, the forest still has not rebounded in a 20,000hectare patch in the middle, which was devastated by an intense crown fire. Only a
few thousand hectares, which the US Forest Service replanted, look anything like the
ponderosa-pine stands that previously dominated the landscape.”

5.22

Tipping points and feedback loops

A tipping point is usually defined as the threshold for an abrupt and irreversible change23 .
To illustrate this idea, we can think of a book lying on a table. If we gradually push the
book towards the edge of the table, we will finally reach a point after which more than
half of the weight of the book will not be not supported by the table. When this “tipping
point” is passed the situation will suddenly become unstable, and the book will fall to the
floor. Analogously, as the earth’s climate gradually changes, we may reach tipping points.
If we pass these points, sudden instabilities and abrupt climatic changes will occur.
Greenland ice cores supply a record of temperatures in the past, and through geological
evidence we have evidence of sea levels in past epochs. These historical records show that
22

http://www.nature.com/news/forest-fires-burn-out-1.11424
Other definitions of tipping points are possible. A few authors define these as points beyond which
change is inevitable, emphasizing that while inevitable, the change may be slow.
23
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abrupt climatic changes have occurred in the past.
Timothy Michael Lenton, FRS, Professor of Climate Change and Earth System Science
at he University of Exeter, lists the following examples of climatic tipping points:
• Boreal forest dieback
• Amazon rainforest dieback
• Loss of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice (Polar ice packs) and melting of Greenland and
Antarctic ice sheets
• Disruption to Indian and West African monsoon
• Formation of Atlantic deep water near the Arctic ocean, which is a component process
of the thermohaline circulation.
• Loss of permafrost, leading to potential Arctic methane release and clathrate gun
effect
It can be seen from this list that climate tipping points are associated with feedback
loops. For example, the boreal forest dieback and the Amazon rainforest dieback tipping
points are associated with the feedback loop involving the drying of forests and forest fires,
while the tipping point involving loss of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice is associated with the
Albedo effect feedback loop. The tipping point involving loss of permafrost is associated
with the methane hydrate feedback loop.
Once a positive feedback loop starts to operate in earnest, change may be abrupt.

5.23

Greta Thunberg’s TED talk

While political leaders and the older generation have been slow to react to the ckimate
crisis, young people, whose future is at stake, are wide awake and are warning the world
that action must be taken immediately if disaster is to be avoided. Massive global demonstrations have been innitiated by the teenage activist, Greta Thunberg, who has succeeded
where others have failed by speaking with extraordinaty clarity, honesty and forcefulness.
Greta was born in Sweden in 2003. Her father, Svante Thunberg, is related to Svante
Arrhenius, one of the important pioneers of climate science, and is named after him. Greta’s
mother was a successful opera singer. Greta Thunberg’s strong belief in the urgency of
action to prevent catastrophic climate change converted her parents, so that they made
changes in their lives. For example, Greta’s mother gave up her career as an opera singer
because it involved air travel.
In November, 2018, Greta Thunberg gave an impressively clear TEDx talk in Stockholm, the video of which was recently released.24 . Here is a transcript of the talk.
24

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/12/16/1819508/-A-Call-to-Action-on-Climate-Change-by15-year-Old-Greta-Thunberg
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When I was about 8 years old, I first heard about something called ‘climate
change’ or ‘global warming’. Apparently, that was something humans had
created by our way of living. I was told to turn off the lights to save energy
and to recycle paper to save resources. I remember thinking that it was very
strange that humans, who are an animal species among others, could be capable
of changing the Earth’s climate. Because, if we were, and if it was really
happening, we wouldn’t be talking about anything else. As soon as you turn
on the TV, everything would be about that. Headlines, radio, newspapers:
You would never read or hear about anything else. As if there was a world war
going on, but no one ever talked about it. If burning fossil fuels was so bad
that it threatened our very existence, how could we just continue like before?
Why were there no restrictions? Why wasn’t it made illegal?
To me, that did not add up. It was too unreal.
So, when I was 11, I became ill, I fell into depression, I stopped talking,
and I stopped eating. In two months, I lost about 10 kilos of weight. Later on,
I was diagnosed with Asperger’s syndrome, OCD and selective mutism. This
basically means, I only speak, when I think it is necessary.
Now is one of those moments.
For those of us, who are on the spectrum, almost everything is black or
white. We aren’t very good at lying and we usually don’t enjoy participating
in the social games that the rest of you seem so fond of. I think, in many
ways, that we autistic are the normal ones and the rest of the people are
pretty strange. Especially when it comes to the sustainability crisis: Where
everyone keeps saying that climate change is an existential threat and the most
important issue of all. And yet, they just carry on like before.
I don’t understand that. Because if the emissions have to stop, then we
must stop the emissions. To me, that is black or white. There are no gray
areas when it comes to survival. Either we go on as a civilization or we don’t.
We have to change.
Rich countries like Sweden need to start reducing emissions by at least
15% every year. And that is so that we can stay below a 2 degrees warming
target. Yet, as the IPCC has recently demonstrated, aiming instead for 1.5
degrees Celsius would significantly reduce the climate impacts. But we can
only imagine what that means for reducing emissions.
You would think the media and every one of our leaders would be talking
about nothing else. But they never even mention it.
Nor does anyone ever mentioned the greenhouse gases already locked in the
system. Nor that air pollution is hiding some warming; so that, when we stop
burning fossil fuels, we already have an extra level of warming - perhaps as
high as 0.5 to 1.1 degrees Celsius.
Furthermore, does hardly anyone speak about the fact that we are in the
midst of the sixth mass extinction: With up to 200 species going extinct every
single day. That the extinction rate is today between 1000 and 10,000 times
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higher than what is seen as normal.
Nor does hardly anyone ever speak about the aspect of equity or climate
justice, clearly stated everywhere in the Paris agreement, which is absolutely
necessary to make it work on a global scale. That means that rich countries
need to get down to zero emissions within 6 to 12 years with today’s emission
speed. And that is so that people in poorer countries can have a chance to
heighten their standard of living by building some of the infrastructures that
we have already built, such as roads, schools, hospitals, clean drinking water,
electricity, and so on. Because, how can we expect countries like India or
Nigeria to care about the climate crisis if we, who already have everything,
don’t care even a second about it or our actual commitments to the Paris
agreement?
So why are we not reducing our emissions? Why are they in fact still
increasing? Are we knowingly causing a mass extinction? Are we evil?
No, of course, not. People keep doing what they do because the vast majority doesn’t have a clue about the actual consequences for their everyday life.
And they don’t know that rapid change is required.
We all think we know and we all think everybody knows. But we don’t.
Because, how could we? If there really was a crisis, and if this crisis was
caused by our emissions, you would at least see some signs. Not just flooded
cities. Tens of thousands of dead people and whole nations leveled to piles of
torn down buildings. You would see some restrictions.
But no. And no one talks about it. There are no emergency meetings, no
headlines, no breaking news. No one is acting as if we were in a crisis.
Even most climate scientists or green politicians keep on flying around the
world, eating meat and dairy.
If I live to be 100, I will be alive in the year 2103. When you think about
the future today, you don’t think beyond the year 2050. By then I will, in the
best case, not even have lived half of my life. What happens next? In the year
2078, I will celebrate my 75th birthday. If I have children or grandchildren,
maybe they will spend that day with me. Maybe they will ask me about you,
the people who were around back in 2018. Maybe they will ask why you didn’t
do anything while there still was time to act. What we do or don’t do right
now, will affect my entire life and the lives of my children and grandchildren.
What we do or don’t do right now, me and my generation can’t undo in the
future.
So, when school started in August of this year, I decided that this was
enough. I set myself down on the ground outside the Swedish parliament. I
school-striked for the climate.
Some people say that I should be in school instead. Some people say that
I should study, to become a climate scientist so that I can solve the climate
crisis.
But the climate crisis has already been solved. We already have all the facts
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and solutions. All we have to do is to wake up and change.
And why should I be studying for a future that soon will be no more, when
no one is doing anything whatsoever to save that future? And what is the
point of learning facts in the school system, when the most important facts
given by the finest science of that same school system clearly means nothing
to our politicians and our society?
Some people say that Sweden is just a small country and that it doesn’t
matter what we do. But I think that if a few children can get headlines all
over the world just by not coming to school for a few weeks, imagine what we
could all do together if we wanted to?
Now we’re almost at the end of my talk and this is where people usually
people usually start talking about hope. Solar panels, wind power, circular
economy, and so on. But I’m not going to do that. We’ve had 30 years of pep
talking and selling positive ideas. And I’m sorry but it doesn’t work because
if it would have, the emissions would have gone down by now. They haven’t.
And yes, we do need hope. Of course, we do. But the one thing we need
more than hope is action. Once we start to act, hope is everywhere. So instead
of looking for hope, look for action. Then and only then, hope will come today.
Today we use 100 million barrels of oil every single day. There are no politics
to change that. There are no rules to keep that oil in the ground. So, we can’t
save the world by playing by the rules, because the rules have to be changed.
Everything needs to change and it has to start today.
Thank you.

5.24

Only immediate climate action can save the future

Immediate action to halt the extraction of fossil fuels and greatly reduce the emission
of CO2 and other greenhouse gasses is needed to save the long-term future of human
civilization and the biosphere.
At the opening ceremony of United Nations-sponsored climate talks in Katowice, Poland,
Sir David Attenborough said “Right now, we are facing a man-made disaster of global scale.
Our greatest threat in thousands of years. Climate change. If we don’t take action, the
collapse of our civilizations and the extinction of much of the natural world is on the horizon. The world’s people have spoken. Their message is clear. Time is running out. They
want you, the decision-makers, to act now.”
Antonio Guterres, UN Secretary-General, said climate change was already “a matter
of life and death” for many countries. He added that the world is “nowhere near where it
needs to be” on the transition to a low-carbon economy.
Swedish student Greta Thunberg, is a 16-year-old who has launched a climate protest
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movement in her country. She said, in a short but very clear speech after that of UN leader
Antonio Guterres: “Some people say that I should be in school instead. Some people say
that I should study to become a climate scientist so that I can ‘solve the climate crisis’. But
the climate crisis has already been solved. We already have all the facts and solutions.”
She added: “Why should I be studying for a future that soon may be no more, when
no one is doing anything to save that future? And what is the point of learning facts when
the most important facts clearly mean nothing to our society?”
Thunberg continued: “Today we use 100 million barrels of oil every single day. There
are no politics to change that. There are no rules to keep that oil in the ground. So we
can’t save the world by playing by the rules. Because the rules have to be changed.”
She concluded by saying that “since our leaders are behaving like children, we will have
to take the responsibility they should have taken long ago.”
Appearing among billionaires, corporate CEO’s and heads of state at the Davos Economic Forum in Switzerland, like a new Joan of Arc, 16-year-old Swedish climate activist
Greta Thunberg called on decision-makers to fulfil their responsibilities towards future
generations. Here are some excerpts from her speech:

Greta’s speech at Davos
Our house is on fire. I am here to say, our house is on fire. According to
the IPCC, we are less than 12 years away from not being able to undo our
mistakes. In that time, unprecedented changes in all aspects of society need to
have taken place, including a reduction of our CO2 emissions by at least 50%...
Here in Davos - just like everywhere else - everyone is talking about money.
It seems money and growth are our only main concerns.
And since the climate crisis has never once been treated as a crisis, people
are simply not aware of the full consequences on our everyday life. People are
not aware that there is such a thing as a carbon budget, and just how incredibly
small that remaining carbon budget is. That needs to change today.
No other current challenge can match the importance of establishing a wide,
public awareness and understanding of our rapidly disappearing carbon budget,
that should and must become our new global currency and the very heart of
our future and present economics.
We are at a time in history where everyone with any insight of the climate
crisis that threatens our civilization - and the entire biosphere - must speak
out in clear language, no matter how uncomfortable and unprofitable that may
be.
We must change almost everything in our current societies. The bigger your
carbon footprint, the bigger your moral duty. The bigger your platform, the
bigger your responsibility.
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Figure 5.19: Greta Thunberg on the cover of Time Magazine, The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, in their October 2018 report, used strong
enough language to wake up at least part of the public: the children whose
future is at stake. Here is an excerpt from a speech which 16-year-old Swedish
climate activist Greta Thunberg made at the Davos Economic Forum in January, 2019: “Our house is on fire. I am here to say, our house is on fire.
According to the IPCC, we are less than 12 years away from not being able
to undo our mistakes. In that time, unprecedented changes in all aspects of
society need to have taken place, including a reduction of our CO2 emissions
by at least 50%...”
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Worldwide school strike, 15 March, 2019

Over 1.4 million young students across all continents took to the streets on Friday March
15th for the first ever global climate strike. Messages in more than 40 languages were loud
and clear: world leaders must act now to address the climate crisis and save our future.
The school strike was the largest climate action in history. Nevertheless it went almost
unmentioned in the media,
Here are some of the statements by the students explaining why they took part in the
strikes:
In India, no one talks about climate change. You don’t see it on the news
or in the papers or hear about it from government. We want global leaders
to declare a climate emergency. If we don’t act today, then we will have no
tomorrow. - Vidit Baya, 17, Udaipur, India.
We face heartbreaking loss due to increasingly extreme weather events. We
urge the Taiwanese government to implement mitigation measures and face
up to the vulnerability of indigenous people, halt construction projects in the
indigenous traditional realm, and recognize the legal status of Plains Indigenous People, in order to implement environmental protection as a bottom-up
approach - Kaisanan Ahuan, Puli City, Taiwan.
We have reached a point in history when we have the technical capacities
to solve poverty, malnutrition, inequality and of course global warming. The
deciding factors for whether we take advantage of our potential will be our
activism, our international unity and our ability to develop the art of making
the impossible possible. Whether we succeed or not depends on our political
will - Eyal Weintraub, 18, and Bruno Rodriguez, 18, Argentina.
The damage done by multinationals is enormous: the lack of transparency, dubious contracts, the weakening of the soil, the destruction of flora and fauna,
the lack of respect for mining codes, the contamination of groundwater. In
Mali, the state exercises insufficient control over the practices of the multinationals, and it is us, the citizens, who suffer the consequences. The climate
alarm has sounded, and the time has come for us all to realize that there is
still time to act locally, in our homes, our villages, our cities - Mone Fousseny,
22, Mali.
25
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Figure 5.20: Eve White and her children join climate protesters in Tasmania.
According to an article in The Guardian, parents and grandparents around the
world are mobilizing in support of the youth climate movement that has swept
the globe.
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Concerns of young protesters are justified
In an article in the journal Science dated 12 April, 2019, 26 20 prominent climate scientists
stated that the concerns of student protesters around the world are fully justified. Here
are some quotations from the article:
The world’s youth have begun to persistently demonstrate for the protection of the climate and other foundations of human well-being. As scientists
and scholars who have recently initiated similar letters of support in our countries, we call for our colleagues across all disciplines and from the entire world
to support these young climate protesters. We declare: Their concerns are
justified and supported by the best available science. The current measures for
protecting the climate and biosphere are deeply inadequate.
Nearly every country has signed and ratified the Paris Agreement of 2015,
committing under international law to hold global warming well below 2o C
above preindustrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5o C. The scientific community has clearly concluded that a global
warming of 2o C instead of 1.5o C would substantially increase climate-related
impacts and the risk of some becoming irreversible. Moreover, given the uneven distribution of most impacts, 2o C of warming would further exacerbate
existing global inequalities.
It is critical to immediately begin a rapid reduction in CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions. The degree of climate crisis that humanity will experience
in the future will be determined by our cumulative emissions; rapid reduction
now will limit the damage. For example, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has recently assessed that halving CO2 emissions by
2030 (relative to 2010 levels) and globally achieving net-zero CO2 2 emissions
by 2050 (as well as strong reductions in other greenhouse gases) would allow a
50% chance of staying below 1.5o C of warming. Considering that industrialized
countries produced more of and benefited more from previous emissions, they
have an ethical responsibility to achieve this transition more quickly than the
world as a whole.
Many social, technological, and nature-based solutions already exist. The
young protesters rightfully demand that these solutions be used to achieve a
sustainable society. Without bold and focused action, their future is in critical
danger. There is no time to wait until they are in power...
The enormous grassroots mobilization of the youth climate movement including Fridays for Future, School (or Youth) Strike 4 Climate, Youth for (or
4) Climate, and Youth Climate Strike - shows that young people understand
the situation. We approve and support their demand for rapid and forceful
action. We see it as our social, ethical, and scholarly responsibility to state in
no uncertain terms: Only if humanity acts quickly and resolutely can we limit
26
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global warming, halt the ongoing mass extinction of animal and plant species,
and preserve the natural basis for the food supply and well-being of present
and future generations. This is what the young people want to achieve. They
deserve our respect and full support.
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Figure 5.21: Greta Thunberg addressing a meeting of the European Parliament
in April, 2019. She complained that Brexit was treated as an emergency by the
European Union, but climate change, which is a far greater emergency has been
almost neglected. The 16-year-old, who is due to meet the Pope on Wednesday,
said, “We face an end to civilization as we know it unless permanent changes
take place in our society...European elections are coming soon and many like
me who are affected most by this crisis, are not allowed to vote. That is why
millions of children are taking to the street to draw attention to the climate
crisis... It is not too late to act but it will take far-reaching vision and fierce
determination... My plea is: Please wake up and do the seemingly impossible.”

5.26. THE WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION’S REPORT
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The World Meteorological Organization’s report

According to a recent United Nations report, extreme weather events displaced 2 million
people during 2018. While no single event can be unambiguously attributed to anthropogenic climate change, scientists believe the the increasing frequency of extreme weather
events is definitely linked to global warming. The same is true of their increasing severity.
The report states that during 2018, extreme weather events impacted roughly 62 million
people, of whom 2 million were displaced from their homes. In the words of the WMO
report, “The physical signs and socio-economic impacts of climate change are accelerating,
as record greenhouse gas concentrations drive global temperatures towards increasingly
dangerous levels.”
UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres, speaking at the launching of the WMO report, used the occasion to remind global leaders of the urgency of the climate emergency.
Guterres has convened a climate summit meeting scheduled for September 23, 2019, and
referring to the meeting, he said: “Don’t come with a speech, come with a plan. This is
what science says is needed. It is what young people around the globe are rightfully demanding.” Two weeks previously, on March 15, one and a half million students from more
that 130 countries had skipped school to participate in the largest climate demonstration
in history, demanding action to save the future from the threat of catastrophic climate
change.

5.27

Only 12 years left to limit climate change catastrophe

The world’s leading scientists met at the Forty-Eighth Session of the IPCC and First Joint
Session of Working Groups I, II, and III, 1-5 October 2018 in Inchon, Republic of Korea
and openly declared that civilization is on track for collapse because of reckless use of fossil
fuels, unless immediate action is taken to drastically cut the extraction and use of fossil
fuels.
The report finds that limiting global warming to 1.5o C would require “rapid and farreaching” transitions in land, energy, industry, buildings, transport, and cities. Global net
human-caused emissions of carbon dioxide would need to fall by about 45 percent from
2010 levels by 2030, reaching ‘net zero’ around 2050.
“It’s a line in the sand and what it says to our species is that this is the moment and
we must act now,” said Debra Roberts, a co-chair of the working group on impacts. “This
is the largest clarion bell from the science community and I hope it mobilizes people and
dents the mood of complacency.”
“We have presented governments with pretty hard choices. We have pointed out the
enormous benefits of keeping to 1.5C, and also the unprecedented shift in energy systems
and transport that would be needed to achieve that,” said Jim Skea, a co-chair of the
working group on mitigation. “We show it can be done within laws of physics and chemistry.
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Figure 5.22: A firefighter battles fire in California. The world is currently 1
degree Centigrade warmer than preindustrial levels.
Then the final tick box is political will. We cannot answer that. Only our audience can and that is the governments that receive it.”
Bob Ward, of the Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change, said the final document was “incredibly conservative” because it did not mention the likely rise in climatedriven refugees or the danger of tipping points that could push the world on to an irreversible path of extreme warming.
Policymakers commissioned the report at the Paris climate talks in 2016, but since
then the gap between science and politics has widened. Donald Trump has promised to
withdraw the US - the world’s biggest source of historical emissions - from the accord.
Brazil’s president. Jair Bolsonaro, threatens to do the same and also open the Amazon
rainforest to agribusiness.

5.28

COP24, the climate summit in Poland

The UN Secretary General’s address to the opening session
Welcome to COP 24.
I thank President Duda, Minister Kowalczyk and COP President Designate
Mijal Kurtyka for their warm welcome.
We are in trouble. We are in deep trouble with climate change.
Climate change is running faster than we are and we must catch up sooner
rather than later before it is too late.
For many, people, regions even countries this is already a matter of life and
death.
This meeting is the most important gathering on climate change since the
Paris Agreement was signed.
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Figure 5.23: UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres: “It is hard to overstate
the urgency of our situation. Even as we witness devastating climate impacts
causing havoc across the world, we are still not doing enough, nor moving fast
enough, to prevent irreversible and catastrophic climate disruption. Nor are we
doing enough to capitalize on the enormous social, economic and environmental
opportunities of climate action.”
It is hard to overstate the urgency of our situation.
Even as we witness devastating climate impacts causing havoc across the
world, we are still not doing enough, nor moving fast enough, to prevent irreversible and catastrophic climate disruption.
Nor are we doing enough to capitalize on the enormous social, economic
and environmental opportunities of climate action.
And so, I want to deliver four simple messages.
First: science demands a significantly more ambitious response.
Second: the Paris Agreement provides the framework for action, so we must
operationalize it.
Third: we have a collective responsibility to invest in averting global climate
chaos, to consolidate the financial commitments made in Paris and to assist the
most vulnerable communities and nations.
Fourth: climate action offers a compelling path to transform our world for
the better.
Let me turn first to science.
According to the World Meteorological Organization, the 20 warmest years
on record have been in the past 22 years, with the top four in the past four
years.
The concentration of carbon dioxide is the highest it has been in 3 million
years.
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Emissions are now growing again.
The recent special report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change finds that warming could reach 1.5 degrees as soon as 2030, with devastating impacts.
The latest UN Environment Programme Emissions Gap Report tells us that
the current Nationally Determined Contributions under the Paris Agreement
will lead to global warming of about 3 degrees by the end of the century.
Furthermore, the majority of countries most responsible for greenhouse gas
emissions are behind in their efforts to meet their Paris pledges.
So, it is plain we are way off course.
We need more action and more ambition.
We absolutely have to close this emissions gap.
If we fail, the Arctic and Antarctic will continue to melt, corals will bleach
and then die, the oceans will rise, more people will die from air pollution,
water scarcity will plague a significant proportion of humanity, and the cost of
disasters will skyrocket.
Last year I visited Barbuda and Dominica, which were devastated by hurricanes. The destruction and suffering I saw was heart-breaking. That story is
repeated almost daily somewhere in the world.
These emergencies are preventable.
Emissions must decline by 45 per cent from 2010 levels by 2030 and be net
zero by 2050.
Renewable energy will need to supply half to two-thirds of the world’s primary energy by 2050 with a corresponding reduction in fossil fuels.
In short, we need a complete transformation of our global energy economy,
as well as how we manage land and forest resources.
We need to embrace low-carbon, climate-resilient sustainable development.
I am hopeful that the Talanoa Dialogue will provide a very strong impulse
for increased ambition in the commitments for climate action.
Excellencies,
This brings me to my second point.
The Paris Agreement provides a framework for the transformation we need.
It is our job here in Katowice is to finalize the Paris Agreement Work
Programme – the rule book for implementation.
I remind all Parties that this is a deadline you set for yourselves and it is
vital you meet it.
We need a unifying implementation vision that sets out clear rules, inspires
action and promotes raised ambition, based on the principle of equity and
common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities, in light
of different national circumstances.
We have no time for limitless negotiations.
A completed Work Programme will unleash the potential of the Paris Agreement.
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It will build trust and make clear that countries are serious about addressing
climate change.
Dear Friends,
This brings me to my third point: the central importance of finance.
We need concerted resource mobilization and investment to successfully
combat climate change.
We need transformative climate action in five key economic areas - energy,
cities, land use, water and industry.
Some 75 per cent of the infrastructure needed by 2050 still remains to be
built.
How this is done will either lock us in to a high-emissions future or steer us
towards truly sustainable low-emissions development.
Governments and investors need to bet on the green economy, not the grey.
That means embracing carbon pricing, eliminating harmful fossil fuel subsidies and investing in clean technologies.
It also means providing a fair transition for those workers in traditional
sectors that face disruption, including through retraining and social safety nets.
We also have a collective responsibility to assist the most vulnerable communities and countries - such as small island nations and the least developed
countries - by supporting adaptation and resilience.
Making clear progress to mobilize the pledged $100 billion dollars a year
will provide a much-needed positive political signal.
I have appointed the President of France and Prime Minister of Jamaica to
lead the mobilization of the international community, both public and private,
to reach that target in the context of preparation of the Climate Summit I
have convened in September of next year.
I also urge Member States to swiftly implement the replenishment of the
Green Climate Fund.
It is an investment in a safer, less costly future.
Dear Friends,
All too often, climate action is seen as a burden. My fourth point is this:
decisive climate action today is our chance to right our ship and set a course
for a better future for all.
We have the knowledge.
Many technological solutions are already viable and affordable.
Cities, regions, civil society and the business community around the world
are moving ahead.
What we need is political more will and more far-sighted leadership.
This is the challenge on which this generation’s leaders will be judged.
Climate action is not just the right thing to do - it makes social and economic
sense.
Meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement would reduce air pollution - saving
more than a million lives each year by 2030, according to the World Health
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Organization.
According to the recent New Climate Economy report, ambitious climate
action could yield 65 million jobs and a direct economic gain of $26 trillion US
dollars compared to business as usual over the next 12 years.
We are seeing early signs of this economic transformation, but we are
nowhere near where we need to be.
The transition to a low-carbon economy needs political impetus from the
highest levels.
And it requires inclusivity, because everyone is affected by climate change.
That is the message of the Talanoa Dialogue.
We need a full-scale mobilization of young people.
And we need a global commitment to gender equality, because women’s
leadership is central to durable climate solutions.
A successful conference here in Katowice can provide the catalyst.
There is now significant global momentum for climate action.
It has galvanized private business and investors around the world, while
cities and regional governments are also showing that ambitious climate action
is possible and desirable.
Let us build on this momentum.
I am convening a Climate Summit in September next year to raise ambition
and mobilize the necessary resources.
But that ambition needs to begin here, right now, in Katowice, driven by
governments and leaders who understand that their legacies and the well-being
of future generations are at stake.
We cannot afford to fail in Katowice.
Some might say that it will be a difficult negotiation. I know it is not
easy. It requires a firm political will for compromise. But, for me, what is
really difficult is to be a fisherman in Kiribati seeing his country in risk of
disappearing or a farmer or herder in the Sahel losing livelihoods and losing
peace. Or being a woman in Dominica or any other Caribbean nation enduring
hurricane after hurricane destroying everything in its path.
Ladies and gentlemen,
Climate change is the single most important issue we face.
It affects all our plans for sustainable development and a safe, secure and
prosperous world.
So, it is hard to comprehend why we are collectively still moving too slowly
- and even in the wrong direction.
The IPCC’s Special Report tells us that we still have time to limit temperature rise.
But that time is running out.
We achieved success in Paris because negotiators were working towards a
common goal.
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Figure 5.24: Greta: “Many people say that Sweden is just a small country, and
it doesn’t matter what we do. But I’ve learned that you are never too small to
make a difference. And if a few children can get headlines all over the world
just by not going to school, then imagine what we could all do together if we
really wanted to.”
I implore you to maintain the same spirit of urgent collaboration here in
Katowice with a dynamic Polish leadership in the negotiations.
Katowice must ensure that the bonds of trust established in Paris will endure.
Incredible opportunity exists if we embrace a low-carbon future and unleash
the power of the Paris Agreement.
But we must start today building the tomorrow we want.
Let us rise to the challenge and finish the work the world demands of us.
Thank you.

Greta Thunberg’s address to the opening session
Greta Thunberg (born 3 January 2003) is a Swedish climate activist. She is known for
protesting outside the Swedish parliament building to raise climate change activism.
On 20 August 2018, Thunberg, then in 9th grade, decided to not attend school until
the 2018 Sweden general election on 9 September after heat waves and wildfires in Sweden.
Her demands were that the Sweden government reduce carbon emissions as per the Paris
Agreement, and she protested via sitting outside the Riksdag every day during school hours
with the sign “Skolstrejk för klimatet” (school strike for the climate). After the general
elections, she continued to strike only on Fridays. The strike is now in its 17th week. The
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Figure 5.25: Greta: “You only talk about moving forward with the same bad
ideas that got us into this mess, even when the only sensible thing to do is pull
the emergency brake. You are not mature enough to tell it like it is. Even that
burden you leave to us children.”

Figure 5.26: Greta: “Until you start focusing on what needs to be done, rather
than what is politically possible, there is no hope. We cannot solve a crisis
without treating it as a crisis. We need to keep the fossil fuels in the ground,
and we need to focus on equity. And if solutions within the system are so
impossible to find, then maybe we should change the system itself.”
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is given below,

My name is Greta Thunberg. I am 15 years old, and I’m from Sweden. I
speak on behalf of Climate Justice Now!
Many people say that Sweden is just a small country, and it doesn’t matter
what we do. But I’ve learned that you are never too small to make a difference.
And if a few children can get headlines all over the world just by not going to
school, then imagine what we could all do together if we really wanted to.
But to do that, we have to speak clearly, no matter how uncomfortable that
may be. You only speak of green eternal economic growth because you are too
scared of being unpopular. You only talk about moving forward with the same
bad ideas that got us into this mess, even when the only sensible thing to do
is pull the emergency brake. You are not mature enough to tell it like it is.
Even that burden you leave to us children.
But I don’t care about being popular. I care about climate justice and the
living planet. Our civilization is being sacrificed for the opportunity of a very
small number of people to continue making enormous amounts of money. Our
biosphere is being sacrificed so that rich people in countries like mine can live
in luxury. It is the sufferings of the many which pay for the luxuries of the
few.
The year 2078, I will celebrate my 75th birthday. If I have children, maybe
they will spend that day with me. Maybe they will ask me about you. Maybe
they will ask why you didn’t do anything while there still was time to act. You
say you love your children above all else, and yet you are stealing their future
in front of their very eyes.
Until you start focusing on what needs to be done, rather than what is
politically possible, there is no hope. We cannot solve a crisis without treating
it as a crisis. We need to keep the fossil fuels in the ground, and we need to
focus on equity. And if solutions within the system are so impossible to find,
then maybe we should change the system itself.
We have not come here to beg world leaders to care. You have ignored us
in the past, and you will ignore us again. We have run out of excuses, and
we are running out of time. We have come here to let you know that change
is coming, whether you like it or not. The real power belongs to the people.
Thank you.

27
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29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdAOgNTxxt0
30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJ1HRGA8g10
28
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Figure 5.27: Greta Thunberg addresses the National Assembly In Paris on July
23, 2019 in Paris, France.
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Figure 5.28: Greta Thunberg crossing the Atlantic on a small emission-free boat.
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The UK declares a climate emergency

Introducing the motion in the House of Commons, Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn said:
“We have no time to waste. We are living in a climate crisis that will spiral
dangerously out of control unless we take rapid and dramatic action now. This
is no longer about a distant future. We’re talking about nothing less than the
irreversible destruction of the environment within our lifetimes of members of
this house.”
Here are some excerpts from an article by Amy Goodman and Nermeen Shaikh of
Democracy now published in Truthout on May 2, 2019.31 :
On Wednesday, the House of Commons became the first parliament in the
world to declare a climate emergency. The resolution came on the heels of the
recent Extinction Rebellion mass uprising that shut down Central London last
month in a series of direct actions. Activists closed bridges, occupied public
landmarks and even superglued themselves to buildings, sidewalks and trains
to demand urgent action to combat climate change. Police arrested more than
1,000 protesters. Labour Party Leader Jeremy Corbyn told Parliament, “We
are witnessing an unprecedented upsurge of climate activism, with groups like
Extinction Rebellion forcing the politicians in this building to listen. For all
the dismissive and defensive column inches the processes have provoked, they
are a massive and, I believe, very necessary wake-up call. Today we have the
opportunity to say, ‘We hear you.’” We speak with George Monbiot, British
journalist, author and columnist with The Guardian. His recent piece for The
Guardian is headlined “Only rebellion will prevent an ecological apocalypse.”
Monbiot says capitalism “is like a gun pointed at the heart of the planet.
It will essentially, necessarily destroy our life-support systems. Among those
characteristics is the drive for perpetual economic growth on a finite planet.”

31

https://truthout.org/video/george-monbiot-on-the-uk-climate-emergency/
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Understatement of existential climate risk

Here are some excerpts from a 44-page report entitled What Lies Beneath: The Understanding of Existential Climate Risk, by David Spratt and Ian Dunlop32 :
Three decades ago, when serious debate on human-induced climate change
began at the global level, a great deal of statesmanship was on display. There
was a preparedness to recognize that this was an issue transcending nation
states, ideologies and political parties which had to be addressed pro-actively
in the long-term interests of humanity as a whole. This was the case even
though the existential nature of the risk it posed was far less clear cut than it
is today.
As global institutions, such as the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) which was established at the Rio Earth Summit
in 1992, were developed to take up this challenge, and the extent of change
this would demand of the fossil-fuel-dominated world order became clearer, the
forces of resistance began to mobilize. Today, as a consequence, and despite the
diplomatic triumph of the 2015 Paris Agreement, the debate around climate
change policy has never been more dysfunctional, indeed Orwellian.
In his book 1984, George Orwell describes a double-think totalitarian state
where most of the population accepts “the most flagrant violations of reality, because they never fully grasped the enormity of what was demanded of
them, and were not sufficiently interested in public events to notice what was
32

https://www.breakthroughonline.org.au/
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happening. By lack of understanding they remained sane.”
Orwell could have been writing about climate change and policymaking. International agreements talk of limiting global warming to 1.5-2 degrees Celsius
(o C), but in reality they set the world on a path of 3-5o C of warming. Goals
are reaffirmed, only to be abandoned. Coal is “clean”. Just 1o C of warming
is already dangerous, but this cannot be admitted. The planetary future is
hostage to myopic national self-interest. Action is delayed on the assumption
that as yet unproven technologies will save the day, decades hence. The risks
are existential, but it is “alarmist” to say so.
A one-in-two or one-in-three chance of missing a goal is normalized as reasonable. Moral hazard permeates official thinking, in that there is an incentive
to ignore the risks in the interests of political expediency.
Climate policymaking for years has been cognitively dissonant, “a flagrant
violation of reality”. So it is unsurprising that there is a lack of understanding
amongst the public and elites of the full measure of the climate challenge. Yet
most Australians sense where we are heading: three-quarters of Australians see
climate change as catastrophic risk, and half see our way of life ending within
the next 100 years.
Politics and policymaking have norms: rules and practices, assumptions
and boundaries, that constrain and shape them. In recent years, the previous
norms of statesmanship and long-term thinking have disappeared, replaced
by an obsession with short-term political and commercial advantage. Climate
policymaking is no exception. Since 1992, short-term economic interest has
trumped environmental and future human needs.
The world today emits 50% more carbon dioxide (CO2 ) from the consumption of energy than it did 25 years ago, and the global economy has more than
doubled in size. The UNFCCC strives “to enable economic development to proceed in a sustainable manner”, but every year humanity’s ecological footprint
becomes larger and less sustainable. Humanity now requires the biophysical
capacity of 1.7 Earths annually as it rapidly chews up natural capital.
A fast, emergency-scale transition to a post-fossil fuel world is absolutely
necessary to address climate change. But this is excluded from consideration
by policymakers because it is considered to be too disruptive. The orthodoxy is
that there is time for an orderly economic transition within the current shorttermist political paradigm. Discussion of what would be safe - less warming
than we presently experience - is non-existent. And so we have a policy failure
of epic proportions.
Policymakers, in their magical thinking, imagine a mitigation path of gradual change to be constructed over many decades in a growing, prosperous
world. The world not imagined is the one that now exists: of looming financial instability; of a global crisis of political legitimacy and “fake news”; of a
sustainability crisis that extends far beyond climate change to include all the
fundamentals of human existence and most significant planetary boundaries
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(soils, potable water, oceans, the atmosphere, biodiversity, and so on); and of
severe global energy-sector dislocation.
In anticipation of the upheaval that climate change would impose upon
the global order, the IPCC was established by the United Nations (UN) in
1988, charged with regularly assessing the global consensus on climate science
as a basis for policymaking. The IPCC Assessment Reports (AR), produced
every five-to-eight years, play a large part in the public framing of the climate
narrative: new reports are a global media event.
AR5 was produced in 2013-14, with AR6 due in 2022. The IPCC has
done critical, indispensable work of the highest standard in pulling together a
periodic consensus of what must be the most exhaustive scientific investigation
in world history.
It does not carry out its own research, but reviews and collates peerreviewed material from across the spectrum of this incredibly complex area,
identifying key issues and trends for policymaker consideration. However, the
IPCC process suffers from all the dangers of consensus-building in such a wideranging and complex arena. For example, IPCC reports, of necessity, do not
always contain the latest available information. Consensus-building can lead to
“least drama”, lowest-common-denominator outcomes, which overlook critical
issues. This is particularly the case with the “fat-tails” of probability distributions, that is, the high-impact but lower-probability events where scientific
knowledge is more limited.
Vested-interest pressure is acute in all directions; climate denialists accuse
the IPCC of alarmism, whereas many climate action proponents consider the
IPCC to be far too conservative. To cap it all, the IPCC conclusions are subject
to intense political oversight before being released, which historically has had
the effect of substantially watering-down sound scientific findings.
These limitations are understandable, and arguably were not of overriding
importance in the early period of the IPCC. However, as time has progressed,
it is now clear that the risks posed by climate change are far greater than
previously anticipated. We have moved out of the twilight period of much
talk, but relatively limited climate impacts, into the harsh light of physicallyevident existential threats. Climate change is now turning nasty, as we have
witnessed recently in the North America, East and South Asia, the Middle
East and Europe, with record-breaking heatwaves and wildfires, more intense
flooding and more damaging hurricanes.
The distinction between climate science and risk is the critical issue, for
the two are not the same. Scientific reticence - a reluctance to spell out the
full risk implications of climate science in the absence of perfect information
- has become a major problem. Whilst this is understandable, particularly
when scientists are continually criticized by denialists and political apparatchiks
for speaking out, it is extremely dangerous given the fat-tail risks of climate
change. Waiting for perfect information, as we are continually urged to do
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by political and economic elites, means it will be too late to act. Time is not
on our side. Sensible risk management addresses risk in time to prevent it
happening, and that time is now.
Irreversible, adverse climate change on the global scale now occurring is an
existential risk to human civilization. Many of the world’s top climate scientists
- Kevin Anderson, James Hansen, Michael E. Mann, Michael Oppenheimer,
Naomi Oreskes, Stefan Rahmstorf, Eric Rignot, Hans Joachim Schellnhuber,
Kevin Trenberth and others - who are quoted in this report well understand
these implications and are forthright about their findings, where we are heading, and the limitations of IPCC reports.
This report seeks to alert the wider community and business and political
leaders to these limitations and urges changes to the IPCC approach, to the
wider UNFCCC negotiations, and to national policymaking. It is clear that existing processes will not deliver the transformation to a carbon-negative world
in the limited time now available. We urgently require a re-framing of scientific research within an existential risk-management framework. This requires
special precautions that go well beyond conventional risk management. Like
an iceberg, there is great danger in “what lies beneath”.

Existential Risk to Human Civilization
In 2016, the World Economic Forum survey of the most impactful risks for the
years ahead elevated the failure of climate change mitigation and adaptation to
the top of the list, ahead of weapons of mass destruction, ranking second, and
water crises, ranking third. By 2018, following a year characterized by highimpact hurricanes and extreme temperatures, extreme-weather events were
seen as the single most prominent risk. As the survey noted: “We have been
pushing our planet to the brink and the damage is becoming increasingly clear.”
Climate change is an existential risk to human civilization: that is, an adverse outcome that would either annihilate intelligent life or permanently and
drastically curtail its potential.
Temperature rises that are now in prospect, after the Paris Agreement, are
in the range of 3-5 o C. At present, the Paris Agreement voluntary emission
reduction commitments, if implemented, would result in planetary warming of
3.4 o C by 2100, without taking into account “long-term” carbon- cycle feedbacks. With a higher climate sensitivity figure of 4.5 o C, for example, which
would account for such feedbacks, the Paris path would result in around 5 o C
of warming, according to a MIT study.
A study by Schroeder Investment Management published in June 2017
found - after taking into account indicators across a wide range of the political, financial, energy and regulatory sectors - the average temperature increase
implied for the Paris Agreement across all sectors was 4.1 o C.
Yet 3 o C of warming already constitutes an existential risk. A 2007 study
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by two US national security think-tanks concluded that 3 o C of warming and
a 0.5 meter sea-level rise would likely lead to “outright chaos” and “nuclear
war is possible”, emphasizing how “massive non-linear events in the global
environment give rise to massive nonlinear societal event”.
The Global Challenges Foundation (GCF) explains what could happen: “If
climate change was to reach 3 o C, most of Bangladesh and Florida would drown,
while major coastal cities - Shanghai, Lagos, Mumbai - would be swamped,
likely creating large flows of climate refugees. Most regions in the world would
see a significant drop in food production and increasing numbers of extreme
weather events, whether heat waves, floods or storms. This likely scenario for
a 3 o C rise does not take into account the considerable risk that self-reinforcing
feedback loops set in when a certain threshold is reached, leading to an ever
increasing rise in temperature. Potential thresholds include the melting of
the Arctic permafrost releasing methane into the atmosphere, forest die-back
releasing the carbon currently stored in the Amazon and boreal forests, or the
melting of polar ice caps that would no longer reflect away light and heat from
the sun.”
Warming of 4 o C or more could reduce the global human population by 80%
or 90%, and the World Bank reports “there is no certainty that adaptation to
a 4 o C world is possible.”
Prof. Kevin Anderson says a 4 o C future “is incompatible with an organized
global community, is likely to be beyond ‘adaptation’, is devastating to the
majority of ecosystems, and has a high probability of not being stable”.
This is a commonly-held sentiment amongst climate scientists. A recent
study by the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre found that if the
global temperature rose 4 o C, then extreme heatwaves with “apparent temperatures” peaking at over 55 o C will begin to regularly affect many densely
populated parts of the world, forcing much activity in the modern industrial
world to stop. (“Apparent temperatures” refers to the Heat Index, which
quantifies the combined effect of heat and humidity to provide people with a
means of avoiding dangerous conditions.)
In 2017, one of the first research papers to focus explicitly on existential
climate risks proposed that “mitigation goals be set in terms of climate risk
category instead of a temperature threshold”, and established a “dangerous”
risk category of warming greater than 1.5 o C, and a “catastrophic” category
for warming of 3 o C or more. The authors focussed on the impacts on the
world’s poorest three billion people, on health and heat stress, and the impacts
of climate extremes on such people with limited adaptation resources. They
found that a 2 o C warming “would double the land area subject to deadly heat
and expose 48% of the population (to deadly heat). A 4 o C warming by 2100
would subject 47% of the land area and almost 74% of the world population to
deadly heat, which could pose existential risks to humans and mammals alike
unless massive adaptation measures are implemented.”
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A 2017 survey of global catastrophic risks by the Global Challenges Foundation found that: “In high-end [climate] scenarios, the scale of destruction
is beyond our capacity to model, with a high likelihood of human civilization
coming to an end.”
84% of 8000 people in eight countries surveyed for the Foundation considered
climate change a “global catastrophic risk”.
Existential risk may arise from a fast rate of system change, since the capacity to adapt, in both the natural and human worlds, is inversely proportional
to the pace of change, amongst other factors. In 2004, researchers reported on
the rate of warming as a driver of extinction...
At 4 o C of warming “the limits for adaptation for natural systems would
largely be exceeded throughout the world”.
Ecological breakdown of this scale would ensure an existential human crisis.
By slow degrees, these existential risks are being recognized. In May 2018,
an inquiry by the Australian Senate into national security and global warming
recognized “climate change as a current and existential national security risk...
defined as ‘one that threatens the premature extinction of Earth-originating
intelligent life or the permanent and drastic destruction of its potential for
desirable future development’”.
In April 2018, the Intelligence on European Pensions and Institutional Investment think-tank warned business leaders that “climate change is an existential risk whose elimination must become a corporate objective”.
However the most recent IPCC Assessment Report did not consider the
issue. Whilst the term “risk management” appears in the 2014 IPCC Synthesis Report fourteen times, the terms “existential” and “catastrophic” do not
appear...

5.31

The 2018 IPCC report

Excerpts from an article summarizing the report
Here are excerpts from an article entitled UN Experts Warn of ’Climate Catastrophe’
by 2040 by Jesica Corbett. The article was published in Common Dreams on Monday,
October 8, 2018.33 :
“The climate crisis is here and already impacting the most vulnerable,”
notes 350.org’s program director. “Staying under 1.5o C is now a matter of
political will.”
Underscoring the need for “rapid, far-reaching, and unprecedented” changes
to life as we know it to combat the global climate crisis, a new report from
33
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the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) - the United Nations’
leading body for climate science - details what the world could look like if the
global temperature rises to 1.5o C versus 2o C (2.7o F versus 3.6o F) above preindustrial levels, and outlines pathways to reducing greenhouse gas emissions
in the context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty.
“Climate change represents an urgent and potentially irreversible threat to
human societies and the planet,” the report reads. “Human-induced warming
has already reached about 1o C (1.8o F) above pre-industrial levels at the time
of writing of this Special Report... If the current warming rate continues, the
world would reach human-induced global warming of 1.5o C around 2040.”
Approved by the IPCC in South Korea on Saturday ahead of COP24 in
Poland in December, Global Warming of 1.5o C was produced by 91 authors
and reviewers from 40 countries. Its release has elicited calls to action from
climate campaigners and policymakers the world over.
“This is a climate emergency. The IPCC 1.5 report starkly illustrates the
difference between temperature rises of 1.5o C and 2o C - for many around the
world this is a matter of life and death,” declared Karin Nansen, chair of
Friends of the Earth International (FOEI). “It is crucial to keep temperature
rise well below 1.5 degrees ... but the evidence presented by the IPCC shows
that there is a narrow and shrinking window in which to do so.”
The report was requested when the international community came together
in December of 2015 for the Paris agreement, which aims to keep global warming within this century “well below” 2o C, with an ultimate target of 1.5o C.
President Donald Trump’s predecessor supported the accord, but Trump has
vowed to withdraw the United States, even as every other nation on the planet
has pledged their support for it. In many cases, however, sworn support hasn’t
led to effective policy.
“It’s a fresh reminder, if one was needed, that current emissions reduction
pledges are not enough to meet the long-term goals of the Paris agreement. Indeed, they are not enough for any appropriately ambitious temperature target,
given what we know about dangerous climate impacts already unfolding even
at lower temperature thresholds,” Rachel Cleetus, lead economist and climate
policy manager for the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), wrote ahead of
its release.
“The policy implications of the report are obvious: We need to implement a
suite of policies to sharply limit carbon emissions and build climate resilience,
and we must do all this is in a way that prioritizes equitable outcomes particularly for the world’s poor and marginalized communities,” Cleetus added.
“We want a just transition to a clean energy system that benefits people not
corporations,” Nansen emphasized. “Only with a radical transformation of our
energy, food and economic systems, embracing environmental, social, gender
and economic justice, can we prevent climate catastrophe and temperature
rises exceeding 1.5o C.”
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Only immediate climate action can save the future
Immediate action to halt the extraction of fossil fuels and greatly reduce the emission
of CO2 and other greenhouse gasses is needed to save the long-term future of human
civilization and the biosphere.
At the opening ceremony of United Nations-sponsored climate talks in Katowice, Poland,
Sir David Attenborough said “Right now, we are facing a man-made disaster of global scale.
Our greatest threat in thousands of years. Climate change. If we don’t take action, the
collapse of our civilizations and the extinction of much of the natural world is on the horizon. The world’s people have spoken. Their message is clear. Time is running out. They
want you, the decision-makers, to act now.”
Antonio Guterres, UN Secretary-General, said climate change was already “a matter
of life and death” for many countries. He added that the world is “nowhere near where it
needs to be” on the transition to a low-carbon economy.
Swedish student Greta Thunberg, is a 16-year-old who has launched a climate protest
movement in her country. She said, in a short but very clear speech after that of UN leader
Antonio Guterres: “Some people say that I should be in school instead. Some people say
that I should study to become a climate scientist so that I can ‘solve the climate crisis’. But
the climate crisis has already been solved. We already have all the facts and solutions.”
She added: “Why should I be studying for a future that soon may be no more, when
no one is doing anything to save that future? And what is the point of learning facts when
the most important facts clearly mean nothing to our society?”
Thunberg continued: “Today we use 100 million barrels of oil every single day. There
are no politics to change that. There are no rules to keep that oil in the ground. So we
can’t save the world by playing by the rules. Because the rules have to be changed.”
She concluded by saying that “since our leaders are behaving like children, we will have
to take the responsibility they should have taken long ago.”

Institutional inertia
Our collective failure to respond adequately to the current crisis is very largely due to institutional inertia. Our financial system is deeply embedded and resistant to change. Our
entire industrial infrastructure is based on fossil fuels; but if the future is to be saved, the
use of fossil fuels must stop. International relations are still based based on the concept
of absolutely sovereign nation states, even though this concept has become a dangerous
anachronism in an era of instantaneous global communication and economic interdependence. Within nations, systems of law and education change very slowly, although present
dangers demand rapid revolutions in outlook and lifestyle.
The failure of the recent climate conferences to produce strong final documents can be
attributed to the fact that the nations attending the conferences felt themselves to be in
competition with each other, when in fact they ought to have cooperated in response to
a common danger. The heavy hand of the fossil fuel industry also made itself felt at the
conferences.
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Until the development of coal-driven steam engines in the 19th century humans lived
more or less in harmony with their environment. Then, fossil fuels, representing many
millions of years of stored sunlight, were extracted and burned in two centuries, driving a
frenzy of growth of population and industry that has lasted until the present. But today,
the party is over. Coal, oil and gas are nearly exhausted, and what remains of them must
be left in the ground to avoid existential threats to humans and the biosphere. Big coal
and oil corporations base the value of their stocks on ownership of the remaining resources
that are still buried, and they can be counted on to use every trick, fair or unfair, to turn
those resources into money.
In general corporations represent a strong force resisting change. By law, the directors of
corporations are obliged to put the profits of stockholders above every other consideration.
No room whatever is left for an ecological or social conscience. Increasingly, corporations
have taken control of our mass media and our political system. They intervene in such a
way as to make themselves richer, and thus to increase their control of the system.

Polite conversation and cultural inertia
Each day, the conventions of polite conversation contribute to our sense that everything
is as it always was. Politeness requires that we do not talk about issues that might be
contrary to another person’s beliefs. Thus polite conversation is dominated by trivia,
entertainment, sports, the weather, gossip, food, and so on, Worries about the the distant
future , the danger of nuclear war, the danger of uncontrollable climate change, or the
danger of widespread famine seldom appear in conversations at the dinner table, over coffee
or at the pub. In conversations between polite people, we obtain the false impression that
all is well with the world. But in fact, all is not well. We have to act promptly and
adequately to save the future.
The situation is exactly the same in the mass media. The programs and articles are
dominated by trivia and entertainment. Serious discussions of the sudden crisis which
civilization now faces are almost entirely absent, because the focus is on popularity and
ratings. As Neil Postman remarked, we are entertaining ourselves to death.

Further growth implies future collapse
We have to face the fact that endless economic growth on a finite planet is a logical
impossibility, and that we have reached or passed the the sustainable limits to growth.
In today’s world, we are pressing against the absolute limits of the earth’s carrying
capacity, and further growth carries with it the danger of future collapse. In the long run,
neither the growth of industry not that of population is sustainable; and we have now
reached or exceeded the sustainable limits.
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Our responsibility to future generations and to the biosphere
All of the technology needed for the replacement of fossil fuels by renewable energy is
already in place. Although renewable sources currently supply only 19 percent of the
world’s energy requirements, they are growing rapidly. For example, wind energy is growing
at the rate of 30 percent per year. Because of the remarkable properties of exponential
growth, this will mean that wind will soon become a major supplier of the world’s energy
requirements, despite bitter opposition from the fossil fuel industry.
Both wind and solar energy can now compete economically with fossil fuels, and this
situation will become even more pronounced if more countries put a tax on carbon emissions, as Finland, the Netherlands, Norway, Costa Rica, the United Kingdom and Ireland
already have done. 34
Much research and thought have also been devoted to the concept of a steady-state
economy. The only thing that is lacking is political will. It is up to the people of the world
to make their collective will felt. 35
History has given to our generation an enormous responsibility towards future generations. We must achieve a new kind of economy, a steady-state economy. We must stabilize
global population. We must replace fossil fuels by renewable energy. We must abolish
nuclear weapons. We must end the institution of war. We must reclaim democracy in our
own countries when it has been lost. We must replace nationalism by a just system of
international law. We must prevent degradation of the earth’s environment. We must act
with dedication and fearlessness to save the future of the earth for human civilization and
for the plants and animals with which we share the gift of life.
“And yes, we do need hope. Of course, we do. But the one thing we need more
than hope is action. Once we start to act, hope is everywhere. So instead of
looking for hope, look for action. Then and only then, hope will come today.”
Greta Thunberg

34
35

http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-5/article/urgent-need-renewable-energy
http://steadystate.org/category/herman-daly/
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Figure 5.29: Our carbon budget. If global warming is to be limited to 1.5o C,
CO2 emissions must fall extremely rapidly. This means radical and fundamental
changes for economies and lifestyles.
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Figure 5.30: Predicted gigatons of carbon emitted during the present century
under various policies. Under current policies, temperatures at the end of
the century are predicted to be 3.1-3.7o C higher than normal, which would be
disastrous. This implies that quick action must be taken to change current
policies.
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Chapter 6
THE GLOBAL HUMAN
FOOTPRINT
6.1

How many earths does it take to support us?

The total ecological footprint of humanity is a concept used to measure the relationship
between the resources that humans demand from their environment, compared with the
ability of nature to provide those resources. In recent years humans have been asking
the earth to provide the with much more than the earth can regenerate. Our collective
footprint on the face of nature has become too large.
Here are some quotations from the homepage of the Footprint Network organization:1
“If a population’s Ecological Footprint exceeds the region’s biocapacity, that
region runs an ecological deficit. Its demand for the goods and services that its
land and seas can provide - fruits and vegetables, meat, fish, wood, cotton for
clothing, and carbon dioxide absorption - exceeds what the region’s ecosystems
can renew. A region in ecological deficit meets demand by importing, liquidating its own ecological assets (such as overfishing), and/or emitting carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere. If a region’s biocapacity exceeds its Ecological
Footprint, it has an ecological reserve.
“Conceived in 1990 by Mathis Wackernagel and William Rees at the University of British Columbia, the Ecological Footprint launched the broader
Footprint movement, including the carbon Footprint, and is now widely used
by scientists, businesses, governments, individuals, and institutions working to
monitor ecological resource use and advance sustainable development.
“A rich introduction to the theory and practice of the approach is available
in the book Ecological Footprint: Managing Our Biocapacity Budget (2019).”

1

https://www.footprintnetwork.org/our-work/ecological-footprint/
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Figure 6.1: The business as usual course would lead us to disaster.
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Figure 6.2: Both the Ecological Footprint and biocapacity are expressed in global
hectares - globally comparable, standardized hectares with world average productivity.
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Overuse of pesticides and the insect apocalypse

Loss of flying insects, especially bees
Studies have shown an annual decline of 5.2% in flying insect biomass found in nature
reserves in Germany - about 75% loss in 26 years.
In the United States the managed bee populations have declined dramatically. According to one study, for the single year, from April 1, 2018, to April 1, 2019, the managed bee
population decreased by 40.7%.

Overuse of pesticides degrades topsoil
It is not only the loss of bees and other pollinator insects that is dangerous to agriculture.
The excessive use of pesticides and other agricultural chemicals also degrades topsoil. Normally, topsoil contains richly numerous and diverse populations of tiny worms and bacteria,
that aid the recycling of crop residue from previous years into nutrients for plant growth.
However, the overuse of pesticides and other agricultural chemicals kills these vitally important populations. Carbon from the dead topsoil is released into the atmosphere, thus
increasing the concentrations of dangerous greenhouse gases. Having killed the living topsoil, farmers then find that they need increased quantities of petroleum-derived fertilizers
to make their crops grow.

The Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants
An environmental treaty, signed in 2001 and effective since May, 2004, aims at restricting
the production and use of persistent organic pollutants (POPs). These are defined by the
United Nations Environmental Institute as “chemical substances that persist in the environment, bio-accumulate through the food web, and pose a risk of causing adverse effects to
human health and the environment”. Besides DDT, the Stockholm Treaty also lists Aldrin,
α-Hexachlorocyclohexane, β-Hexachlorocyclohexane, Chlordane, Chlordecone, Decabromodiphenyl ether, Dicofol, Dieldrin, Endosulfan, Endrin, Heptachlor, Hexabromobiphenyl,
Hexabromocyclododecane, Hexabromdiphenylether, Hexachlorobenzene, Hexachlorobutadiene, Lindane, Mirex, Pentachlorobenzene, Pentachlorophenol, Perfluorooctanoic acid,
Perfluorooctane sulfonic acid, Polychlorinated biphenyls, Polychlorinated dibenzodioxins,
Polychlorinated naphthalenes, Tetrabromodiphenyl ether, Short-chain chlorinated paraffins, and Toxaphene.
Although some critics have claimed that the treaty is responsible for the continuing
death toll from malaria, in reality it specifically permits the public health use of DDT
for the control of malaria-carrying mosquitoes. In 2016, there were 216 million cases of
malaria worldwide, resulting in an estimated 445,000 to 731,000 deaths.
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Figure 6.3: 20 May 2019, Rome - The global decline in bee populations poses
a serious threat to a wide variety of plants critical to human well-being and
livelihoods, and countries should do more to safeguard our key allies in the
fight against hunger and malnutrition, FAO stressed today as it marked UN
World Bee Day. Bees and other pollinator are declining in abundance in many
parts of the world largely due to intensive farming practices, mono-cropping,
excessive use of agricultural chemicals and higher temperatures associated with
climate change, affecting not only crop yields but also nutrition. If this trend
continues, nutritious crops such as fruits, nuts, and many vegetables will be
substituted increasingly by staple crops like rice, corn, and potatoes, eventually
resulting in an imbalanced diet.
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The Silent Spring

Dangers from pesticide pollution
Rachel Carson’s most influential book, The Silent Spring, was published in 1962, when
she was already suffering from breast cancer. Eventually it sold over two million copies.
The book expresses Carson’s worries about the environmental consequences of overuse of
pesticides, such as DDT, which were killing not only their targeted pests, but also many
vitally important insects, as well as causing health problems in humans. Part of the anger
that Carson expressed in the book may have come because the cancer from which she was
suffering could have been caused by mutagenic pesticides.

The town was fictitious, but the problems were real
The Silent Spring begins by describing a fictitious Midwestern American town, where people are mysteriously suffering and dying from a variety of unexplained illnesses previously
unseen by doctors. Sheep and cattle, fish in the river, and birds, all sicken and die. Orchards bear no fruit add vegetation withers. It gradually becomes clear that the people
of the town are themselves to blame. That have been poisoning themselves and their
environment by overuse of pesticides.

Some quotations from The Silent Spring
Here are two quotations from the book:
As crude a weapon as the cave man’s club, the chemical barrage has been
hurled against the fabric of life - a fabric on the one hand delicate and destructible, on the other miraculously tough and resilient, and capable of striking
back in unexpected ways... It is our alarming misfortune that so primitive a
science has armed itself with the most modern and terrible weapons, and that
in turning them against the insects it has also turned them against the earth...
Among the herbicides are some that are classified as ‘mutagens,’ or agents
capable of modifying the genes, the materials of heredity. We are rightly appalled by the genetic effects of radiation; how then, can we be indifferent to
the same effect in chemicals that we disseminate widely in our environment?
Although extremely ill with cancer and in constant pain, Carson gave newspaper interviews and appeared on television to make her case. In July, 1962, the US Department
of agriculture issued the following statement: “Miss Carson provides a lucid description of the real and potential dangers of misusing chemical pesticides... She
expresses the concern of many people about the effect of chemical pesticides
on birds, animals and people. We are fully aware of and share this concern.”
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Figure 6.4: Rachel Carson’s book, The Silent Spring, was controversial, to say
the least, but it focused public attention on problems of ecology.

Figure 6.5: The Silent Spring was an international best-seller, and it ignited the
environmental movement.
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Figure 6.6: An audio version of The Silent Spring.
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Figure 6.7: As Rachel Carson’s influence increased, she began speaking to large
audiences.

Figure 6.8: Statue of Carson at the Museo Rocsen, Nono, Argentina.
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Biodiversity loss

According to Wikipedia’s article on Biodiversity Loss,
“The current rate of global diversity loss is estimated to be 100 to 1000
times higher than the (naturally occurring) background extinction rate and
expected to still grow in the upcoming years...
“According to the UN’s Global Biodiversity Outlook 2014 estimates that 70
percent of the projected loss of terrestrial biodiversity are caused by agriculture use. Moreover, more than 1/3 of the planet’s land surface is utilised for
crops and grazing of livestock. Agriculture destroys biodiversity by converting
natural habitats to intensely managed systems and by releasing pollutants, including greenhouses gases. Food value chains further amplify impacts including
through energy use, transport and waste. The direct effects of urban growth on
habitat loss are well understood: Building construction often results in habitat destruction and fragmentation. The rise of urbanization greatly reduced
biodiversity when large areas of natural habitat are fragmented. Small habitat
patches are unable to support the same level of genetic or taxonomic diversity
as they formerly could while some of the more sensitive species may become
locally extinct.
“Pollution from burning fossil fuels such as oil, coal and gas can remain
in the air as particle pollutants or fall to the ground as acid rain. Acid rain,
which is primarily composed of sulfuric and nitric acid, causes acidification
of lakes, streams and sensitive forest soils, and contributes to slower forest
growth and tree damage at high elevations. Moreover, Carbon dioxide released
from burning fossil fuels and biomass, deforestation, and agricultural practices
contributes to greenhouse gases, which prevent heat from escaping the earth’s
surface. With the increase in temperature expected from increasing greenhouse
gases, there will be higher levels of air pollution, greater variability in weather
patterns, and changes in the distribution of vegetation in the landscape. These
two factors play a huge role towards biodiversity loss and entirely depended on
human-driven factors.”

6.5

Illegal burning for palm oil plantations

According to a recent article published by the Union of Concerned Scientists, “One huge
source of global warming emissions associated with palm oil is the draining and burning of
the carbon-rich swamps known as peatlands. Peatlands can hold up to 18 to 28 times as
much carbon as the forests above them; when they are drained and burned, both carbon
and methane are released into the atmosphere - and unless the water table is restored,
peatlands continue to decay and release global warming emissions for decades.
“As if that wasn’t bad enough, the burning of peatlands releases a dangerous haze into
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Figure 6.9: The growth of palm oil cultivation between 1993 and 2013. The
dark area at the top of the graph indicates the dramatic growth of palm oil
production in Southeast Asia, especially Indonesia.
the air, resulting in severe health impacts and significant economic losses. Each year, more
than 100,000 deaths in Southeast Asia can be attributed to particulate matter exposure
from landscape fires, many of which are peat fires.
“Beyond its global warming and human health impacts, palm oil production also takes
a toll on biodiversity and human rights. Only about 15 percent of native animal species can
survive the transition from primary forest to plantation. Among the species vulnerable to
palm oil expansion are orangutans, tigers, rhinoceros, and elephants. Furthermore, palm
oil growers have also been accused of using forced labor, seizing land from local populations,
and other human rights abuses.”
Licences to burn forests for palm oil plantations are often granted by corrupt government officials Fortunately, through the efforts of NGO’s the public has become increasingly
aware of the problem, and supermarkets are being urged to purchase products containing
deforestation-free palm oil.
Another recent article2 states that “ Indonesia is being deforested faster than any other
country in the world, and it has everything to do with one product: palm oil.
“According to a new study in the journal Nature Climate Change, deforestation in the
Southeast Asian archipelago is nearly double the rate in the Amazon. Indonesia is said to
have lost 840,000 hectares (3,250 square miles) of forest in 2012 while Brazil - which has
four times Indonesia’s rainforest - lost a still-massive 460,000 hectares.
“The report’s authors found that government figures underestimated the true toll of
forest clearing by as much as half. In the last 12 years, it’s possible that the destruction
of one million hectares of ’primary forest’ went unreported.
“The tree-killing spree is largely due to slashing and burning vegetation for the expansion of palm oil plantations to feed growing demand in countries like China and India.
2

https://news.vice.com/article/indonesia-is-killing-the-planet-for-palm-oil
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Americans and Europeans are still far and away the top consumers per capita - it’s estimated that palm oil can be found in roughly half the manufactured goods in any supermarket or drug store. Everything from peanut butter to soap to cosmetics contains the oil
in its various forms.
“In Indonesia, where much of the land consists of carbon-rich soil known as peat, the
problem is acute. Water-logged peat is commonly found in the jungles of Sumatra and
Borneo, and merely exposing it to the air releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.”

6.6

Jair Bolsonaro’s attack on the Amazon rainforest

Beef is killing the rainforest
Beef Production is Killing the Amazon Rainforest. That is the title of an article published
by onegreenplanet.org3 . Here are some excerpts from the article
“The Amazon rainforest has been facing severe deforestation problems for several
decades - it has lost about a fifth of its forest in the past three. While there are many
causes, one of the main causes is cattle ranching, particularly in Brazil. Trees are cut
and the land is converted into a pasture for cattle grazing. According to one report, an
estimated 70 percent of deforestation in the Amazon basin can be attributed to cattle
ranching. Using these numbers, cattle ranching in the Amazon has resulted in the loss of
an area larger than the state of Washington.
“The government of Brazil offers loans of billions of dollars to support the expansion
of its beef industry. Approximately 200 million pounds of beef is imported by the United
States from Central America every year. While the chief importers of Brazilian beef were
previously Europe and North America, nowadays Asian countries such as China and Russia
consume more Brazilian beef than the European market. So, the demand is increasing day
by day.
“With increasing population and increased per capita meat consumption, the rate of
deforestation is increasing every day as well. It is expected that by 2018, the beef export
will increase 93 percent, thereby increasing Brazil’s beef market share of world exports to
61 percent. Beef is the most carbon-intensive form of meat production on the planet. The
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization finds that beef production gives rise to
more greenhouse gases than the transportation industry.”

Beef production and methane
A cow (or a bull) releases between 70 and 120 kg of methane per year. Methane is a
greenhouse gas like carbon dioxide, but the negative effect on the climate of methane
(CH4 ) is 23 times higher than the effect of CO2. Therefore the release of about 100 kg
methane per year for each cow is equivalent to about 2,300 kg CO2 per year.
3

http://www.onegreenplanet.org/animalsandnature/beef-production-is-killing-the-amazon-rainforest/
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Figure 6.10: Total cattle herds and total deforestation in Amazonia between 1988
and 2104. Deforestation is measured in thousands of square kilometers, while
herd size is measured in millions.
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Figure 6.11: Population density and forest size.
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Figure 6.12: This figure shows the causes of Amazonian deforestation.
largest is beef production.
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World.wide, there are about 1.5 billion cows and bulls. All ruminants (animals which
regurgitates food and re-chews it) on the world emit about two billion metric tons of
CO2 , equivalents per year. In addition, clearing of tropical forests and rain forests to get
more grazing land and farm land is responsible for an extra 2.8 billion metric tons of CO2
emission per year!
According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
agriculture is responsible for 18% of the total release of greenhouse gases world-wide (this
is more than the whole transportation sector). Cattle-breeding is taking a major factor for
these greenhouse gas emissions according to FAO. Says Henning Steinfeld, Chief of FAO’s
Livestock Information and Policy Branch and senior author of the report: “Livestock are
one of the most significant contributors to today’s most serious environmental problems.
Urgent action is required to remedy the situation.”
Livestock now use 30 percent of the earth’s entire land surface, mostly permanent
pasture but also including 33 percent of the global arable land used to producing feed for
livestock, the report notes. As forests are cleared to create new pastures, it is a major
driver of deforestation, especially in Latin America where, for example, some 70 percent
of former forests in the Amazon have been turned over to grazing.

Dietary changes can help
You and I can help to save our common future by changing our diets, especially by cutting
out beef. Not only does beef production produce methane and destroy rainforests, it also
requires much more land per calorie than other forms of agriculture. By switching from
beef to other protein-rich foods, we not only substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
but we also shorten the food chain, so that more grain will be available to feed the world’s
growing population. Furthermore a changed diet with less meat would improve our health,
since animal fats have been linked with heart disease, circulatory problems and strokes.

6.7

Growing populations and forest loss

Deforestation is occurring at alarming rates, especially in countries that have high levels of
population growth.4 The following table shows the forest loss in some countries where it is
particularly high, together with there present and projected populations5 . In the table, the
annual rate of forest loss in the period 2000-2010. measured both in thousands of hectares
and in percent. Populations in millions in 2010 are shown, together with projected populations in 2050.

4

http://www.prb.org/Publications/Articles/2004
/PopulationGrowthandDeforestationACriticalandComplexRelationship.aspx
5
Population Action International, Why Population Matters to Forests
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country
Brazil
Australia
Indonesia
Nigeria
Tanzania
Zimbabwe
Dem. Rep. Congo
Myanmar
Bolivia
Venezuela

forest loss
-2642
-562
-498
-410
-403
-327
.311
-310
-290
-288

percent pop. 2010
-0.49
-0.37
-0.51
-3.67
-1.13
-1.88
-0.20
-0.93
-0.49
-0.60

pop. 2050

194.9
22.3
239.9
158.4
44.8
12.6
66.0
47.9
9.9
28.0

222.8
31.4
293.5
389.6
138.3
20.6
148.5
55.3
16.8
41.8

The main mechanism through which rapid population growth is linked to forest loss is
felling forests for the sake of agriculture.
Notice that Nigeria is loosing 3.67% of its forests each year. The population of Nigeria
is projected to more than double by 2050, but rising death rates from heat, famine and
conflicts may prevent this. In general, rising death rates from these causes may ultimately
lead populations in the tropics to decrease rather than increase.
Population Action International points out that “Deforestation threatens the well-being
and livelihoods of millions of people who heavily depend on forest resources. It is particularly devastating for women and children in poor rural communities.” The organization
recommends that information and materials for family planning be made available to all
through universal provision of primary health care.

6.8

Desertification and soil erosion

The Princeton University Dictionary defines desertificationas “the process of fertile land
transforming into desert typically as a result of deforestation, drought or improper/inappropriate
agriculture”. It is estimated that approximately a billion people are under threat from further expansions of deserts.

Southward expansion of the Gobi desert
The Gobi desert is the fastest moving desert on earth. The rapid southward expansion of
the Gobi is mainly due to human activities, such as overgrazing, deforestation and overuse
of water. Dust storms from the Gobi desert are becoming more and more frequent. Sand
dunes are reportedly forming only 70 km north of Beijing.
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The Sahel
Another region in which the threat of desertification is extremely acute is the Sahel, which
is the boundary between Africa’s Sahara desert to the north and a region of savanna to
the south. The Sahel stretches between the Atlantic Ocean and the Red Sea. During the
last 50 years, the Sahel has lost approximately 650,000 km2 of fertile land to the desert,
and the boundary of the Sahara has moved 250 km southward.
The southward expansion of the Sahara has been caused partly by climate change, and
partly by human activities. Growing human populations have put pressure on the fragile
arid environment by overgrazing, tree-cutting for firewood and inappropriate agriculture.

6.9

Forest drying and wildfires: a feedback loop

When climate change produces aridity in a forested region, wildfires produced by lightning,
stray sparks from falling stones, or human carelessness become increasingly likely. Forest
fires contribute to global warming by releasing CO2 into the atmosphere and by destroying
climate-friendly tree-covered areas. Thus a dangerous feedback loop can be formed, and as
was discussed in Chapter 4, with every feedback loop there is an associated tipping point,
In the case of forest drying and wildfires, passing the tipping point means that forest cover
will be lost irrevocably. We must avoid passing wildfire tipping points through human
activities, such as the deliberate burning of rainforests for the sake of oil palm plantations.

6.10

Degraded forests are carbon emitters

According to an article published in the journal Science on 28 September, 2017 6 , degraded
tropical forest throughout the world have stopped being carbon absorbers, and are now
carbon emitters.
Reporting on the study, The Guardian,7 noted that “Researchers found that forest
areas in South America, Africa and Asia - which have until recently played a key role in
absorbing greenhouse gases - are now releasing 425 teragrams of carbon annually, which is
more than all the traffic in the United States.
“The study went further than any of its predecessors in measuring the impact of disturbance and degradation - the thinning of tree density and the culling of biodiversity below
an apparently protected canopy - usually as a result of selective logging, fire, drought and
hunting.
“Overall, more carbon was lost to degradation and disturbance than deforestation. The
researchers stressed this was an opportunity as well as a concern because it was now possible
6

A. Baccini et al., Tropical forests are a net carbon source based on aboveground measurements of gain
and loss, DOI: 10.1126/science.aam5962
7
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/sep/28/alarm-as-study-reveals-worlds-tropicalforests-are-huge-carbon-emission-source
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to identify which areas are being affected and to restore forests before they disappeared
completely.”

6.11

Replanting forests

Around the world, people interested in replanting forests can take inspiration from the
Green Belt Movement, which was founded in 1977 by Wangari Maathai.
The Green Belt Movement organizes women in rural Africa to combat deforestation
by planting trees. In this way they restore their main source of fuel for cooking, generate
income and stop soil erosion. Since its foundation in 1977, the movement has planted
51 million trees. Over 30,000 women have been trained in forestry, food processing, beekeeping, and other trades. The movement emphasizes economic justice and empowerment
of women. This work is particularly valuable in regions of water scarcity, because besides
preventing soil erosion, forests prevent the rapid run-off of water.
In order to combat climate change and to prevent southward expansion of the Sahara.
the African Union has initiated a project called the Great Green Wall. The project aims
at creating a mosaic of green and productive landscapes stretching across Africa, the Sahel
region to the Horn of Africa, a strip of forested land 15 km wide and 7,500 km long,
stretching from Dakar to Djibouti.
In China, the Green Great Wall project aims at preventing the expansion of the Gobi
desert by planting a 4,500-kilometer-long windbreaking line of forests. The project is
expected to be completed by 2050.
Reforestation initiatives also exist in other countries, for example in India, Lebanon,
Philippines, Japan, Germany, Canada and the United States.
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Figure 6.13: Nobel Laureate Wangari Maathai (1940-2011).

Figure 6.14: Wangari Maathai speaks about deforestation.
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Human ecology

By definition, “Human Ecology is the study of the interactions between man and
nature in different cultures. Human Ecology combines the ideas and methods
from several disciplines, including anthropology, sociology, biology, economic
history and archeology.”

6.13

Paul R. Ehrlich and Anne H. Ehrlich

Education
Paul R. Ehrlich was born in 1932 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He studied zoology at
the University of Pennsylvania, and later received a Ph.D. from the University of Kansas,
where he specialized in the study of insects. In 1959. Ehrlich joined the staff of Stanford
University, where he was appointed to the Bing Professorship in Zoology in 1977.

Involvement in the population debate
In 1967, a lecture on population that Ehrlich gave at the Commonwealth Club of California
was broadcast on the radio. Because of the publicity that followed the radio broadcast,
Ehrlich was invited by the Sierra Club and Ballantine Books to write a book on the dangers
of a human population explosion. Paul R. Ehrlich and his wife, Anne H. Ehrlich together
wrote a book entitled The Population Bomb, which was published in 1968. Although the
book was a joint husband and wife production, the publisher insisted that only Paul’s name
should appear as author. Although others had written about the dangers of overpopulation,
it was this book that brought the problem to a wide audience.

Books by Paul R. Ehrlich
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to Know the Butterflies (1960)
Process of Evolution (1963)
Butterflies and Plants: A Study in Coevolution (1964)
The Population Bomb (1968, revised 1971, updated 1978, re-issued 1988, 1998, 2008
and 2018)
Population, Resources, Environments: Issues in Human Ecology (1970)
How to Be a Survivor (1971)
Man and the Ecosphere: Readings from Scientific American (1971)
Population, Resources, Environments: Issues in Human Ecology Second Edition
(1972)
Human Ecology: Problems and Solutions (1973)
Introductory Biology (1973)
The End of Affluence (1975)
Biology and Society (1976)
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Ecoscience: Population, Resources, Environment (1978)
The Race Bomb (1978)
Extinction (1981)
The Golden Door: International Migration, Mexico, and the United States (1981)
The Cold and the Dark: The World after Nuclear War (1984, with Carl Sagan,
Donald Kennedy, and Walter Orr Roberts)
The Machinery of Nature: The Living World Around Us and How it Works (1986)
Earth (1987, co-authored with Anne Ehrlich)
Science of Ecology (1987, with Joan Roughgarden)
The Cassandra Conference: Resources and the Human Predicament (1988)
The Birder’s Handbook: A field Guide to the Natural History of North American
Birds (1988, with David S. Dobkin and Darryl Wheye)
New World, New Mind: Moving Towards Conscious Evolution (1988, co-authored
with Robert E. Ornstein)
The Population Explosion (1990, with Anne Ehrlich)
Healing the Planet: Strategies for Resolving the Environmental Crisis (1991, coauthored with Anne Ehrlich)
Birds in Jeopardy: The Imperiled and Extinct Birds of the United States and Canada,
Including Hawaii and Puerto Rico (1992, with David S. Dobkin and Darryl Wheye)
The Stork and the Plow : The Equity Answer to the Human Dilemma (1995, with
Anne Ehrlich and Gretchen C. Daily)
A World of Wounds: Ecologists and the Human Dilemma (1997)
Betrayal of Science and Reason: How Anti-Environment Rhetoric Threatens Our
Future (1998, with Anne Ehrlich)
Wild Solutions: How Biodiversity is Money in the Bank (2001, with Andrew Beattie)
Human Natures: Genes, Cultures, and the Human Prospect (2002)
One With Nineveh: Politics, Consumption, and the Human Future (2004, with Anne
Ehrlich)
On the Wings of Checkerspots: A Model System for Population Biology (2004, edited
volume, co-edited with Ilkka Hanski)
The Dominant Animal: Human Evolution and the Environment (2008, with Anne
Ehrlich)
Humanity on a Tightrope: Thoughts on Empathy, Family, and Big Changes for a
Viable Future (2010, with Robert E. Ornstein)
Conservation Biology for All (2010, edited volume, co-edited with Navjot S. Sodhi)
Hope on Earth: A Conversation (2014, co-authored with Michael Charles Tobias)
Killing the Koala and Poisoning the Prairie: Australia, America and the Environment
(2015, co-authored with Corey J. A. Bradshaw)
The Annihilation of Nature: Human Extinction of Birds and Mammals (2015, with
Anne Ehrlich and Gerardo Ceballos)
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Figure 6.15: Paul R. Ehrlich in 1974.
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Figure 6.16: Ehrlich speaking in 2008.
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Figure 6.17: Anne H. Ehrlich, Paul Ehrlich’s wife, is the co-author of many of
his books. I know her personally because of the many Pugwash Conferences
that we both have attended. I also know John P. Holdren for the same reason,

6.14

John P. Holdren

Education
John P. Holdren was born in Pennsylvania in 1944, but grew to in California. He graduated
from MIT with a B.Sc. degree in 1965, and was awarded a Ph,D. by Stanford University
in 1070, having studied aeronautics, astronautics and plasma physics.

Professor of environmental science
Holdren taught for 13 years at Harvard, and later for more than 20 years at the University
of California, Berkeley. His research interests centered on environmental questions. These
included global environmental change, population stabilization, energy technologies and
policies, ways to reduce the dangers from nuclear weapons and materials, and science and
technology policy.

Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs
John P. Holdren served as the Chairman of the Executive Committee of Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs. The Russell-Einstein Manifesto of 1955 called for a
meeting of scientists from both sides of the Cold War to try to minimize the danger of a
thermonuclear conflict. The first meeting took place at the summer home of the Canadian
philanthropist Cyrus Eaton at the small village of Pugwash, Nova Scotia.
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From this small beginning, a series of conferences developed, in which scientists, especially physicists, attempted to work for peace, and tried to address urgent global problems
related to science, and especially to reduce the danger of a thermonuclear war. In 1995,
Pugwash Conferences, and its president, Sir Joseph Rotblat, shared the Nobel Peace Prize.
John P. Holdren delivered the acceptance speech on behalf of the organization.

Some books and articles by John P. Holdren
Holdren has authored over 200 articles and papers and has co-authored and co-edited some
20 books and book-length reports including
• Ecoscience : Population, Resources, Environment by John P. Holdren, Paul R.
Ehrlich, Ann H. Ehrlich
• Global Ecology by John P. Holdren and Paul R. Ehrlich
• The Cassandra Conference : Resources and the Human Predicament by John P.
Holdren and Paul R. Ehrlich
• Strategic Defense and the Future of the Arms Race : A Pugwash Symposium by John
P. Holdren
• Energy by John P. Holdren
• Science in the White House. Science, May 2009, 567.[
• Policy for Energy Technology Innovation. Acting in Time on Energy Policy, (with
Laura Diaz Anadon, Max H. Bazerman, David T. Ellwood, Kelly Sims Gallagher,
William H. Hogan, Henry Lee, and Daniel Schrag), Brookings Institution Press, 2009.
• The Future of Climate Change Policy: The U.S.’s Last Chance to Lead. Scientific
American 2008 Earth 3.0 Supplement. October 13, 2008, 20-21.
• Convincing the Climate Change Skeptics. The Boston Globe, August 4, 2008.[
• Ending the Energy Stalemate: A Bipartisan Strategy To Meet America’s Energy Challenges. Presentation at the National Academies 2008 Energy Summit, Washington,
D.C., March 14, 2008.
• Global Climatic Disruption: Risks and Opportunities. Presentation at Investor Summit on Climate Risk, New York, February 14, 2008.
• Meeting the Climate-Change Challenge. The John H. Chafee Memorial Lecture,
National Council for Science and the Environment, Washington, D.C., January 17,
2008.
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Figure 6.18: John P. Holdren held the position of Assistant to the President for
Science and Technology between 2009 and 2017.
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Figure 6.19: John P. Holdren with Barack Obama.

Figure 6.20: John P. Holdren: “Trump has no science policy to speak of”.
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Barry Commoner

Early life and education
Barry Commoner (1917-2012) was born in Brooklyn, New York, the son of Jewish immigrants from Russia. After a B.Sc. from Colombia University, he received a doctoral
degree in cell biology from Harvard. In 1947, he became a professor of plant physiology at
Washington University, Sr. Louis. and he taught there for the next 34 years.

A pioneer of ecology
While teaching at Washington University, Barry Commoner established the Center for the
Biology of Natural Systems to study “the science of the total environment”. During the
late 1050’s, Commoner’s attention was drawn to health and environmental consequences
of nuclear testing. His Baby Tooth Survey demonstrated that radioactive substances,
such as Strontium 90, were being incorporated in the teeth of infants as a result of the
testing of nuclear weapons. Commoner wrote: “The greatest single cause of environmental
contamination of this planet is radioactivity from test explosions of nuclear weapons in the
atmosphere.”

Barry Commoner’s US presidential campaign
In 1980, Barry Commoner founded the Citizens Party, and he ran as the party’s candidate
for the US presidency. Although he received only a very small percentage of the votes
in the election, the campaign nevertheless made a wide public aware of the seriousness
of ecological problems. During the last phase of his career, Commoner returned to New
York as a professor at Queens College, part of the City University of New York. Although
he stepped down from his professorship in 2000, he remained a senior scientist at Queens
College until his death in 2012 at the age of 95.

Books and reports by Barry Commoner
• Science and Survival (1966), New York: Viking OCLC 225105 - on “the uses of
science and technology in relation to environmental hazards”.
• The Closing Circle: Nature, Man, and Technology (1971), New York: Knopf.
• The Poverty of Power: Energy and the Economic Crisis (1976), New York: Random
House.
• The Politics of Energy (1979), New York: Knopf.
• Making Peace With the Planet (1990), New York: Pantheon.
• Long-range Air Transport of Dioxin from North American Sources to Ecologically Vulnerable Receptors in Nunavut, Arctic Canada, (2000), Commoner, Barry; Bartlett,
Paul Woods; Eisl, Holger; Couchot, Kim; Center for the Biology of Natural Systems,
Queens College, City University of New York, published by the North American
Commission for Environmental Cooperation, MontrÃ c al, QuÃ c bec, Canada.
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A few things that Barry Commoner said or wrote
The proper use of science is not to conquer nature but to live in it.
Everything is connected to everything else. Everything must go somewhere.
Nature knows best. There is no such thing as a free lunch.
If you ask what you are going to do about global warming, the only rational
answer is to change the way in which we do transportation, energy production,
agriculture and a good deal of manufacturing. The problem originates in human activity in the form of the production of goods.
The environmental crisis is somber evidence of an insidious fraud hidden in
the vaunted productivity and wealth of modern, technology-based society. This
wealth has been gained by rapid short-term exploitation of the environmental
system, but it has blindly accumulated a debt to nature - a debt so large and
so pervasive that in the next generation it may, if unpaid, wipe out most of the
wealth it has gained us.
Our assaults on the ecosystem are so powerful, so numerous, so finely interconnected, that although the damage they do is clear, it is very difficult to
discover how it was done. By which weapon? In whose hand? Are we driving
the ecosphere to destruction simply by our growing numbers? By our greedy
accumulation of wealth? Or are the machines which we have built to gain this
wealth-the magnificent technology that now feeds us out of neat packages, that
clothes us in man-made fibers, that surrounds us with new chemical creationsat fault?
The environmental crisis arises from a fundamental fault: our systems of
production - in industry, agriculture, energy and transportation - essential as
they are, make people sick and die.
Sooner or later, wittingly or unwittingly, we must pay for every intrusion
on the natural environment.
Air pollution is not merely a nuisance and a threat to health. It is a reminder that our most celebrated technological achievements - the automobile,
the jet plane, the power plant, industry in general, and indeed the modern city
itself - are, in the environment, failures.
All of the clean technologies are known, it’s a question of simply applying
them.
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Figure 6.21: Time reported in its February 1970 issue that ”the national concern
over the environment has reached an unprecedented level of intensity.” On the
cover, the visage of Barry Commoner projected a powerful image of ecology,
which took the stage for the first time in the public eye.
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Figure 6.22: Barry Commoner died at the age of 95 in 2012.
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The favorite statistic is that the U.S. contains 6 to 7% of the world population but consumes more than half the world’s resources and is responsible
for that fraction of the total environmental pollution. But this statistic hides
another vital fact: that not everyone in the U.S. is so affluent.
Perhaps the simplest example is a synthetic plastic, which unlike natural
materials, is not degraded by biological decay. It therefore persists as rubbish
or is burned - in both cases causing pollution. In the same way, a substance
such as DDT or lead, which plays no role in the chemistry of life and interferes
with the actions of substances that do, is bound to cause ecological damage if
sufficiently concentrated.
Because the global ecosystem is a connected whole, in which nothing can
be gained or lost and which is not subject to over-all improvement, anything
extracted from it by human effort must be replaced. Payment of this price
cannot be avoided; it can only be delayed. The present environmental crisis is
a warning that we have delayed nearly too long.
Despite the dazzling successes of modern technology and the unprecedented
power of modern military systems, they suffer from a common and catastrophic
fault. While providing us with a bountiful supply of food, with great industrial
plants, with high-speed transportation, and with military weapons of unprecedented power, they threaten our very survival.

6.16

The earth is our mother

The World People’s Conference on Climate Change and the Rights
of Mother Earth
This conference took place in Tiquipaya, just outside the city of Cochabamba, Bolivia,
from April 19-22, 2010. The event was attended by around 30,000 people from over 100
countries. It was hosted by the Bolivian government, and the proceedings were transmitted
online by the organizations OneClimate and Global Campaign for Climate Action.
One of the outstanding results of the conference was the drafting of a Universal Declaration of the Rights of Mother Earth, modeled on the United Nations’ Universal Declaration
of Human Rights. Both Declarations might be criticized for being unrealistic,8 but both
have great normative value. They define the goals towards which we ought to be striving.
8

https://www.transcend.org/tms/2012/12/human-rights-a-letter-to-santa-claus/
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Proposed Universal Declaration of the Rights of Mother Earth9
Preamble
We, the peoples and nations of Earth:
• considering that we are all part of Mother Earth, an indivisible, living community of
interrelated and interdependent beings with a common destiny;
• gratefully acknowledging that Mother Earth is the source of life, nourishment and
learning and provides everything we need to live well;
• recognizing that the capitalist system and all forms of depredation, exploitation, abuse
and contamination have caused great destruction, degradation and disruption of Mother
Earth, putting life as we know it today at risk through phenomena such as climate
change;
• convinced that in an interdependent living community it is not possible to recognize
the rights of only human beings without causing an imbalance within Mother Earth;
• affirming that to guarantee human rights it is necessary to recognize and defend the
rights of Mother Earth and all beings in her and that there are existing cultures,
practices and laws that do so;
• conscious of the urgency of taking decisive, collective action to transform structures
and systems that cause climate change and other threats to Mother Earth;
• proclaim this Universal Declaration of the Rights of Mother Earth, and call on the
General Assembly of the United Nation to adopt it, as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations of the world, and to the end that every individual
and institution takes responsibility for promoting through teaching, education, and
consciousness raising, respect for the rights recognized in this Declaration and ensure
through prompt and progressive measures and mechanisms, national and international, their universal and effective recognition and observance among all peoples and
States in the world.
Article 1: Mother Earth
1. Mother Earth is a living being.
2. Mother Earth is a unique, indivisible, self-regulating community of interrelated beings
that sustains, contains and reproduces all beings.
3. Each being is defined by its relationships as an integral part of Mother Earth.
9

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/apr/10/bolivia-enshrines-natural-worlds-rights
https://pwccc.wordpress.com
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4. The inherent rights of Mother Earth are inalienable in that they arise from the same
source as existence.
5. Mother Earth and all beings are entitled to all the inherent rights recognized in this
Declaration without distinction of any kind, such as may be made between organic
and inorganic beings, species, origin, use to human beings, or any other status.
6. Just as human beings have human rights, all other beings also have rights which are
specific to their species or kind and appropriate for their role and function within the
communities within which they exist.
7. The rights of each being are limited by the rights of other beings and any conflict
between their rights must be resolved in a way that maintains the integrity, balance
and health of Mother Earth.
Article 2. Inherent Rights of Mother Earth
1. Mother Earth and all beings of which she is composed have the following inherent
rights:
(a) the right to life and to exist;
(b) the right to be respected;
(c) the right to regenerate its bio-capacity and to continue its vital cycles and processes free from human disruptions;
(d) the right to maintain its identity and integrity as a distinct, self-regulating and
interrelated being;
(e) the right to water as a source of life;
(f ) the right to clean air;
(g) the right to integral health;
(h) the right to be free from contamination, pollution and toxic or radioactive waste;
(i) the right to not have its genetic structure modified or disrupted in a manner that
threatens it integrity or vital and healthy functioning;
(j) the right to full and prompt restoration the violation of the rights recognized in
this Declaration caused by human activities;
2. Each being has the right to a place and to play its role in Mother Earth for her
harmonious functioning.
3. Every being has the right to wellbeing and to live free from torture or cruel treatment
by human beings.
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Figure 6.23: The earth is our mother.
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Article 3. Obligations of human beings to Mother Earth
1. Every human being is responsible for respecting and living in harmony with Mother
Earth.
2. Human beings, and all States guarantee peace and eliminate nuclear, chemical and
biological weapons;
(a) act in accordance with the rights and obligations recognized in this Declaration;
(b) recognize and promote the full implementation and enforcement of the rights and
obligations recognized in this Declaration;
(c) promote and participate in learning, analysis, interpretation and communication about how to live in harmony with Mother Earth in accordance with this
Declaration;
(d) ensure that the pursuit of human wellbeing contributes to the wellbeing of Mother
Earth, now and in the future;
(e) establish and apply effective norms and laws for the defense, protection and
conservation of the rights of Mother Earth;
(f ) respect, protect, conserve and where necessary, restore the integrity, of the vital
ecological cycles, processes and balances of Mother Earth;
(g) guarantee that the damages caused by human violations of the inherent rights
recognized in this Declaration are rectified and that those responsible are held
accountable for restoring the integrity and health of Mother Earth;
(h) empower human beings and institutions to defend the rights of Mother Earth
and of all beings;
(i) establish precautionary and restrictive measures to prevent human activities from
causing species extinction, the destruction of ecosystems or the disruption of
ecological cycles;
(j) guarantee peace and eliminate nuclear, chemical and biological weapons;
(k) promote and support practices of respect for Mother Earth and all beings, in
accordance with their own cultures, traditions and customs;
(l) promote economic systems that are in harmony with Mother Earth and in accordance with the rights recognized in this Declaration.
Article 4: Definitions
1. The term “being” includes ecosystems, natural communities, species and all other
natural entities which exist as part of Mother Earth.
2. Nothing in this Declaration restricts the recognition of other inherent rights of all
beings or specified beings.
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Figure 6.24: Love and respect Mother Earth.

Figure 6.25: We need reverence for all life, and even reverence for inanimate
nature. We need respect and love for Mother Earth. She will return out love.
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Chapter 7
WE NEED A NEW ECONOMIC
SYSTEM
7.1

Introduction: The need for reform

The Industrial Revolution marked the start of massive human use of fossil fuels. The stored
energy from several hundred million years of plant growth began to be used at roughly
a million times the rate at which it had been formed. The effect on human society was
like that of a narcotic. There was a euphoric (and totally unsustainable) surge of growth
of both population and industrial production. Meanwhile, the carbon released into the
atmosphere from the burning of fossil fuels began to duplicate the conditions which led to
the 5 geologically-observed mass extinctions, during each of which more than half of all
living species disappeared forever.
Economists (with a few notable exceptions, such as Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, Herman Daly and Aurelio Peccei) have long behaved as though growth were synonymous with
economic health. If the gross national product of a country increases steadily by 4% per
year, most economists express approval and say that the economy is healthy. If the economy could be made to grow still faster (they maintain), it would be still more healthy. If
the growth rate should fall, economic illness would be diagnosed.
However, it is obvious that on a finite Earth, neither population growth nor economic
growth can continue indefinitely. A 4% rate of growth corresponds to an increase by a
factor of 50 every century. No one can maintain that this is sustainable in the long run
except by refusing to look more than a short distance into the future.
Of course, it is necessary to distinguish between industrial growth, and growth of culture and knowledge, which can and should continue to grow. Qualitative improvements
in human society are possible and desirable, but resource-using and pollution-producing
industrial growth is reaching its limits, both because of ecological constraints and because
of the exhaustion of petroleum, natural gas and other non-renewable resources, such as
metals. The threat of catastrophic climate change makes it imperative for us to stop using
fossil fuels within very few decades.
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Today, as economic growth falters, the defects and injustices of our banking system have
come sharply into focus, and light has also been thrown onto the much-too-cozy relationship
between banking and government. The collapse of banks during the sub-prime mortgage
crisis of 2008 and their subsequent bailout by means of the taxpayer’s money can give us
an insight into both phenomena, the faults of our banking system and its infiltration into
the halls of government. The same can be said of the present national debt crisis in the
Euro zone and elsewhere.
One feature of banking that cries out for reform is “fractional reserve banking”, i.e. the
practice whereby private banks keep only a tiny fraction of the money entrusted to them
by their depositors, and lend out all the remaining amount. By doing so, the banks are
in effect coining their own money and putting it into circulation, a prerogative that ought
to be reserved for governments. Under the system of fractional reserve banking, profits
from any expansion of the money supply go to private banks rather than being used by
the government to provide social services. This is basically unjust; the banks are in effect
issuing their own counterfeit money.
When the economy contracts instead of expanding, the effect of fractional reserve banking is still worse. In that case the depositors ask the banks for their money, which it is
their right to do. But the banks do not have the money; they have lent it out, and thus
they fail. However, the bankers have insured themselves against this eventuality by buying
the votes of government officials. Thus the banks are bailed out and the taxpayers are left
with the bill, as in the recent example in which the US Federal Reserve secretly gave 7.7
trillion of the taxpayers’ dollars to bail out various banks.
In a later section (on entropy and economics) we will discuss in detail Frederick Soddy’s
criticisms of the fractional reserve banking system, and his proposals for monetary reform.
The fact that our fractional reserve banking system is stable when the economy is
expanding, but collapses when the economy contracts explains, in part, the irrational
and almost religious belief of governments and economists in perpetual growth. Also
contributing to growth-worship are the unearned profits that investors reap when they own
property in growing cities, or shares of growing businesses. But growth cannot continue
forever. It is destroying the earth.
Pope Francis has called for economic reform. Our battered earth calls for it. The case
of Greece shows clearly that our present economic system is not working; it is destroying
nature and at the same time producing human misery. We need to replace our present
economic system by one that has both an ecological conscience and a social conscience.1
1

http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-5/article/urgent-need-renewable-energy
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/jul/08/exxon-climate-change-1981-climate-denierfunding
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/06/25/militarisms-hostages/
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2015/07/13/pope-calls-world-youth-rise-against-global-capitalism
https://www.transcend.org/tms/2015/07/tpp-ttip-tisa-a-tipping-edge-from-democracy/
http://dissidentvoice.org/2015/05/secrecy-and-democracy-are-incompatible/
http://www.countercurrents.org/roberts100715.htm
http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-6/article/institutional-and-cultural-inertia
http://human-wrongs-watch.net/2015/07/04/will-the-real-issues-be-discussed-in-2016/
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The Club of Rome

In 1968 Aurelio Peccei, Thorkil Kristensen and others founded the Club of Rome, an
organization of economists and scientists devoted to studying the predicament of human
society. One of the first acts of the organization was to commission an MIT study of
future trends using computer models. The result was a book entitled “Limits to Growth”,
published in 1972. From the outset the book was controversial, but it became a best-seller.
It was translated into many languages and sold 30 million copies. The book made use of
an exponential index for resources, i.e. the number of years that a resource would last if
used at an exponentially increasing rate.
Today the more accurate Hubbert Peak model is used instead to predict rate of use
of a scarce resource as a function of time. Although the specific predictions of resource
availability in “Limits to Growth” lacked accuracy, its basic thesis, that unlimited industrial
growth on a finite planet is impossible, was indisputably correct. Nevertheless the book
was greeted with anger and disbelief by the community of economists, and these emotions
still surface when it is mentioned.
Economic activity is usually divided into two categories, 1) production of goods and
2) provision of services. It is the rate of production of goods that will be limited by the
carrying capacity of the global environment. Services that have no environmental impact
will not be constrained in this way. Thus a smooth transition to a sustainable economy
will involve a shift of a large fraction the work force from the production of goods to the
provision of services.
In his recent popular book “The Rise of the Creative Class” the economist Richard
Florida points out that in a number of prosperous cities, for example Stockholm, a large
fraction of the population is already engaged in what might be called creative work, a type
of work that uses few resources, and produces few waste products, work which develops
knowledge and culture rather than producing material goods. For example, producing
computer software requires few resources and results in few waste products. Thus it is an
activity with a very small ecological footprint.
Similarly, education, research, music, literature and art are all activities that do not
weigh heavily on the carrying capacity of the global environment. Furthermore, cultural
activities lead in a natural way to global cooperation and internationalism, since cultural
achievements are shared by the people of the entire world. Indeed, the shared human
inheritance of culture and knowledge is growing faster than ever before.
Florida sees this as a pattern for the future, and maintains that everyone is capable of
creativity. He visualizes the transition to a sustainable future economy as one in which
a large fraction of the work force moves from industrial jobs to information-related work.
Meanwhile, as Florida acknowledges, industrial workers feel uneasy and threatened by such
trends.2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjZaFjXfLec
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/video/2012/oct/25/david-attenborough-climate-change-video
2
http://www.clubofrome.org/?p=326
http://www.donellameadows.org/wp-content/userfiles/Limits-to-Growth-digital-scan-version.pdf
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Figure 7.1: Aurelio Peccei (1908-1984), main founder of the Club of Rome. Concerning our present economic system, he wrote: “The only way we have devised
to meet the surging waves of our rampant militarism and consumerism is to
draw increasingly on the natural environment and to exploit, indiscriminately,
the most accessible mineral and fuel deposits and all living resources we can
lay our hands on. Such actions irreversibly impoverish our unique, irreplaceable, world, whose bounty and generosity are not infinite. Even if all the other
adverse situations we find ourselves in today were to be alleviated, in itself, our
high-handed treatment of Nature can bring about our doom.” Photograph by
Koen Suyk/Anefo (Nationaal Archif ), CC BY-SA 3.0, Wikimedia Commons
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Biological Carrying capacity and Economics

Classical economists pictured the world as largely empty of human activities. According
to the empty-world picture of economics, the limiting factors in the production of food and
goods are shortages of human capital and labor. The land, forests, fossil fuels, minerals,
oceans filled with fish, and other natural resources upon which human labor and capital
operate, are assumed to be present in such large quantities that they are not limiting
factors. In this picture, there is no naturally-determined upper limit to the total size of the
human economy. It can continue to grow as long as new capital is accumulated, as long as
new labor is provided by population growth, and as long as new technology replaces labor
by automation.
Biology, on the other hand, presents us with a very different picture. Biologists remind
us that if any species, including our own, makes demands on its environment which exceed
the environment’s carrying capacity, the result is a catastrophic collapse both of the environment and of the population which it supports. Only demands which are within the
carrying capacity are sustainable. For example, there is a limit to regenerative powers of
a forest.
It is possible to continue to cut trees in excess of this limit, but only at the cost of
a loss of forest size, and ultimately the collapse and degradation of the forest. Similarly,
cattle populations may for some time exceed the carrying capacity of grasslands, but the
ultimate penalty for overgrazing will be degradation or desertification of the land. Thus,
in biology, the concept of the carrying capacity of an environment is extremely important;
but in economic theory this concept has not yet been given the weight which it deserves.
Exponential growth of human population and economic activity have brought us, in
a surprisingly short time, from the empty-world situation to a full-world situation. In
today’s world, we are pressing against the absolute limits of the earth’s carrying capacity,
and further growth carries with it the danger of future collapse.
Full-world economics, the economics of the future, will no longer be able to rely on
industrial growth to give profits to stockbrokers or to solve problems of unemployment or
to alleviate poverty. In the long run, neither the growth of industry nor that of population
is sustainable; and we have now reached or exceeded the sustainable limits.
The limiting factors in economics are no longer the supply of capital or human labor
or even technology. The limiting factors are the rapidly vanishing supplies of petroleum
and metal ores, the forests damaged by acid rain, the diminishing catches from over-fished
oceans, and the cropland degraded by erosion or salination, or lost to agriculture under a
cover of asphalt.
Neoclassical economists have maintained that it is generally possible to substitute manmade capital for natural resources; but a closer examination shows that there are only very
few cases where this is really practical. (See G.E. Tverberg, “Thoughts on why energy use
and CO2 emissions are rising as fast as GDP”, www.ourfiniteworld.com, November 30,
2011.)
http://www.donellameadows.org/archives/a-synopsis-limits-to-growth-the-30-year-update/
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The size of the human economy is, of course, the product of two factors the total
number of humans, and the consumption per capita. If we are to achieve a sustainable
global society in the future, a society whose demands are within the carrying capacity of
of the global environment, then both these factors must be reduced.
The responsibility for achieving sustainability is thus evenly divided between the North
and the South: Where there is excessively high consumption per capita, it must be reduced;
and this is primarily the responsibility of the industrialized countries. High birth rates
must also be reduced; and this is primarily the responsibility of the developing countries.
Both of these somewhat painful changes are necessary for sustainability; but both will be
extremely difficult to achieve because of the inertia of institutions, customs and ways of
thought which are deeply embedded in society, in both the North and the South.

7.4

Social Values and Levels of Consumption

Let us next turn to the problem of reducing the per-capita consumption in the industrialized
countries. The whole structure of western society seems designed to push its citizens in the
opposite direction, towards ever-increasing levels of consumption. The mass media hold
before us continually the ideal of a personal utopia filled with material goods. Every young
man in a modern industrial society feels that he is a failure unless he fights his way to the
“top”; and in recent years, women too have been drawn into this competition.
Of course not everyone can reach the top; there would not be room for everyone; but
society urges all us to try, and we feel a sense of failure if we do not reach the goal. Thus,
modern life has become a struggle of all against all for power and possessions.
One of the central problems in reducing consumption is that in our present economic
and social theory, consumption has no upper bound; there is no definition of what is
enough; there is no concept of a state where all of the real needs of a person have been
satisfied. In our growth-oriented present-day economics, it is assumed that, no matter how
much a person earns, he or she is always driven by a desire for more.
The phrase “conspicuous consumption” was invented by the Norwegian-American economist
Thorstein Veblen (1857-1929) in order to describe the way in which our society uses economic waste as a symbol of social status. In “The Theory of the Leisure Class”, first
published in 1899, Veblen pointed out that it wrong to believe that human economic behavior is rational, or that it can be understood in terms of classical economic theory.
To understand it, Veblen maintained, one might better make use of insights gained from
anthropology, psychology, sociology, and history.
The sensation caused by the publication of Veblen’s book, and the fact that his phrase,
“conspicuous consumption”, has become part of our language, indicate that his theory did
not completely miss its mark. In fact, modern advertisers seem to be following Veblen’s
advice: Realizing that much of the output of our economy will be used for the purpose
of establishing the social status of consumers, advertising agencies hire psychologists to
appeal to the consumer’s longing for a higher social position.
When possessions are used for the purpose of social competition, demand has no natural
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upper limit; it is then limited only by the size of the human ego, which, as we know, is
boundless. This would be all to the good if unlimited economic growth were desirable.
But today, when further industrial growth implies future collapse, western society urgently
needs to find new values to replace our worship of power, our restless chase after excitement,
and our admiration of excessive consumption.
The values which we need, both to protect nature from civilization and to protect
civilization from itself, are perhaps not new: Perhaps it would be more correct to say that
we need to rediscover ethical values which once were part of human culture, but which were
lost during the process of industrialization, when technology allowed us to break traditional
environmental constraints.
Our ancestors were hunter-gatherers, living in close contact with nature, and respecting
the laws and limitations of nature. There are many hunter-gatherer cultures existing today,
from whose values and outlook we could learn much. Unfortunately, instead of learning
from them, we often move in with our bulldozers and make it impossible for their way of
life to continue. During the past several decades, for example, approximately one tribe of
South American forest Indians has died out every year. Of the 6000 human languages now
spoken, it is estimated that half will vanish during the next 50 years.
In some parts of Africa, before cutting down a tree, a man will offer a prayer of apology
to the spirit of the tree, explaining why necessity has driven him to such an act. The
attitude involved in this ritual is something which industrialized society needs to learn, or
relearn. Older cultures have much to teach industrial society because they already have
experience with full-world situation which we are fast approaching.
In a traditional culture, where change is extremely slow, population has an opportunity
to expand to the limits which the traditional way of life allows, so that it reaches an
equilibrium with the environment. For example, in a hunter-gatherer culture, population
has expanded to the limits which can be supported without the introduction of agriculture.
The density of population is, of course, extremely low, but nevertheless it is pressing against
the limits of sustainability. Overhunting or overfishing would endanger the future. Respect
for the environment is thus necessary for the survival of such a culture.
Similarly, in a stable, traditional agricultural society which has reached an equilibrium
with its environment, population is pressing against the limits of sustainability. In such a
culture, one can usually find expressed as a strong ethical principle the rule that the land
must not be degraded, but must be left fertile for the use of future generations.
Today, the whole world seems to be adopting values, fashions, and standards of behavior
presented in the mass media of western society. The unsustainable, power-worshiping,
consumption-oriented values of western society are so strongly propagandized by television,
films and advertising, that they overpower and sweep aside the wisdom of older societies.
This is unfortunate, since besides showing us unsustainable levels of affluence and economic
waste, the western mass media depict values and behavior patterns which are hardly worthy
of imitation. We need to reverse this trend. The industrialized countries must learn from
the values of older traditional cultures. The wisdom of our ancestors, their respect for
nature and their hospitable traditions of sharing, can help us to create a new economic
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system founded on social and environmental ethics.3

7.5

Entropy and economics

We urgently need to shift quickly from fossil fuels to renewable energy if we are to avoid a
tipping point after which human efforts to avoid catastrophic climate change will be futile
because feedback loops will have taken over. The dangerous methane hydrate feedback
loop is discussed in an excellent short video made by Thom Hartmann and the Leonardo
DiCaprio Foundation.4
Celebrated author and activist Naomi Klein has emphasized the link between need for
economic reform and our urgent duty to address climate change.5
Rebel economist Prof. Tim Jackson discusses the ways in which our present economic
system has failed us, and the specific reforms that are needed. In one of his publications,
he says: “The myth of growth has failed us. It has failed the two billion people who still
live on 2 dollars a day. It has failed the fragile ecological systems on which we depend for
survival. It has failed, spectacularly, in its own terms, to provide economic stability and
secure people’s livelihood.” 6

7.6

What is entropy?

Entropy is a quantity, originally defined in statistical mechanics and thermodynamics. It
is a measure of the statistical probability of any state of a system: The greater the entropy,
the greater the probability. The second law of thermodynamics asserts that entropy of the
universe always increases with time. In other words, the universe as a whole is constantly
moving towards states of greater and greater probability.
For any closed system, the same is true. Such systems move in time towards states
of greater and greater probability. However, the earth, with its biosphere, is not a closed
system. The earth constantly receives an enormous stream of light from the sun. The
radiation which we receive from the sun brings us energy that can be used to perform
work, and in physics this is called “free energy”. Because of this flood of incoming sunlight,
plants, animals and humans are able to create structures which from a statistical point of
view are highly unlikely.
3

http://www.learndev.org/dl/harmony8.pdf
http://dissidentvoice.org/2015/05/gandhi-as-an-economist/
http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1G2-3401804813.html
4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRGVTK-AAvw
http://lasthours.org/
5
http://thischangeseverything.org/naomi-klein/
http://www.theguardian.com/profile/naomiklein
6
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/rio-20-tim-jackson-leaders-greeneconomy?newsfeed=true
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/consumerism-sustainability-short-termism
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The disorder and statistical probability of the universe is constantly increasing, but
because the earth is not a closed system, we are able to create local order, and complex,
statistically improbable structures, like the works of Shakespeare, the Mona Lisa and the
Internet. The human economy is driven by the free energy which we receive as income
from the sun. Money is, in fact, a symbol for free energy, and free energy might be thought
of as “negative entropy”. There is also a link between free energy and information.7

7.7

Human society as a superorganism

A completely isolated human being would find it as difficult to survive for a long period
of time as would an isolated ant or bee or termite. Therefore it seems correct to regard
human society as a superorganism. In the case of humans, the analog of the social insects’
nest is the enormous and complex material structure of civilization. It is, in fact, what we
call the human economy. It consists of functioning factories, farms, homes, transportation
links, water supplies, electrical networks, computer networks and much more.
Almost all of the activities of modern humans take place through the medium of these
external “exosomatic” parts of our social superorganism. The terms “exosomatic” and
“endosomatic” were coined by the American scientist Alfred Lotka (1880-1949). A lobster’s
claw is endosomatic; it is part of the lobster’s body. The hammer used by a human is
exosomatic, like a detachable claw. Lotka spoke of “exosomatic evolution”, including in
this term not only cultural evolution but also the building up of the material structures of
civilization.
The economy associated with the human superorganism “eats” resources and free energy. It uses these inputs to produce local order, and finally excretes them as heat and
waste. The process is closely analogous to food passing through the alimentary canal of
an individual organism. The free energy and resources that are the inputs of our economy
drive it just as food drives the processes of our body, but in both cases, waste products
are finally excreted in a degraded form.
Almost all of the free energy that drives the human economy came originally from
the sun’s radiation, the exceptions being geothermal energy which originates in the decay
of radioactive substances inside the earth, and tidal energy, which has its origin in the
slowing of the motions of the earth-moon system. However, since the start of the Industrial
Revolution, our economy has been using the solar energy stored in of fossil fuels. These
fossil fuels were formed over a period of several hundred million years. We are using them
during a few hundred years, i.e., at a rate approximately a million times the rate at which
they were formed.
The present rate of consumption of fossil fuels is more than 13 terawatts and, if used at
the present rate, fossil fuels would last less than a century. However, because of the very
serious threats posed by climate change, human society would be well advised to stop the
consumption of coal, oil and natural gas well before that time.
7

http://www.amazon.com/Information-Theory-And-Evolution-Edition/dp/9814401234
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The rate of growth of of new renewable energy sources is increasing rapidly. These
sources include small hydro, modern biomass, solar, wind, geothermal, wave and tidal
energy. There is an urgent need for governments to set high taxes on fossil fuel consumption
and to shift subsidies from the petroleum and nuclear industries to renewables. These
changes in economic policy are needed to make the prices of renewables more competitive.
The shock to the global economy that will be caused by the end of the fossil fuel era will
be compounded by the scarcity of other non-renewable resources, such as metals. While
it is true (as neoclassical economists emphasize) that “matter and energy can neither be
created nor destroyed”, free energy can be degraded into heat, and concentrated deposits of
minerals can be dispersed. Both the degradation of free energy into heat and the dispersal
of minerals involve increases of entropy.

7.8

Frederick Soddy

One of the first people to call attention to the relationship between entropy and economics
was the English radiochemist Frederick Soddy (1877-1956). Soddy won the Nobel Prize for
Chemistry in 1921 for his work with Ernest Rutherford demonstrating the transmutation
of elements in radioactive decay processes. His concern for social problems then led him
to a critical study of the assumptions of classical economics. Soddy believed that there
is a close connection between free energy and wealth, but only a very tenuous connection
between wealth and money.
Soddy was extremely critical of the system of “fractional reserve banking” whereby
private banks keep only a small fraction of the money that is entrusted to them by their
depositors and lend out the remaining amount. He pointed out that this system means that
the money supply is controlled by the private banks rather than by the government, and
also that profits made from any expansion of the money supply go to private corporations
instead of being used to provide social services. Fractional reserve banking exists today,
not only in England but also in many other countries. Soddy’s criticisms of this practice
cast light on the subprime mortgage crisis of 2008 and the debt crisis of 2011.
As Soddy pointed out, real wealth is subject to the second law of thermodynamics. As
entropy increases, real wealth decays. Soddy contrasted this with the behavior of debt at
compound interest, which increases exponentially without any limit, and he remarked:
“You cannot permanently pit an absurd human convention, such as the spontaneous
increment of debt [compound interest] against the natural law of the spontaneous decrement of wealth [entropy]”. Thus, in Soddy’s view, it is a fiction to maintain that being
owed a large amount of money is a form of real wealth.
Frederick Soddy’s book, “Wealth, virtual wealth and debt: The solution of the economic paradox”, published in 1926 by Allen and Unwin, was received by the professional
economists of the time as the quixotic work of an outsider. Today, however, Soddy’s
common-sense economic analysis is increasingly valued for the light that it throws on the
problems of our fractional reserve banking system, which becomes more and more vulner-
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able to failure as economic growth falters.8

7.9

Currency reform, and nationalization of banks

Frederick Soddy was writing at a time when England’s currency was leaving the gold
standard, and in order to replace this basis for the currency, he proposed an index system.
Soddy’s index was to be based on a standard shopping basket containing household items,
such as bread, milk, potatoes and so on. If the price of the items in the basket rose, more
currency would be issued by the nationalized central bank. If the price fell, currency would
be withdrawn.
Nationalization of banks was proposed by Soddy as a means of avoiding the evils of the
fractional reserve banking system. Today we see a revival of the idea of nationalized banks,
or local user-owned cooperative banks. The Grameen Bank, founded by Prof. Muhammad
Yunus, pioneered the idea of socially-motivated banks for the benefit poor people who
would ordinarily be unable to obtain loans. The bank and its founder won a Nobel Peace
Prize in 2006.9

7.10

Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen

The incorporation of the idea of entropy into economic thought also owes much to the
mathematician and economist Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1906-1994), the son a Romanian army officer. Georgescu-Roegen’s talents were soon recognized by the Romanian
school system, and he was given an outstanding education in mathematics, which later
contributed to his success and originality as an economist.
Between 1927 and 1930 the young Georgescu studied at the Institute de Statistique
in Paris, where he completed an award-winning thesis: “On the problem of finding out
the cyclical components of phenomena”. He then worked in England with Karl Pearson
from 1930 to 1932, and during this period his work attracted the attention of a group of
economists who were working on a project called the Harvard Economic Barometer. He
8
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Figure 7.2: According to the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy of the
universe constantly increases. Increase of entropy corresponds to increase of
disorder, and also to increase of statistical probability. Living organisms on
the earth are able to achieve a high degree of order and highly improbable
structures because the earth is not a closed system. It constantly receives
free energy (i.e. energy capable of doing work) from the sun, and this free
energy can be thought of as carrying thermodynamic information, or “negative
entropy”. Source: flowchainsensel.wordpress.co,
received a Rockefeller Fellowship to join this group, but when he arrived at Harvard, he
found that the project had been disbanded.
In desperation, Georgescu-Roegen asked the economist Joseph Schumpeter for an appointment to his group. Schumpeter’s group was in fact a remarkably active and interesting
one, which included the future Nobel laureate Wassely Leontief; and there followed a period
of intense intellectual activity during which Georgescu-Roegen became an economist.
Despite offers of a permanent position at Harvard, Georgescu-Roegen returned to his
native Romania in the late 1930’s and early 1940’s in order to help his country. He served
as a member of the Central Committee of the Romanian National Peasant Party. His
experiences at this time led to his insight that economic activity involves entropy. He was
also helped to this insight by Borel’s monograph on Statistical Mechanics, which he had
read during his Paris period.
Georgescu-Roegen later wrote: “The idea that the economic process is not a mechanical
analogue, but an entropic, unidirectional transformation began to turn over in my mind
long ago, as I witnessed the oil wells of the Plosti field of both World Wars’ fame becoming
dry one by one, and as I grew aware of the Romanian peasants’ struggle against the
deterioration of their farming soil by continuous use and by rains as well. However it was
the new representation of a process that enabled me to crystallize my thoughts in describing
the economic process as the entropic transformation of valuable natural resources (low
entropy) into valueless waste (high entropy).”
After making many technical contributions to economic theory, Georgescu-Roegen re-
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turned to this insight in his important 1971 book, “The Entropy Law and the Economic
Process” (Harvard University Press), where he outlines his concept of bioeconomics. In a
later book, “Energy and Economic Myths” (Pergamon Press, New York, 1976), he offered
the following recommendations for moving towards a bioeconomic society:
1. The complete prohibition of weapons production, thereby releasing productive forces
for more constructive purposes;
2. Immediate aid to underdeveloped countries;
3. Gradual decrease in population to a level that could be maintained only by organic
agriculture;
4. Avoidance, and strict regulation if necessary, of wasteful energy use;
5. Abandon our attachment to “extravagant gadgetry”;
6. “Get rid of fashion”;
7. Make goods more durable and repairable; and
8. Cure ourselves of workaholic habits by re-balancing the time spent on work and
leisure, a shift that will become incumbent as the effects of the other changes make
themselves felt.
Georgescu-Roegen did not believe that his idealistic recommendations would be adopted,
and he feared that human society is headed for a crash.

7.11

Limits to Growth: A steady-state economy

Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen’s influence continues to be felt today, not only through his own
books and papers but also through those of his students, the distinguished economists Herman E. Daly and Kozo Mayumi, who for many years have been advocating a steady-state
economy. As they point out in their books and papers, it is becoming increasingly apparent
that unlimited economic growth on a finite planet is a logical impossibility. However, it is
important to distinguish between knowledge, wisdom and culture, which can and should
continue to grow, and growth in the sense of an increase in the volume of material goods
produced. It is growth in the latter sense that is reaching its limits.
Daly describes our current situation as follows: “The most important change in recent
times has been the growth of one subsystem of the Earth, namely the economy, relative
to the total system, the ecosphere. This huge shift from an ‘empty’ to a ‘full’ world is
truly ‘something new under the sun’... The closer the economy approaches the scale of
the whole Earth, the more it will have to conform to the physical behavior mode of the
Earth... The remaining natural world is no longer able to provide the sources and sinks for
the metabolic throughput necessary to sustain the existing oversized economy, much less a
growing one. Economists have focused too much on the economy’s circulatory system and
have neglected to study its digestive tract.”10
10
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In the future, the only way that we can avoid economic collapse is to build a steady-state
economy. There exists much literature on how this can be achieved, and these writings
ought to become a part of the education of all economists and politicians.

7.12

Problems of globalization

In the early 19th century, industrial society began to be governed by new rules: Traditions
were forgotten and replaced by purely economic laws. Labor was viewed as a commodity,
like coal or grain, and wages were paid according to the laws of supply and demand, without
regard for the needs of the workers. Wages fell to starvation levels, hours of work increased,
and working conditions deteriorated.
John Fielden’s book, “The Curse of the Factory System” was written in 1836, and it
describes the condition of young children working in the cotton mills. “The small nimble
fingers of children being by far the most in request, the custom instantly sprang up of
procuring ’apprentices’ from the different parish workhouses of London, Birmingham and
elsewhere... Overseers were appointed to see to the works, whose interest it was to work
the children to the utmost, because their pay was in proportion to the quantity of work
that they could exact.”
“Cruelty was, of course, the consequence; and there is abundant evidence on record to
show that in many of the manufacturing districts, the most heart rending cruelties were
practiced on the unoffending and friendless creatures...that they were flogged, fettered and
tortured in the most exquisite refinements of cruelty, that they were in many cases starved
to the bone while flogged to their work, and that they were even in some instances driven
to commit suicide... The profits of manufacture were enormous, but this only whetted the
appetite that it should have satisfied.”
Dr. Peter Gaskell, writing in 1833, described the condition of the English mill workers
as follows: “The vast deterioration in personal form which has been brought about in the
manufacturing population during the last thirty years... is singularly impressive, and fills
the mind with contemplations of a very painful character... Their complexion is sallow
and pallid, with a peculiar flatness of feature caused by the want of a proper quantity of
adipose substance to cushion out the cheeks. Their stature is low - the average height of
men being five feet, six inches... Great numbers of the girls and women walk lamely or
awkwardly... Many of the men have but little beard, and that in patches of a few hairs...
(They have) a spiritless and dejected air, a sprawling and wide action of the legs...”
“Rising at or before daybreak, between four and five o’clock the year round, they
swallow a hasty meal or hurry to the mill without taking any food whatever... At twelve
o’clock the engine stops, and an hour is given for dinner... Again they are closely immured
from one o’clock till eight or nine, with the exception of twenty minutes, this being allowed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN5esbvAt-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlR-VsXtM4Y
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/survey/so/2015/car031315a.htm
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for tea. During the whole of this long period, they are actively and unremittingly engaged
in a crowded room at an elevated temperature.”
Dr. Gaskell adds a description of the housing of the workers: “One of the circumstances
in which they are especially defective is that of drainage and water-closets. Whole ranges
of these houses are either totally undrained, or very partially... The whole of the washings
and filth from these consequently are thrown into the front or back street, which, often
being unpaved and cut into deep ruts, allows them to collect into stinking and stagnant
pools; while fifty, or even more than that number, having only a single convenience common
to them all, it is in a very short time choked with excrementous matter. No alternative is
left to the inhabitants but adding this to the already defiled street.”
“It frequently happens that one tenement is held by several families... The demoralizing
effects of this utter absence of domestic privacy must be seen before they can be thoroughly
appreciated. By laying bare all the wants and actions of the sexes, it strips them of outward
regard for decency - modesty is annihilated - the father and the mother, the brother and
the sister, the male and female lodger, do not scruple to commit acts in front of each other
which even the savage keeps hid from his fellows.”
With the gradual acceptance of birth control in England, the growth of trade unions, the
passage of laws against child labor and finally minimum wage laws, conditions of workers
gradually improved, and the benefits of industrialization began to spread to the whole of
society.
One of the important influences for reform was the Fabian Society, founded in London
in 1884. The group advocated gradual rather than revolutionary reform (and took its name
from Quintus Fabius Maximus, the Roman general who defeated Hannibal’s Carthaginian
army by using harassment and attrition rather than head-on battles). The Fabian Society
came to include a number of famous people, including Sydney and Beatrice Webb, George
Bernard Shaw, H.G. Wells, Annie Besant, Leonard Woolf, Emaline Pankhurst, Bertrand
Russell, John Maynard Keynes, Harold Laski, Ramsay MacDonald, Clement Attlee, Tony
Benn and Harold Wilson. Jawaharlal Nehru, India’s first Prime Minister, was greatly
influenced by Fabian economic ideas.
The group was instrumental in founding the British Labour Party (1900), the London
School of Economics and the New Statesman. In 1906, Fabians lobbied for a minimum
wage law, and in 1911 they lobbied for the establishment of a National Health Service.
The reform movement’s efforts, especially those of the Fabians, overcame the worst horrors of early 19th century industrialism, but today their hard-won achievements are being
undermined and lost because of uncritical and unregulated globalization. Today, a factory
owner or CEO, anxious to avoid high labor costs, and anxious to violate environmental
regulations merely moves his factory to a country where laws against child labor and rape
of the environment do not exist or are poorly enforced. In fact, he must do so or be fired,
since the only thing that matters to the stockholders is the bottom line.
The movement of a factory from Europe or North America to a country with poorly
enforced laws against environmental destruction, child labor, and slavery, puts workers into
unfair competition. Unless they are willing to accept revival of the unspeakable conditions
of the early Industrial Revolution, they are unable to compete.
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Today, child labor accounts for 22% of the workforce in Asia, 32% in Africa, and 17%
in Latin America. Large-scale slavery also exists today, although there are formal laws
against it in every country. There are more slaves now than ever before. Their number is
estimated to be between 12 million and 27 million. Besides outright slaves, who are bought
and sold for as little as 100 dollars, there many millions of workers whose lack of options
and dreadful working conditions must be described as slavelike. 11

Secret trade deals
The Trans-Pacific Partnership is one of the trade deals that is currently being negotiated in
secret. Not even the US congress is allowed to know the details of the document. However,
enough information has been leaked to make it clear that if the agreement is passed, foreign
corporations would be allowed to “sue” the US government for loss of profits because of
(for example) environmental regulations. The “trial” would be outside the legal system,
before a tribunal of lawyers representing the corporations. A similar secret trade deal
with Europe, the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), is also being
“fast-tracked”. One can hardly imagine greater violations of democratic principles.12
We can also consider the “non-discrimination” principle adopted by GATT (the General Agreement on Terriffs and Trade). This principle states that participating countries
“cannot discriminate between like products on the basis of the method of production”.
This single principle allows multinational commerce to escape from all the humanitarian
and environmental reforms that have been achieved since the start of the Industrial Revolution. No matter if the method of production involves destruction of a tropical rain forest,
no matter if forced labor was used, we are not allowed to discriminate “on the basis of the
method of production”.
The present situation is that agriculture, trade and industry have become global, but the
world still lacks adequate institutions at the global level to watch over what is happening
and to ensure respect for human needs and respect for the natural environment. Today’s
global economic interdependence, instantaneous worldwide communication, and the need
11
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for peaceful resolution of international conflicts all call for strong governmental institutions
at the global level, but the United Nations today lacks many things that would be necessary
if it is to perform such a role: It lacks a legislature with the power to make laws binding
on individuals and corporations. It lacks mechanisms for enforcing such laws. And it lacks
a large and dependable source of income.
It would be logical to improve the United Nations by giving it the things just mentioned,
and by giving it at the same time the task of regulating multinational corporations to ensure
that they act in a socially and ecologically responsible manner. It would also be logical to
entitle the UN to a fee for acting as a referee in relationships between multinationals and
the developing countries. These reforms must come someday because of the logic of our
present situation. I hope that they will come soon.
The CEO’s of Wall Street call for less government, more deregulation and more globalization. They are delighted that the work of the reform movement is being undone in
the name of “freedom”. But is this really what is needed? We need instead to reform
our economic system and to give it both a social conscience and an ecological conscience.
Governments already accept their responsibility for education. In the future they must also
accept the responsibility for ensuring that their citizens can make a smooth transition from
education to secure jobs. The free market alone cannot do this the powers of government
are needed. Let us restore democracy! Let us have governments that work for the welfare
of all their citizens, rather than for the enormous enrichment of the few!

7.13

A new social contract

Our present situation is this:
The future looks extremely dark because of human folly, especially the long-term future.
The greatest threats are catastrophic climate change and thermonuclear war, but a largescale global famine also has to be considered.
We give our children loving care, but it makes no sense do so and at the same time to
neglect to do all that is within our power to ensure that they and their descendants will
inherit an earth in which they can survive. We also have a responsibility to all the other
living organisms with which we share the gift of life.
Inaction is not an option. We have to act with courage and dedication, even if the odds
are against success, because the stakes are so high. The mass media could mobilize us to
action, but they have failed in their duty. Our educational system could also wake us up
and make us act, but it too has failed us. The battle to save the earth from human greed
and folly has to be fought in the alternative media. Hence this book, printed by a small
peace-oriented Swedish publisher, and hence urgent the tone of this final chapter.
We need a new economic system, a new society, a new social contract, a new way of
life. Here are the great tasks that history has given to our generation: We must achieve a
steady-state economic system. We must restore democracy. We must decrease economic
inequality. We must break the power of corporate greed. We must leave fossil fuels in the
ground. We must stabilize and ultimately reduce the global population. We must eliminate
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Figure 7.3: Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, a great pioneer of Ecological Economics.
His writings cast much light on our present situation. Source: elcomercio.ep
the institution of war. And finally, we must develop a more mature ethical system to match
our new technology.

We must achieve a steady-state economic system
A steady-state economic system is necessary because neither population growth nor economic growth can continue indefinitely on a finite earth. No one can maintain that exponential industrial growth is sustainable in the long run except by refusing to look more
than a short distance into the future.
Of course, it is necessary to distinguish between industrial growth, and growth of culture and knowledge, which can and should continue to grow. Qualitative improvements
in human society are possible and desirable, but resource-using and pollution-producing
industrial growth is reaching its limits, both because of ecological constraints and because
of the exhaustion of petroleum, natural gas and other non-renewable resources, such as
metals. The threat of catastrophic climate change makes it imperative for us to stop using
fossil fuels within very few decades.
We discussed Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen’s reasons for viewing our present economic
system as unidirectional and entropic: Low-entropy resources are converted into highentropy waste, a unidirectional process. By contrast, to be sustainable in the long run, a
process must be cyclic, like the growth and regeneration of a forest.
Georgescu-Roegen’s list of desiderata remains valid today: We need drastic cuts in
weapons production, thereby releasing productive forces for more constructive purposes.
We need immediate aid to underdeveloped countries and gradual decrease in population to
a level that can be maintained by organic agriculture. We also need avoidance, and strict
regulation if necessary, of wasteful energy use. Finally, we need to abandon our attachment
to extravagant gadgetry and fashion, and we must cure ourselves of workaholic habits by
re-balancing the time spent on work and leisure.
Today, the distinguished economist Herman Daly (a student of Georgescu-Roegen) continues to write perceptive articles and books documenting the need for a steady-state econ-
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omy. Among his books, the following are noteworthy: “Steady-State Economics” (1977);
“For the Common Good” (1989, with John B. Cobb, Jr.); “Valuing the Earth” (1993, with
Kenneth Townsend); “Beyond Growth” (1996); “Ecological Economics and the Ecology of
Economics” (1999); “Local Politics of Global Sustainability” (2000, with Thomas Prugh
and Robert Costanza), and “Ecological Economics: Principles and Applications” (2003,
with Joshua Farley. Prof. Daly is a recipient of the Right Livelihood Award, which is
sometimes called the Alternative Nobel Prize.13

We must restore democracy
It is obvious, almost by definition, that excessive governmental secrecy and true democracy
are incompatible. If the people of a country have no idea what their government is doing,
they cannot possibly have the influence on decisions that the word “democracy” implies.
Governmental secrecy is not something new. Secret diplomacy contributed to the outbreak of World War I, and the secret Sykes-Picot Agreement later contributed to the
bitterness of conflicts in the Middle East. However, in recent years, governmental secrecy
has grown enormously.
The revelations of Edward Snowden have shown that the number of people involved in
secret operations of the United States government is now as large as the entire population
of Norway: roughly 5 million. The influence of this dark side of government has become
so great that no president is able to resist it.
Many modern governments have become very expert in manipulating public opinion
through mass media. They only allow the public to hear a version of the “news” that has
been handed down by powerholders. Of course, people can turn to the alternative media
that are available on the Internet. But on the whole, the vision of the world presented on
television screens and in major newspapers is the “truth” that is accepted by the majority
of the public, and it is this picture of events that influences political decisions. Censorship
of the news by the power elite is a form of secrecy, since it withholds information that is
needed for a democracy to function properly.
Snowden has already said most of what he has to say. Nevertheless, Washington was
willing to break international law and the rules of diplomatic immunity by forcing its European allies to ground the plane of Bolivian President Evo Morales following a rumor that
Snowden was on board. This was not done to prevent Snowden from saying more, but with
the intention of making a gruesome example of him, as a warning to other whistleblowers.
In a democracy, the power of judging and controlling governmental policy is supposed
to be in the hands of the people. It is completely clear that if the people do not know
what their government is doing, then they cannot judge or control governmental policy,
13
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and democracy has been abolished. There has always been a glaring contradiction between democracy and secret branches of the government, such as the CIA, which conducts
its assassinations and its dirty wars in South America and elsewhere without any public
knowledge or control.
The gross, wholesale electronic spying on citizens revealed by Snowden seems to be
specifically aimed at eliminating democracy. It is aimed at instilling universal fear and
conformity, fear of blackmail and fear of being out of step, so that the public will not dare
to oppose whatever the government does, no matter how criminal or unconstitutional.
We must restore democracy wherever it has been replaced by oligarchy. When we do so,
we will free ourselves from many evils, including excessive economic inequality, violation
of civil rights, and the suffering produced by perpetual wars.

We must decrease economic inequality
In his Apostolic Exhortation, “Evangelii Gaudium”, Pope Francis said:
“In our time humanity is experiencing a turning-point in its history, as we can see from
the advances being made in so many fields. We can only praise the steps being taken to
improve people’s welfare in areas such as health care, education and communications. At
the same time we have to remember that the majority of our contemporaries are barely
living from day to day, with dire consequences. A number of diseases are spreading. The
hearts of many people are gripped by fear and desperation, even in the so-called rich
countries. The joy of living frequently fades, lack of respect for others and violence are on
the rise, and inequality is increasingly evident. It is a struggle to live and, often, to live
with precious little dignity.”
“This epochal change has been set in motion by the enormous qualitative, quantitative,
rapid and cumulative advances occurring in the sciences and in technology, and by their
instant application in different areas of nature and of life. We are in an age of knowledge
and information, which has led to new and often anonymous kinds of power.”
“Just as the commandment ‘Thou shalt not kill’ sets a clear limit in order to safeguard
the value of human life, today we also have to say ‘thou shalt not’ to an economy of
exclusion and inequality. Such an economy kills. How can it be that it is not a news item
when an elderly homeless person dies of exposure, but it is news when the stock market
loses two points? This is a case of exclusion. Can we continue to stand by when food is
thrown away while people are starving? This is a case of inequality. Today everything
comes under the laws of competition and the survival of the fittest, where the powerful
feed upon the powerless. As a consequence, masses of people find themselves excluded and
marginalized: without work, without possibilities, without any means of escape.”
“In this context, some people continue to defend trickle-down theories which assume
that economic growth, encouraged by a free market, will inevitably succeed in bringing
about greater justice and inclusiveness in the world. This opinion, which has never been
confirmed by the facts, expresses a crude and naive trust in the goodness of those wielding economic power and in the sacralized workings of the prevailing economic system.
Meanwhile, the excluded are still waiting.”
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In a recent speech, Senator Bernie Sanders quoted Pope Francis extensively and
added: “We have a situation today, Mr. President, incredible as it may sound, where the
wealthiest 85 people in the world own more wealth than the bottom half of the world’s
population.”14
The social epidemiologist Prof. Richard Wilkinson, has documented the ways in which
societies with less economic inequality do better than more unequal societies in a number
of areas, including increased rates of life expectancy, mathematical performance, literacy,
trust, social mobility, together with decreased rates of infant mortality, homicides, imprisonment, teenage births, obesity and mental illness, including drug and alcohol addiction.15
We must also remember that according to the economist John A. Hobson, the basic problem that led to imperialism was an excessively unequal distribution of incomes in the
industrialized countries. The result of this unequal distribution was that neither the rich
nor the poor could buy back the total output of their society. The incomes of the poor
were insufficient, and rich were too few in number.

We must break the power of corporate greed
When the United Nations was established in 1945, the purpose of the organization was
to abolish the institution of war. This goal was built into many of the articles of the UN
Charter. Accordingly, throughout the world, many War Departments were renamed and
became Departments of Defense. But the very name is a lie. In an age of nuclear threats
and counter-threats, populations are by no means protected. Ordinary citizens are just
hostages in a game for power and money. It is all about greed.
Why is war continually threatened? Why is Russia threatened? Why is war with
Iran threatened? Why fan the flames of conflict with China? Is it to “protect” civilians?
Absolutely not! In a thermonuclear war, hundreds of millions of civilians would die horribly
everywhere in the world, also in neutral countries. What is really being protected are the
profits of arms manufacturers. As long as there are tensions; as long as there is a threat
of war, military budgets are safe; and the profits of arms makers are safe. The people in
several “democracies”, for example the United States, do not rule at the moment. Greed
rules.
As Institute Professor Noam Chomsky of MIT has pointed out, greed and lack of ethics
are built into the structure of corporations. By law, the Chief Executive Officer of a
corporation must be entirely motivated by the collective greed of the stockholders. He
must maximize profits. If the CEO abandons this single-minded chase after corporate
profits for ethical reasons, or for the sake of humanity or the biosphere or the future, he
(or she) must, by law, be fired and replaced.
14
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Figure 7.4: Greed: one of the seven deadly sins. Pecados Capitales. Avaricia.
Author: Jesus Solana from Madrid, Spain, Wikimedia Commons
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Occasionally, for the sake of their public image, corporations seem to do something for
other motives than their own bottom line, but it is usually window dressing. For example,
Shell claims to be supporting research on renewable energy. Perhaps there is indeed a small
renewable energy laboratory somewhere in that vast corporation; but the real interest of
the organization is somewhere else. Shell is sending equipment on a large scale to drill for
more and more environment-destroying oil in the Arctic.16

We must leave fossil fuels in the ground
The threat of catastrophic climate change requires prompt and dedicated action by the
global community. Unless we very quickly make the transition from fossil fuels to 100%
renewable energy, we will reach a tipping point after which uncontrollable feedback loops
could take over, leading to a human-caused 6th geological extinction event. This might
even be comparable to the Permian-Triassic event, during which 96% of all marine species
and 70% of terrestrial vertebrates became extinct.
New hope that such a catastrophe for human civilization and the biosphere can be
avoided comes from two recently-released documents: The Encyclical “Laudato Si’ ” by
Pope Francis, and the statistics on the rate of growth of renewable energy newly released
by the Earth Policy Institute.
Arctic sea-ice is melting at an increasingly rapid rate, because of several feedback loops.
One of these feedback loops, called the albedo effect, is due to the fact that white snowcovered sea-ice in the Arctic reflects sunlight, while dark water absorbs it, raising the
temperature and leading to more melting.
Another feedback loop is due to the fact that rising temperatures mean that more water
is evaporated. The water vapor in the atmosphere acts like a greenhouse gas, and raises
the temperature still further.
If we consider long-term effects, by far the most dangerous of the feedback loops is
the melting of methane hydrate crystals and the release of methane into the atmosphere,
where its effects as a greenhouse gas are roughly twenty times great as those of CO2 .
When organic matter is carried into the oceans by rivers, it decays to form methane.
The methane then combines with water to form hydrate crystals, which are stable at the
temperatures which currently exist on ocean floors. However, if the temperature rises, the
crystals become unstable, and methane gas bubbles up to the surface.
The worrying thing about methane hydrate deposits on ocean floors is the enormous
amount of carbon involved: roughly 10,000 gagatons. To put this huge amount into perspective, we can remember that the total amount in world CO2 emissions since 1751 has
been only 337 gigatons.
Despite the worrying nature of the threats that we are facing, there are reasons for
hope. One of the greatest of these is the beautiful, profound and powerful encyclical that
16
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has just been released by Pope Francis.17
Pope Francis tells us that the dictates of today’s economists are not sacred: In the
future, if we are to survive, economics must be given both a social conscience and an
ecological conscience. Nor are private property and profits sacred. They must be subordinated to the common good, and the preservation of our global commons. Less focus on
material goods need not make us less happy. The quality of our lives can be increased,
not decreased, if we give up our restless chase after power and wealth, and derive more of
our pleasures from art, music and literature, and from conversations with our families and
friends.
Another reason for hope can be found in the extremely high present rate of growth of
renewable energy, and in the remarkable properties of exponential growth. According to
figures recently released by the Earth Policy Institute,18 the global installed photovoltaic
capacity is currently able to deliver 242,000 megawatts, and it is increasing at the rate of
27.8% per year. Wind energy can now deliver 370,000 megawatts, and it is increasing at
the rate of roughly 20% per year.
Because of the astonishing properties of exponential growth, we can calculate that
if these growth rates are maintained, renewable energy can give us 24.8 terawatts within
only 15 years! This is far more than the world’s present use of all forms of energy.
All of us must still work with dedication to provide the political will needed to avoid
catastrophic climate change. However, the strong and friendly voice of Pope Francis, and
the remarkable rate of growth of renewable energy can guide our work, and can give us
hope and courage.
The award-winning author and activist Naomi Klein has emphasized that the climate
crisis changes everything. Environmentalists and antiwar activists must unite! We need
a new economic system! The people of the world don’t want climate change; they want
system change!19

17
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19
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We must stabilize and ultimately reduce the global population
According to the World Resources Institute and the United Nations Environment Programme, “It is estimated that since World War II, 1.2 billion hectares...[of agricultural
land] has suffered at least moderate degradation as a result of human activity. This is a
vast area, roughly the size of China and India combined.” This area is 27% of the total
area currently devoted to agriculture 5 . The report goes on to say that the degradation
is greatest in Africa.
David Pimental and his associates at Cornell University pointed out in 1995 that “Because of erosion-associated loss of productivity and population growth, the per capita food
supply has been reduced over the past 10 years and continues to fall. The Food and Agricultural Organization reports that the per capita production of grains which make up 80%
of the world’s food supply, has been declining since 1984.”
Pimental et al. add that “Not only is the availability of cropland per capita decreasing
as the world population grows, but arable land is being lost due to excessive pressure on
the environment. For instance, during the past 40 years nearly one-third of the world’s
cropland (1.5 billion hectares) has been abandoned because of soil erosion and degradation.
Most of the replacement has come from marginal land made available by removing forests.
Agriculture accounts for 80% of the annual deforestation.”
The phrase “developing countries” is more than a euphemism; it expresses the hope
that with the help of a transfer of technology from the industrialized nations, all parts of
the world can achieve prosperity. An important factor that prevents the achievement of
worldwide prosperity is population growth.
In the words of Dr. Halfdan Mahler, former Director General of the World Health
Organization, “Country after country has seen painfully achieved increases in total output,
food production, health and educational facilities and employment opportunities reduced
or nullified by excessive population growth.”
The growth of population is linked to excessive urbanization, infrastructure failures and
unemployment. In rural districts in the developing countries, family farms are often divided
among a growing number of heirs until they can no longer be subdivided. Those family
members who are no longer needed on the land have no alternative except migration to
overcrowded cities, where the infrastructure is unable to cope so many new arrivals. Often
the new migrants are forced to live in excrement-filled makeshift slums, where dysentery,
hepatitis and typhoid are endemic, and where the conditions for human life sink to the
lowest imaginable level. In Brazil, such shanty towns are called “favelas”.
If modern farming methods are introduced in rural areas while population growth continues, the exodus to cities is aggravated, since modern techniques are less labor-intensive
and favor large farms. In cities, the development of adequate infrastructure requires time,
and it becomes a hopeless task if populations are growing rapidly. Thus, population stabilization is a necessary first step for development.
It can be observed that birth rates fall as countries develop. However, development
is sometimes blocked by the same high birth rates that economic progress might have
prevented. In this situation (known as the “demographic trap”), economic gains disappear
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immediately because of the demands of an exploding population.
For countries caught in the demographic trap, government birth control programs are
especially important, because one cannot rely on improved social conditions to slow birth
rates. Since health and lowered birth rates should be linked, it is appropriate that familyplanning should be an important part of programs for public health and economic development.
A recent study conducted by Robert F. Lapham of Demographic Health Surveys and
W. Parker Maudlin of the Rockefeller Foundation has shown that the use of birth control
is correlated both with socio-economic setting and with the existence of strong familyplanning programs. The implication of this study is that even in the absence of increased
living standards, family planning programs can be successful, provided they have strong
government support.
Education of women and higher status for women are vitally important measures, not
only for their own sake, but also because in many countries these social reforms have proved
to be the key to lower birth rates. As Sir Partha Dasgupta of Cambridge University
has pointed out, the changes needed to break the cycle of overpopulation and poverty
are all desirable in themselves. Besides education and higher status for women, they
include state-provided social security for old people, provision of water supplies near to
dwellings, provision of health services to all, abolition of child labor and general economic
development. The money required to make these desirable changes is a tiny fraction of the
amount that is currently wasted on war.
In order to avoid a catastrophic future famine, it is vitally important that all of the
countries of the world should quickly pass through a demographic transition from a situation characterized by high birth rates and high death rates to a new equilibrium, where
low death rates are balanced by low birth rates.

We must eliminate the institution of war
The problem of achieving internal peace over a large geographical area is not insoluble.
It has already been solved. There exist today many nations or regions within each of
which there is internal peace, and some of these are so large that they are almost worlds
in themselves. One thinks of China, India, Brazil, Australia, the Russian Federation,
the United States, and the European Union. Many of these enormous societies contain
a variety of ethnic groups, a variety of religions and a variety of languages, as well as
striking contrasts between wealth and poverty. If these great land areas have been forged
into peaceful and cooperative societies, cannot the same methods of government be applied
globally?

New ethics to match new technology
Modern science has, for the first time in history, offered humankind the possibility of a
life of comfort, free from hunger and cold, and free from the constant threat of death
through infectious disease. At the same time, science has given humans the power to
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obliterate their civilization with nuclear weapons, or to make the earth uninhabitable
through overpopulation and pollution.
The question of which of these paths we choose is literally a matter of life or death for
ourselves and our children. Will we use the discoveries of modern science constructively,
and thus choose the path leading towards life? Or will we use science to produce more
and more lethal weapons, which sooner or later, through a technical or human failure,
may result in a catastrophic nuclear war? Will we thoughtlessly destroy our beautiful
planet through unlimited growth of population and industry? The choice among these
alternatives is ours to make. We live at a critical moment of history, a moment of crisis
for civilization.
No one living today asked to be born at such a moment, but by an accident of birth,
history has given us an enormous responsibility, and two daunting tasks: If civilization is to
survive, we must not only stabilize the global population but also, even more importantly,
we must eliminate the institution of war. We face these difficult tasks with an inherited
emotional nature that has not changed much during the last 40,000 years. Furthermore, we
face the challenges of the 21st century with an international political system based on the
anachronistic concept of the absolutely sovereign nation-state. However, the human brain
has shown itself to be capable of solving even the most profound and complex problems.
The mind that has seen into the heart of the atom must not fail when confronted with
paradoxes of the human heart.
We must replace the old world of international anarchy, chronic war and institutionalized injustice, by a new world of law. The United Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Criminal Court are steps in the right direction,
but these institutions need to be greatly strengthened and reformed.20
20
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We also need a new global ethic, where loyalty to one’s family and nation is supplemented by a higher loyalty to humanity as a whole. The Nobel laureate biochemist Albert
Szent-Györgyi once wrote:
“The story of man consists of two parts, divided by the appearance of modern science....
In the first period, man lived in the world in which his species was born and to which his
senses were adapted. In the second, man stepped into a new, cosmic world to which he
was a complete stranger.... The forces at man’s disposal were no longer terrestrial forces,
of human dimension, but were cosmic forces, the forces which shaped the universe. The
few hundred Fahrenheit degrees of our flimsy terrestrial fires were exchanged for the ten
million degrees of the atomic reactions which heat the sun.”
“This is but a beginning, with endless possibilities in both directions; a building of a
human life of undreamt of wealth and dignity, or a sudden end in utmost misery. Man
lives in a new cosmic world for which he was not made. His survival depends on how well
and how fast he can adapt himself to it, rebuilding all his ideas, all his social and political
institutions.”
“...Modern science has abolished time and distance as factors separating nations. On
our shrunken globe today, there is room for one group only: the family of man.”
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